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PREFACE 
ln our day or rising prices and inflation the 
topic or productive efficiency seems particularly pertinent 
to our society -- to the employer~ the emplGyee, and the 
pub2ic. Continuing and rising prosperity will depend 1argely 
on our ability as a nation to produce more of those goods and 
services that increase the well being and wealth of our nation. 
As a dynamic society we do not live alone on past accumulated 
wealth. The problems of income and expenditure, whether o'f 
individuals or of groups, become the special problems of our 
economic society. Ruman wants and the scarcity of goods are 
its foundations. It is scarcity that bas created our economic 
organization and constantly stimulates economic activity. It 
is our wants of (~) physical necessities, (2) comforts, 
(3) self expression, (4) self development, (5) power, (6) the 
desire for recognitian, (7) the approval of others, (8) and 
the desire for the welfare of others that stimulate us as in-
dividuals and as a group to continuous economic activity. 
In view of the foregoing, the improvement of produc-
tive efficiency in all its spheres of activity belps to grati-
fy these wants and to reduce their scarcity. The production 
foreman plays his part, in a slllall but vital way, in the 
satisfaction of these primary wants. It is in this light that 
this thesis, 11Productive Efficiency", will be presented. How 
can the production foreman help produce more of these physical 
necessities or comforts that fUlfill some of the innate desires 
of our society? Row can the.foreman provide these physical 
wants whil.e still permitting the individual to satisfy those 
other needs for recognition, self expression, self development 9 
power, etc. that are essentials to the well being of the in-
dividual and to the society to which he belongs? How in fact 
can he increase the satisfaction of all these wants wb11e at-
taining, through people, with the -use of previousl.y accumu-
lated weal.th ... <» machinery and g0cds -· still. more physical 
goods? These are the basic problems facing the production 
foreman. 
The production fo~eman by producing goods of high 
quality, at tbe l.owest cost possible, on time, will hel.p to= 
ward attaining these economic goal.s. With this as a purpose, 
some of the techniques ,and methods available to the produc-
tion foreman will be presented in the l.ight of the author • s 
experience as a supervisor~ and in the l.ight of the l.atest 
techniques and approaches now available to our society. The 
author will attempt to keep this presentation within the 
compass of a singl.e manageable topic as defined in the titl.e. 
It is my hope that this thesis will. be of some aid to stu~ 
dents of produoti<Im and to those within the production field 
wh~ may gain some new practical techniques and methods that 
may aid them in the solution of their particular problems. 
The author is particularl.y indebted to the Syl.vania 
Electric Products Company and Radio Corporation of America. 
It bas been the pleasure of the writer to be associated with 
both these fine compan1ese It is because of these experi-
ences tbat he finds himself able to present this thesis 1n 
a factual~ practical fash1~. 
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Ie Introduction 
Ae The Probl.em 
10 
To compete and grow successfully in our economic 
society a company must produce a quality pro4uct, at the 
lowest possible cost, on timee "On the firing linen this 
problem becomes the problem of' the production :f'oremane 
Given a series of' tools and aids such as a personnel depart-
ment, a material control department, an industrial engineer= 
1ng department, a production control department, etc. the 
production foreman attempts to help attain the desired goalse 
The techniques available to him are numerous. The use of 
these techniques vary tremendously too, as do the tools of 
management available to him. To obtain tbe goal of, produc-
tive efficiency, there is no one right method. As often bas 
been said, people willing, almost any system can be made to 
work. There are however some proven and tested approaches, 
and there are some tools available to the :foreman which have 
worked successfully and have been proven to be practical. 
These methods and approaches, in general, depend upon a sci-
entific approach to the use of' materials 8 tools, equipment, 
and the human ;factoro Our production problems vary directly 
as we disregard these rules of scientific management. 
In order to insure a fair degree of' completeness 
to this discussion this thesis will be conf~ed to one of 
several techniques that may be employed by the production 
supervisor 1n the so1uticm of his major problems. These 
ll. 
problems are primarily those of (1) correctly introducing 
the operator to his new envio.rnment and to his new job, 
(2) properly instructing the new operator, and following his 
learning progress to complete fr.uitiQn, (3) providing the 
operator with those toals psychological and physical neces-
sary to do a complete and fUlfilling task, and (4) finally 
through these methods obtaining the desired result of pro-
ductive efficiency~ 
The problem in general thus becomes that of how 
the production foreman can make the maximum use of tools• 
equipment, facilities, services to more naar1y approach the 
ultimate in productive e.fficiency. And most important of 
all., how the production foreman can make the most of the 
human factor, striving for quality and quantity, on time, at 
the lowest direct labor cost possible. 
B. The Scope 
Due to the broad scope of the topic to be discussed, 
' . 
the author will limit the discussion to the problem of a.pro-
ductian foreman primarily concerned with assembly production 
involving both men and women~ The type of production in- . 
valved is that of a job lot shop. The problems are primarily 
those of a job lot shop having many small orders, or a high 
unit cost, involving intricate involved equipment. The dis-
cussion will. primarily center about a non-incentive system. 
The department involved bere is set up along functional lines 
with a number of sections. For example, there is a chemical 
secticm which cleans a11 parts.. The t'urnace section then 
cJJ.eans all parts by hydrogen firing and air firing.. The parts 
are next assembled$ welded~ or brazed in different sections. 
Glass parts of the tubes9 in the meantime» aPe made in various 
glass sections. Those glass parts that are made by hand are 
done 1n the hand glass secticm. There is a material now of 
glass subassemblies to the assembly section and then as fin-
ished mounts back to either the band glass or the automatic 
glass section for the assembly of bulbs to the mounts (glass 
sealing). The tubes must then move to the exhaust section 
.where the tubes are evacuated of air to a high vacuum or 
filled with gases, e .. g. neon, argon 8 helium, depending on 
the tube type involved. The tubes then move to the basing 
section and then finally to the test section. There are as 
many as ten to twenty different type tubes being worked on 
simultaneously by each department. 
Due to the restricted nature of the topic to be dis~ 
cussed, many techniques available to the productio:n foreman 
will. not fit the problem. The supervisor must provide more 
individual attention to the individual operatorj due to the 
complex nature of the products. There is a greater need for 
individual control, individual skills, individual and more 
thorough training than would be neeessary in a high production 
shop. There is a greater reliance on group cooperation and 
there is a greater need tor the harmonious interaction of 
various sections due to the functional. setup of p.r>oduction. 
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The physical separation of departments require a greater un= 
derstanding on the part of each member of the .part he or she 
plays. The lack of an incentive system requires· a more con-
stant d~rection and supervisian of the individual operators 
and grGup to attain a high productive efficiency~ Productive 
flow becomes more difficult (1) due to the lack of an incen-
tive control. of quantity production, and (2) due. to the un-
balance of productive ability between departmentse The 
greater emphasis on sel.f reliance brings to the fore a need 
for a better understanding of the human rel.ations approach. 
All these factors tend to create a problem of some 
magni tu;de to the production foreman.. The attempt of this 
thesis will be to find some·or those answers necessary for 
the attainment of max~ production at the lowest unit cost 
possible when and as needed. 
C, History 
It is generally conceded that scientific management 
came to being with Frederick Taylor in 1881.. The foundations 
of scientific management are based on his principles of sc1-
entif'ic management. These principles have been expanded to a 
larger and larger degree through the years with the growth and 
expanding maturity of industrial organi.$ations. These prin-
ciples are: 
'*1.. The development of a true science. 
2. The scientific selection ef the workman. 
3. His scientific educaticm. and development. 
4e Intimate friendly cooperation between 
the management and the men. ••* 
"'• 
l.4 
Frede~iek Taylor particularly stressed the use of timestudy 
1n his approach to scientific management. It was in this 
sphere at the Midvale Steel Co., and later at the Bethlehem 
Steel Works 1n 1898 that Taylor made his greatest contribu-
tions to the new science. Particularly his experiments in 
the art of cutting metals, his investigations in shoveling. 
and his study of rest pauses in the handling of pig iron 
are his greatest contributions. It was from such a begin-
ning that Gantt, Halsey, Badeaux, et al. created the art of 
time study. 
At about the same time, 1885, the art of metion 
study came to being with a gang engineer, Frank Gil.bret.h. an.d 
his psychologist wife, Lillian Gilbreth. This couple were 
the progenitors of many of. our scientific management tech-
niques. Their activities covered such fields as motion 
study~ process charts, micromotion study, the study of·ta-
t1gue8 transfer of skill, monotony, etc. 
Since than others have taken the best and the ap-
plicable from these great pioneers 1n scientific management. 
They use these original investigations as a base for contin-
ued growthb and use those devices that seem most applicable 
to tbe specU"ic tasks at hand. 
*·1, P• 132:8 
1.5 
As time progressed there was a growing feeling 
that growth o:f human relations technique bad not kept pace 
with the growth 1n technical advanceo Previous to World 
War II, many studies had borne out this .fact.. 11The basie 
f'aet that emerges from these or any other studies is that 
wb.Ue material efficiency bas been increasing for two hun-
dred years, the human capacity for working together bas in 
the same period continually diminished.~* 
. -
During and since World War II 3 · the.re bas been an 
increasing and continual growth of' knowledge and interest 
in human relations and its affect on productive efficiency. 
The interest was sparked by the experiments at the irawthorne 
Works of General Electric Company in 1939, These Hawthorne 
studies irrevocably proved the\ .. close relationship between 
the productivity of' workers and their psychological and so-
cial. relations with one another. Many studies by industry and 
business have since then proven the af'orementionedf'act 3 thus 
placing the field of human relations within the sphere of sci-
entific management. 
It is with. t.b.is :fundamental setting that ma.ny thau-
sands of industrial employers and employees have expanded the 
use of scientific management to its present stature. The fore= 
man°s task is to use all these to&ls to his utmost advantage to 
' 
attain the goal of productive efficiency. Therefore it is with 
* 5b P• 5 
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this :f.'tmdamental background and activity per.meating our 
major progressive industries that this thesis is writteno 
Do· Technique 
The approach used herein will be that of follow-
ing the progress of the worker from his hiring to his com-
pleticm. of and maintenance Gf the assigned task .,._ maximum 
efficiency as a well adjusted member of a closely knit team. 
Thereby the objectives of management will be fulfilled. The 
foreman will have done his job. well and the worker wUl 
satisfy a maximum of those needs for his physical and psycho-
logical we11 being. 
Various forms, techniques, controls, methods will 
be illustrated 1n the progressive growth o:f tba worker. It 
is hoped that thereby, a practical approach to· some of our 
mutual problems may be achievedo 
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II. ~he HUman Relations Approach 
The industrial revolutian which replaced tbe tools 
of independent workmen with machines owned by lenders of 
capital have transformed handicraftsmen who were their ow.n 
bosses into hired hands subject to the orders of managers. 
Gradually men :felt themselves swallowed by a vast impersonal 
machine which rubbed away their self respect and in a way 
their identities. In a.nge.l?i:against this human betrayal mil.= 
lians of workers have listened to the promises of false 
ideoJLogies. 
Now a second Industrial Revolution, quieter but 
more profound, is sweeping through United States industry. 
It is now Human Relations in industry. It •s purpose is to 
give the American worker a sense o:f usefulness and importance 
(and thus improves his work). It •s goal - ... to make work more 
:f'un· by making work more meaning:f'ul. 
The foreman as the first line of management plays 
a vital role in this new art which has brought a revolution 
to indus try. 
A. Definition 
HUman relations is simply the creatia.n of good will 
among the workers. It is basically applied common sense or 
treating others as you wish :for ·yourself. It falls in the 
realm of creating an environment of proper attitudes and good 
morale among workers,providing the basic wants and needs of 
the individual. 1n his working environment. The :f'ulfil1m.ent 
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of these nee·ds represent a definition o:f what human relations 
means to worker and manager alike.. Their sati s:faction creates 
the desire to work and work well~ 
A survey recently taken among 325 :factory workers 
showed the ranking o:f ten basic wants in order o:f importance. 
~-
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Factor 
Steady work 
Comfortable working conditions 
Good working companions · 
Good boss Qpportunlty for advancement 
High pay 
Opportunity to use your ideas 
Opportunity to lea.rn a job 
Good hours 
Easy work * 
A similar survey by various investigators on mis-
~ 
ce1laneous workers, department store workers, women factory 
workers, male high school graduates, males and females co1-
lectively, shows a remarkably similar distribution.** 
!Co sum up. this defin1 tion, human relations can be 
stated as the satisfaction of man ° s basic wants: (1) securitys 
(2) a chance to advance, (3) treatment as h'UlllaD. beings,and 
:fimlly (4) dignity. Give these to man and you bave developed 
the most promising single source of productivity, namely, the 
wUl. to work. *•** 
* ::· 16, Po 460 
**t 1.6 t p. 464 
·Hit' 27. P• 97 
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B. The Worker•s Needs 
,. 
The foreman must understand that people work best 
when they feel that they arid their work are important~ The 
foreman can make an operator feel this way if he: 
Understands that each worker is an 
individual, 
Finds out what they want from their job, 
_Pu.ts this gained knowledge to work 
by the way he deals with them. 
The above tasks are by far the first and most valu-
. -
able functions of the first line supervisor, for he soon 
learns that his department's ability to do well and to func-
tion smoothly and cooperatively depend on his ability to 
meet the individual's needs. 
Alfred Cooper states: "In order to have a proper 
mental attitude toward his job a worker must be interested--
in the work he is doing, and he mu.st be satisfied .. ."~ith his 
general working conditions~ Those are two of the e~ements 
upon which morale depends. The third, and most important 
(since the other two depend upon it, to a certain extent, 
for their existence) is the guality .of leadership displayed 
• 
by the supervisor."* 
Eefore a foreman can successfully complete the 
above assigned task, it appears to me that he needs a basic 
understanding of human nature. Considering the worker • s 
20 
general environment, that is living and working with people, 
and considering their happiness, what are the most essential 
things to know about human nature or the worker? It would 
be well to know the relative values of the various aspects 
of human nature. 
A survey taken among 67 psychologists presented 
the relative importance of the factors· of human nature to 
the manager 1n this order: motivation, emotions, habit forma-
tion, personality, thinking and 1mag1natia.n, social adjust-
ment$ effect of envirGnment on behavior, intelligence, and 
how to evaluate individuals. ~~- Knowing these .factors and 
the considered importance of these .factors, it provides an 
area of relative assignments that the foreman must contend 
with$ And yet the supervisor must make sure that he tailor 
makes the pracedure for each person individuall.yo It is in 
this area o.f attaching importance to the relative needs of 
each individual that the ability, experience, and worth o.f 
the supervisor is trul.y brought to the fore. 
The.writer believes that the heart of the problem 
of human J:Jelations lies in an understanding of the two simple 
facts. First, that people think in terms of themselves. and 
secondly, that we all attempt in large degree to emulate those 
about uso These two laws of motivatian are eminently stated 
* 14, P• 265 
by P~ Starch: •The two l.aws of motivation in which suasion 
is grounded can be designated as the Law of Egocentrism and 
the Law of Induction. 
llaaw of Egocentrism" .. ;Each person is the center of his worl.d 
o:f experience and action. You are the cent~r of your worl.d 
and I of mine~ All experiences are seen :from that center. 
Each person is to himself the most important object in tbe 
world~ This is egocentrism; it is a basic law of motivation. 
Law of Induction. Behavior of one person induces correspond-
ing behavior in others. The active behavior of a dynamic 
person will produce a :far more powerful effect on the actions 
Knowing and experiencing these basic laws o:f human 
relations, how does the :foreman devel.op the fulr11lment o:f 
them? The next section will attempt to show how, particularly 
1n those areas of prime importance to him as a supervisor. 
c. The Fulfillment of the Needs 
''···-' 
It is in this area of :fulfillment of needs that the 
supervisor best serves his company. his own satisfactions and 
those of the worker. :How he handles his workers determines 
in l.arge degree the degree of success he has as a supervisor. 
Herein are presented some of the techniques that I believe are 
essential to the successful operation of a department. The 
techniques are o£ten well known but little used. It is often 
* 14, pp~ 265-266 
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in this area of simple known facts and techniques tbat the 
supervisor often faUs since he often takes for granted or 
disregards them as being too simple, or as often he states, 
•Any dope knows that •. An.~ yet$ •any dope • may kna:w the 
facts but few use them" 
A '*Manpower memo" seems to be the proper start :f'or 
good human relat~ons. See Table I. This chart contains basic 
information such as name, wife's name, number of children, 
' their ages· and sex, birthdays, hobbies, outside activities, 
home conditions.. This information may seem trivia1. Why 
write it down? I know this information. But far too often, 
the supervisor does not know. Ask a supervisor the date of a 
birth of an operator and he'll tell you he doesn't know. As 
a simple check I asked ten foreman to tell me the birth of an 
operator I had pointed out in their respective departments. 
There was one correct guess at the month. of birth. I think 
this little check is indicative of our ability to remember 
this type of information. And yet knowing this type of fact 
becomes an important step in the right direction when deal-
ing with human relationso Having a simple chart as above 
gives us a fast easy reference to important data about our 
group. For example, the type of hobbies, outside activities, 
home conditiens, the marital status of tbe individual are 
indicative of what motivates that individual. Armed with 
this basic information, we can more easily learn What moti-
vates the individual and then use this lever to the greatest 
advantage in c~eating a mo~e efficient p~oduction worker. 
With this simple in.fo;rmation the supervisor bas an o1n• to 
the majority of' :factors making up human na t~e., We get an 
insight into the nature of' an individual -- his motivation, 
his emotions, his habit formatiocn, his personBlity, his s~~ 
cial adj"tistmen.t. As we f'ill in between the lines, the memo 
becomes a guide. The actual day by day supervision p~ovides 
the tilling in, the development of' the whole being. It is 
often the +ittle things you know that permit you to employ 
an individual employee where he is best suited to himself, 
the department~ and the company. 
·In anothe~ area of human ~elations, the supe~visor 
realizes ·the need £or and develops the growth of teamwork and 
group spirit. Here we particula~ly develop the feeling of 
belonging, dignity, and worth. The supe~visor tails com~ 
pletely if he merel.y accepts an "o~ganized"or company group, 
that he deliberately sets up to take advantage of' the group 
spirit. If this pa~ticula~ g~oup is a must however, he can 
develop it, but be must tread cautiously. This type of group 
takes time and patience9 P~obably the more p~oductive type 
wouJ.d be Ltbat of a 8natura1 team' ~- a small closel.y knit 
g~oup ha,fing closely ~el.ate.d tasks .. ,.,. a group tbat thinks and 
acts alike 1n large degree. Another type ot g~oup might be 
that ef a family group where a core ot experienced wo~ke~s 
guide thEil newcome~s and the ·le.ss expe~ienced. The .real.ization 
of the value of teamwo~k and setting up groups where possibl$ 
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TABLE I~ 
Manpower Memo 
Give Foreman Personal Facts About·Workers 
Used At Owen-Corning Fibreg1as Corporation* 
Name Wife •s Names & Birth- Hobbies Outside 
Name Ages of Day Activities 
·) Children 
* 23, P• 13l. 
Home 
Condi-
tions 
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an °natural 8 or 8:fam.Uy 0 groups is often overl.oo-ked~ and the 
more difficul.t type of •organized group• is used~ This is 
often ei tbar an oversight on the part of the :foreman or often 
an attempt to spl.it up natural. teams as detrimental.. 
It appears to the writer that the correct approach 
to human rel.ations 1n industry is democracy in industry. The 
•natural. group' most nearly approaches this goal; the ':family 
group • is the next cl.osest; and :finally the third approach, 
an •organized group• is the least desirable$ but it shoul.d 
definitely be used where and as necessary after all attempts 
have been made to develop and nourish the other approaches. 
Why a team anyway? Can •t the individual do as well 
on his o"WD.? I think an explanatican of' this has been well. 
summed up by Stuart Chase. 11When all Ltype s of groupiJ are 
accounted :ror, there will remain the 'irregulars', the men 
who can •t or won •t make the club. An intelligent • organiz.ed' 
group will try to get in as many o:r thes~ as possible. The 
greater part of absenteeism and turnover comes from the ranks 
o:f irregulars and unr~lated individual.s. They have found no,: 
social. l.i.f"e in the ;factory, and so nothing to hold thea 
loyaltye"* 
In relation to the development of teamwork and 
group spirit, I believe an educational program plays an ex= 
tremely important part. I mean here a :formalized training 
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program a.:rter a group bas been working together for some time, 
poss1b1y several weeks or a month. The tra,n3ng can be along 
any line whatsoever. It might be along the technical aspects 
of the job, or the economic aspect of the job, or even the 
social aspects of the jobQ Whatever its bend, its value varies 
directly with the participation that you permit the group. 
For example, a small group of men performing all the 
exhausting of vaauum tubes within our plant were given an edu= 
catiGnal program on technical aspects of vacuums and their sysc 
tems. Their participation and discussion of their common prob-
lems helped to weld them as a closer knit team, and in the long 
.run served a much greater purpose than familiarizing them with 
the technical aspects of the jobo More.of this type of think= 
ing among foremen would, I believe, help knit team spirit and 
company loyalty. 
Human relations, too, are directly tied to correct 
job habits and attitudes. The supe.rvisor•s task here is a 
tremendous one and yet it is but another measure of his worth 
as a supe.rvisoro How well he does a job of human relations 
will depend on how successful he is in these aspects of oper-
•· 
ating a depa~tment efficiently and effectively. See Chart II~ 
In this areaof habits and attitudes, above all, the super-
visor should tread slowly and cautiously at all times. People 
can well be likened to a top. ..In fact it is possible to 
destroy the top by making this change too abruptly. The sptndle 
TABLE II. 
Some Desirable Work Habits 
* u. p .. 10 
-ldl.-
C•·r~Tdf~s 
W/.tf. 
Ofker.s 
JO~ 
H Al:\ITS 
ATTITUDES 
Goocl-
?r,~•>~•f 
flr~rJhce. 
-JO-
_])-ev~fors 
st-r-eL 
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will be forced out of its bearings in the frame, or the di$k 
itselr will be warped out of shapee By a gentle pressure~ 
however, the axis may be tipped slowly through any angle with-
out damage and without much appreciable resistance9"* 
In resume th@n, the supervisor best performs in the 
realm of l:l,uman relations when he does to others as he .would 
like done unto himself, and when he follows the course of corn-
mom sense, intelligently, cautiously, and honestly. 
More specific methods and tecbhiques used by tbe · 
foreman 1n dealing with the human relations aspect of his task 
will be discussed in a later chapter on the ~control of 
intern.al. forces". 
* l.8, PP• 88-89 
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III$ The Introduction of the Worker to the Organization 
The initial phase in the creation of an effective 
productive operator, after proper selection and hiring, is that 
of properly introducing the opex-ator to the organization. The 
specific approach discussed herein will be that primarily of 
the Woburn Plant of Sylvania Electric Company. Additions and 
corrections to their procedure will be made wherever the writer 
through his own particular experience feels it necessary. The 
operator being hired in this particular case will be that of 
a female small parts assembler who has been particularly se-
lected for her finger dexterity ability. An attempt is made 
wherever possible to se~ect operators who have received a 
high rating in this category.. ~he writer has found that the 
selection of an operator high in finger dexterity in general 
has proven more satisfactory than the mere selection of an 
operator based on long seniority in assembly work. An opera= 
tor combining both experience and high dexterity obviously 
would receive first choice .. 
A.. I:ts Need and Purpose 
~he orientation of a new operator is of great im-
portance to the new employee, to the company, and to the fore-
man in particular. It represents the first phase of operator 
instruction and in general it eases the way for both operator 
and foreman. An operator who knows that she is covered by 
insurance, that. she bas a free Blue Cross Plan, and that she 
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can borrow money through a credit union plan, etc., receives 
1n large degree a .feeling of' security. The realization that, 
.for example, a suggestion system exists, or that a gripes 
and grievances system works, or that a job posting system 
applies to all alike$ allows the operator to a~preciate that 
a large degree of' .fairness and opportunity .for growth and 
development exists. A discussion of' pay and an explanation 
of' the withholding tax slip assur~ the operator that .she 
wllJl. receive pay regularly and promptly 1n return .for her 
services. An explanation of' organization, badges, lockers, 
transportation, the employee store, all add _to her .fee1ing 
otJ dignit-y, worth, and ea.seo ~he initial purposes and needs 
are thereby 1n large measure fulf'illed .for the operator, the 
foreman, and the company~ It is with these purposes in mind 
that an introductory '1getting acquainted"' session is held 
with personnel. 
B. The Approach 
- .... ,.. 
The personnel department of' Sylvania carries on 
its program along specif'ic detailed lines that are clearly 
and definitely written on an orientation material .format. 
See Chart IIlr. On large measure the information o.f this 
format wUl form the outline of tbe following discussior:to 
However the order and degree of' emphasis will be changed in 
accordance with the writer e s opiniczm.s.. It is the writer 8 s 
opinion that all phases of' this orientatio:n program should be 
CHABT·I:ti~ 
ORIENTATION VATERIAL 
I • EXPMIN ABOUT Clll&ST TICKE'r 
II.. WI'i1UiOLDINO TAX SLIP 
A· Fill out complataly- social security number important 
B. Interviewer check slip to be sure information required is there 
III. CREDIT UNION 
A. Go through list of benefits Whi<'.h includea 
1. Savings p P.iWWU'L't' 
2 •. Loan 
3.· Finance car 
lh· Household finance 
· S.. Diaoount slips - include Sylvm ia 20% discount on Radios & TV sets 
6. Vacation Club 
7. Christmas Club 
8. Mention tact better to wait until you receive pay before joining eo that 
you may ¥-now how much to deduct 
B. Explain about joining $.$.00 and t.2S mmnbGrsh~. tee and dues. 
IV. BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIEtD 
A. Explain· about old Plan A $.nd. new Plan B 
L· Hw much parson pay$ and Compan¥ pays if old Plan ancl also on N"~ Plan 
a. What they covel' . 
a. Charu:i,ng m.em'bsmhip from individual to tam.:cy- or vice versa 
V • INSURANCE 
A. Four types ot ina~ca 
l. Group Lite 
a.. fensio!le:t$ Lite 
3. Accidental Death or Dismemberment. 
h. NollMOacupational Disability 
a. Hour~ person dOtils no-t receive pay tor one week and ltl'Wlt be out 8 days 
before he can colleot Aetna. insurance, 
b. ~ personnel. - also must be out 8 days before eligible to collect 
but U&'US.lly does not mils out on aey pay for those eight days. 
(h All pers·ormel must have 'been on payroll tor one month l>efore eligible 
to collect any i'l'l$~noe at au.. 
d.. Amount received depends upon the earnings of each individual. Then 
salaried persot'l1ml wraal'q receive approxi.matel7 one half oS their 
pay and hOUJ"l;r people a litt.le less than halt. 
(Point ot Information - usua~ determined by going back eight 
weeks to what the person wae making then) 
&. The employee must present a JJout<w's Sertificate -which the Dispensary ' 
will give them .... filled out nomplete]T and signed by their doetor. 
t. Bmpl~e can oolleot up to 26 week! o£ unemployment disability. However 
be musii be on the paJrOll. tor another month before he can collect again. (Naturally this is not encouraged) 
8• It employee terminates, insurance can be carried on by him separately; 
otherwise, it automatically is ended 30 days after his termination. 
VI. SUGGESTION SYS'!'BU 
A. Explain about it.- suggest new employee read booklet. 
B. Point out that no name is written down, merely have a number to be :re~d. to. 
c. Can pass in as many as one wants ""' should not expect immediate repJ¥ as 
* 33) investigation must usua1.J¥ be ~ad out. 
-2- .. .· 
CHART IIJ! .. ' ·,(Continued). 
VI:t. SCOPE, DEAM, \\ELCOME TO SYLVANIA BOOl(L}iT. 
A. Go over them briefly 
a. In "Welcome" booklet, gi:voe employee general idea. of vacations, SEA, raises, 
6afetq, D1epensary1 changes regarding themselves, i.e. marriage, children, 
movinfh Etc •• a&R1 cafeteria.• employee store. 
c. 01V$ them the etoey on starting time, :r~lie!'e, and lunob period.- Emphasis 
promptnesfll. ._ 
D~ Give them badge ,.... instructing them t'Wea.J' it aU times arul gtve loeker key. 
VIII"' PAY SE'UA!IOH 
A. Hous-1.7 
B. S$%7 
IX. OISPENSAH!' 
L CAIUI..UA 
XI,. EHPLOYU S!ORE 
XII. GRIPES AND OniEVANCES 
XIII. All,.SEJrlEEISM .... TAIIDINISS 
XIV.. SAFEft BQUIMNT 
l.'V • JOB POS'fmG 
A. We have tt And it. works 
n. Postinga'l!'e up tar 3 dta;ve 
a. Application :t'orm 
D. 3 months job seniority 
XVI.. Explain. Pe~scnnol Department Organization 
Badges• l'm:kara.- ~$portat1on 
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spelled out to th€ nth degree. Many orientation programs 
sti11 leave too mueh to the operator's imaginatiGn or reel 
that suffici<arlt time is not warra.:o.ted or cannot be takenc 
Where time is the:_limiting factor additional paper work, ex..: 
plained in general$ but in the possession of the new employee 
will help. For example in addition to an explanation of 
where facilities are, a simple map can be provided thus re-
ducing the time required on this itelll. and at the same time 
lessening the embarrassment to the operator. Little aids 
such as this can be of. appreciable value. 
The general outline will be that of first intro-
ducing the new employee to the plant as a whole and finally 
to the department. The first phase of this orientation 
program can be best served ·by the personnel department such 
as ours at Sylvania; the second can best be served by the 
foreman himself. 
].. The Plant Orientation Program 
a., Ehowle·~e of the General Nature of the Plant 
To the majority of initiates the new company is a 
place they just heard of tb._rough some friend who said it was 
a nice place to work, or it might mean to some the .company 
that advertises TV sets on television and radio. In general 
their knowledge of the plant is vague. A tast resume of 
what Syl.vania is, its history, .and the type of business it 
is would help., A general picture of the o.rganization would 
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be of value. That it represents more than twenty wide1y 
scattered plant locations and numerous laboratories and sales 
offices gives a view of the breadth of the organiza~ion. The 
fact that it makes not only 1'V sets but also radios, light 
bulbs, fixtures, electronic tubes, parts, wire, and powders 
begins to give the organization meaning.to.the new employee. 
And finally its hi~to.ry and growth from ~5 employees to 
\ 
2D:»:OOO employees gives the general broad outline as to what 
Sylvania is and what it represents .. 
The use of the employee handbook "Welcome to 
Sylvaniatt {See Chart IV) used in conjunction with this general. 
outline will later permit the employee$ if she so desires, to 
review and amplify on the information given above. I do be-
lieve this booklet could be more complete, such as that of 
· the RCA manual, "Working Together at RCA Victor•t. (See Chart V) 
From tba general we now discuss the specific, tbe 
operator's specific plant at Woburn. Again a simple picture 
of its history and growth would help orientate the new girls. 
This particular plant is to become her home, and thus this 
writer believes tbe majority of emphasis should be placed on 
it. What part does Woburn electronics play in the general 
line up? What does it make? How do the other companies, the 
industry, and our society depend on these products? What are 
the company•s potentialities? This discussion becomes more 
alive if a magnetron tube or a glass crystal or a thyratron 
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employee handbook 
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC . 
E xec uti ve Office 1740 Bro a dway, New York 19, N . Y . 
Don G. Mitchell 
SYLVAN IA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 
174 0 BROADWAY 
NEW YORK 19 , N . Y. 
Do:-- G. ~fi TCH ELL 
To The Nev Sylvania Employee: 
I wish it were possible to have a rev minutes 
personally with each of you. I'd like to tell 
you hov proud ve are of the men and women vho 
work in Sylvania and of their friendliness and 
team spirit. 
I'd also like to tell you about the important 
work Sylvania is .doing and the opportunities 
you will have in this fast-growing Company. 
Whatever your job may be, ve hope you like 
it here and viU want to stay and grow vi th 
Sylvania. Since I cannot meet each newcomer 
personally, I am taking this way to say ve are 
glad to have you with us. 
LOCATIONS OF DIVISION HEADQUARTERS, 
PLANTS AND SALES OFFICES 
e PLANTS 
o SALES OFFICES 
plant locations 
ALTOONA, PA., ReceivinR Tubes 
BOSTON, MASS., Electronics 
BROOKVILLE, PA., Receiving Tubes 
BUFFALO, N. Y., Radio and Television Set.< 
BURLINGTON, lA., Receiving Tubes 
DANVERS, MASS., Fluorescent Lamps and Tubing 
EMPORIUM, PA., Receiving Tubes, Parts, and Mechanical Equipment 
HUNTINGTON, W. VA., Special Tubes and Electrical Equipment 
IPSWICH, MASS., Fluorescent Lighting Fixtures 
MILL HALL, PA., Receiving Tubes 
MONTOURSVILLE, PA., Photoflash Lamps and M echanical Equipm Pnt 
OTTAWA, 0., Picture Tubes 
PT. PLEASANT, W. VA., Special Tubes 
SALEM, MASS., Start er Switches fo r Fluo rescent Lamps 
SALEM, MASS., Incandescent Lamps and Mechanical Equipment 
SENECA FALLS, N. Y., Picture Tubes and Mechanical Equipment 
SHAWNEE, OKLA., Receiving Tubes 
ST. MARYS, PA., In candescent L amps 
TOWANDA, PA., Tungst en Products, Fluorescent Powders and Chemicals 
WARREN, PA., Welds, Wire, Wire Parts, Plastics and M echanical Equipmetlt 
WHEELING, W. VA., Metal Parts for Fluoresc ent Li.!! htin.!! Fixtw·n 
WILLIAMSPORT, PA., Electronic Equipment 
WOBURN, MASS., Electronics 
Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd. , DRUMMONDVILLE, P. Q. 
laboratories 
CentTal R eseaTch 
SYLVANIA CENTER, BAYSIDE, L . I. , N . Y., M etallu rgy and PhJisics 
KEW GARDENS, L. I. , N. Y., Product D evelopment 
Divisional EngineeTing 
BOSTON, MASS., Electronics 
BUFFALO, N. Y., R adio and Television S ets 
EMPORIUM, PA., Receiving Tubes 
SALEM, MASS., Light ing 
SENECA FALLS, N. Y. , Picture Tub es 
TOWANDA, PA., T ungsten and Chemicals 
sales offices 
ALEXANDRIA, VA. 
ATLANTA, GA. 
BOSTON, MASS. 
BUFFALO, N.Y. 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
C INCINNATI, 0 . 
CLEVELAND, 0. 
DALLAS, TEX. 
DAYTON, 0 . 
DETROIT, MIC H . 
EMERYVILLE, CAL. 
KANSAS C ITY, MO. 
LOS ANGELES, CAL. 
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 
SEATTLE, WASH. 
ST. LOUIS, MO. 
UNION C ITY, N. J. 
MONTREAL, P.Q., CANADA 
lnteTnat ional Sales Division, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
~Buffalo NEW yoR K 
*Warren 
*Towanda 
Emporium 
St. Marys• * Williamsport 
Mill Hall • • Montoursville 
Brookv'>lle• A 
P E N N SY LVANI 
• Altoona 
e PLANTS 
o SALES OFFICES 
* DIVISION HEADQUARTERS 
(INCLUDING LABORATOR IES AND ftlAHTS) 
@ EXECUTIVE OFFICES 
• CENTRAL ENGINEERING 
LABORATORIES 
WHAT WE MAKE 
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lighting division 
Sylvania is one of the largest manufacturers of incan-
descent light bulbs, for many years the major product of the 
Company. H eadquarters of the Lighting Division are at 
Salem, Mass. Incandescent lamp plants are located at 
Loring Avenue, Salem, Mass., and St. :Marys, Pa. 
Sylvania is a leader in the manufacture of fluorescent 
lamps. These are made at Danvers, Mass. Fluorescent 
lighting fixture are made at Ipswich, Mass. , metal parts 
for them at Wheeling, W. Va., and fluorescent starters at 
60 Boston Street, Salem, M ass. 
Sylvania is also one of the largest producers of photo-
flash bulbs for use by professional and amateur photog-
raphers. These bulbs are made at Montoursville, Pa. 
A subsidiary company makes lamp bulbs in Canada. 
electronics division 
Tubes for radar, crystals for television sets, and special 
control tubes are manufactured by the Electronics Division. 
Headquarters are at Boston, Mass., with manufacturing 
plants there and at Woburn, Mass. The list of products 
also includes fast blinking lamps used to study revolving 
machines, gauges to measure vacuum, radiation-sensitive 
tubes used in atomic energy work, and special electronic 
devices and equipment. 
parts division 
An entire division with headquarters in Warren, Pa., is 
devoted to the manufacture of parts. This division has three 
plants- two in Warren and one in Emporium, Pa. Prod-
ucts include wire, plastic, mica and metal parts. They are 
used in radio tubes, lamps and lighting fixtures, as well as 
for sale to companies in other industries. A subsidiary com-
pany supplies mica from Brazil. 
The Parts Division does not make all the parts used by 
the Company. A number of related products and many of 
the parts directly involved in manufacturing their regular 
products are made in the plants of the other Divisions. 
tungsten and chemical division 
Fluorescent powders and tungsten wire are the principal 
items made at the Tungsten & Chemical Division in Tow-
anda, Pa. This Division also makes chemical and tungsten 
products for the automotive, aviation and television 
industries. 
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radio and television division 
A complete line of television sets, as well as both auto 
and home radio sets, is manufactured by the R adio and 
T elevision Division in Buffalo. M any of the radio tubes, 
television picture tubes, crystals, and parts made in other 
Sylvania plants are used in these sets. 
Special test equipment, small radios, and other electronic 
equipment a re built a t the Williamsport, Pa ., plant. 
television picture tube division 
Sylvania is one of the leading manufacturers of tele-
vision picture tubes. The headquarters of this Division are 
a t Seneca Falls, N . Y. with manufacturing plants there and 
a t Ottawa, 0 . 
. .. • I .• 
radio tube division 
Sylvania is one of the largest manufacturers of radio 
receiving tubes in the United States. Radio Tube Division 
headquarters are at Emporium, Pa. Receiving tube plants 
are located there and at Altoona, Brookville and Mill Hall, 
Pa. , Huntington and Pt. Plea ant, W. Va. , Shawnee, Okla. , 
and Burlington, Ia. 
other activities and locations 
In addition to the plants which manufacture the Com-
pany's products, there are many other activities and locations 
in which Sylvania employees work a t the many different 
jobs involved in the opera tion of our business. W e cannot 
list all of them here, but you will become more familiar with 
them as you gain service on your job. 
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GROWTH OF SYLVANIA 
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history 
The early history of Sylvania is the story of two small 
businesses growing in the typical American way. 
In 1901 Frank A. Poor, now Vice-Chairman of the Board 
of Directors, invested his savings of $3,500 in a little 
business to renew carbon lamp bulbs. His first factory, em-
ploying 15 people was in Middleton, Mass. The business 
grew and in 1917 became Hygrade Lamp Company. It 
moved to a new plant in Salem and began to manufacture 
tungsten incandescent lamp bulbs. 
H ygrade began the manufacture of radio tubes in 1928. 
In the same year, stock of the Company was first sold to the 
public. Highest quality, low cost, and good service to cus-
tomers kept the Company growing. 
In 1922, Bernard G. Erskine, together with GuyS. Felt 
and Joseph C. Wortman, purchased the lamp business in 
Emporium and St. Marys, Pa. , with which they had been 
associated for a number of years. They organized the Nilco 
Lamp Works and in 1924 with the help of others, among 
whom were Max F. Balcom, now Chairman of the Board , 
and H. Ward Zimmer, now Executive Vice President, es-
tablished Sylvania Products Company to manufacture radio 
tubes in Emporium. Like their competitor in Massachusetts 
these companies grew by giving their customers good service, 
low cost, and top quality. 
While many businesses had to close up during the de-
pression, these Massachusetts and Pennsylvania companies 
continued to grow. In 193 1 they combined their strength 
and selected H ygrade Sylvania Corporation as their new 
name. This move proved very sound. 
In 1942, the business was growing faster than ever and 
the name was again changed to Sylvania Electric Products 
Inc. Over the years other companies have been added. 
Among them were the fluorescent powder plant of the Pa t-
terson Screen Company which was purchased in 194 1 and 
became the basis for the Tungsten and Chemical Division. 
Electro M etals, Inc., which m ade wire products, was pur-
chased in 1943, and was later combined with other ac-
tiviti es to form the present Parts Division. Colonial R adio 
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Corporation was bought in 1944 and early in 1950 became 
the R adio and T elevision Division. W abash Corporation, 
maker of photoflash bulbs, was bought in 1946, and was 
made a part of the Lighting Division in 1950. 
From one plant in 
Massachusetts, and 
two in Pennsylvania 
in 193 1, the Com-
pany has expanded 
until it now oper-
a tes 31 plants and 
laboratories located 
in seven states. Sales 
offices are located 
across the country, 
and the Interna-
tional Division sells 
Sylvania Products 
all over the world. 
Sy l va ni a h as 
grown from a concern with 3,000 employees in J anuary, 
1936 to about 20,000 in J anuary, 1951 , 15 years later. 
looking ahead 
Sylvania has enjoyed a rapid growth, and has paid a 
dividend every year since 1928, when stock was first offered 
to the public. This means steady profi ts. It also means that 
Sylvania faces the future with good jobs, modern efficient 
plants, a diversified line of products that customers want, 
and an aggressive organization with the spirit to forge ahead. 
Competition in television, radio, lighting and electronics 
is a constant challenge to Sylvania. Profitable operation is 
the answer to this challenge. It is the only way to be 
sure the public will invest its savings to enable us to buy the 
plants, equipment, and materials that make new jobs pos-
sible. It is the only way to get the 
money for research, engineering, 
and selling that keep jobs going. 
It is the only way we can be sure 
we are giving the customer what 
he wants so that he will keep us 
on the job. It is the only way to 
real job security. 
what makes individuals and companies 
. . . successful 
We can all be proud of the growth of Sylvania. 
Three things m ean most in our progress: 
1. The name Sylvania m eans " highest quality." 
2. Efficient operations m ean lowest possible prices. 
3. The loyalty and cooperation of every employee 
m eans Sylvania gives the customer what he 
wants, when he wants it. 
These qualities also bring success to the individual em-
ployee. High-quality, conscientious work, matched with 
the ability to get along with others in the organization, helps 
win advancement. 
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WHAT YOU'LL FIND 
AT SYLVANIA 
helping you to get ahead 
In building its organization, Sylvania has developed 
sound employee policies. They benefit you as an individual. 
Some of these policies as well as some of the things which 
we all expect of you as a Sylvanian are summarized in the 
following pages. 
employee purchases 
As an employee, you are entitled to a discount on the 
purchase of many of our products for your own use. Your 
Personnel Department will tell you which of them can be 
bought at a discount and how these purchases are handled. 
At many of the larger plant locations an employee store is 
operated for your convenience. 
15 
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the latest news 
As a member of the Sylvania organization you have a 
natural interest in the things that affect you and your job: 
such subjects as our plans for the future, how business is 
going, matters of Company policy, scientific developments, 
new products, taxes, and general business conditions. To 
help bring you this information, Sylvania publishes its own 
monthly magazine, The BEAM. 
A number of our plants also publish local plant papers. 
Special publications, such as this handbook, are issued 
from time to time to keep you posted. 
A copy of the regular annual report is available to every 
Sylvanian. 
sylvania employees association 
Is there some sport or hobby you enjoy? The Sylvania 
Employees Association (called "the S.E.A.") sponsors and 
encourages recreational activities at many locations. Among 
projects sponsored m one or more plants are: 
Bowling Minstrel Show Dances 
Softball Ski Club Tennis 
Amateur Radio 
Baseball 
Choral Society 
Dramatics 
Camera Club 
Rifle Club 
Golf 
Skating 
To get an activity started, there should be a group of em-
ployees sufficiently enthusiastic to develop the idea and 
make it self-supporting. Your supervisor will be glad to tell 
you who is responsible for such activities at your location 
so you can talk over your ideas with him. 
vacations 
For over 25 years Sylvania has had vacations with pay 
for employees. Our plants usually shut down for the sum-
m er vacation. 
Your supervisor can tell you when it is scheduled for 
your location. 
The amount of your vacation pay will depend upon your 
length of service with the Company. 
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your pay 
Your pay is determined by the job you are on and by 
the skill and ability with which you work. There is no 
mystery about pay in Sylvania. If you have any questions 
ask your supervisor. H e will see that you get the information 
you need. 
Income taxes (withholding) and Social Security taxes 
are deducted from your pay by Federal law. Under other 
laws certain State and local taxes are deducted at some loca-
tions. Arrangements are made for certain other payroll de-
ductions. Your supervisor or Personnel Department will 
explain them . They are never made except when you decide 
you want them and sign a written request to have them 
taken out of your pay. If you are represented by a union, 
dues may also be deducted in accordance with the contract 
between the union and the Company. 
seniority 
We are particularly proud of our many employees with 
long service. You will come to know and admire these "old 
timers." Their skill and cooperation over the years have 
helped make your job possible today. As your service with 
us increases, you too will become entitled to an increasing 
amount of seniority consideration. 
union membership 
At those locations where employees are represented by 
a union for collective bargaining purposes, a copy of the 
union contract is available to each employee. 
cafeterias 
For the convenience of Sylvanians, cafeterias arc oper-
a ted on a non-profit basis in a number of our larger plants. 
You will find good meals and reasonable prices. 
the suggestion system 
We pay cash awards for ideas submitted by eligible Syl-
vanians through the Sylvania Suggestion System. These 
ideas m ay cover such subjects as how to save time or mate-
ri al, improve quality, safety, working conditions, m ethods, 
or products, or m ake a job easier. 
If you have a useful idea, write out your suggestion on 
the blank provided at your plant or office Suggestion Box. 
T ell what your idea will do. Make a drawing if necessary. 
Your suggestion will be considered by an impartial com-
mittee. If it is adopted, and you are eligible, you will receive 
a payment based on the idea's value to the Company. See 
your supervisor for details of the plan. 
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insurance 
To aid Sylvanians and their dependents in time of emer-
gency, Sylvania contributes under various State and Federal 
Laws for unemployment insurance, Social Security benefits, 
and industrial accident and illness benefits. At most loca-
tions additional benefits, such as group life insurance, acci-
dent insurance, sickness benefits , hospitalization or surgical 
benefits, are also provided. 
You will feel more secure and do better work when you 
have the assurance of some financial help in case of an emer-
gency. D etails of the benefits available at your location and 
their costs may be obtained from your Personnel Depart-
ment. Because of local conditions, Company benefits are not 
the same for all locations. Be sure to find out just what plans 
apply to you. Many employees carry insurance for them-
selves and their dependents outside the Company plan. 
savings and retirement plan 
After you have been with. us in the United States for 
three years (less if you are over 35) , you will become eligible 
to join the Sylvania Savings and R etirement Plan. M ember-
ship is voluntary but over 98 % of all eligible Sylvanians are 
taking advantage of the benefits of this plan. 
When you join the "S & R Plan" as it is called, 3 Cfo of 
your earnings are deposited in your account each pay day 
through payroll deduction. As a member of the Plan, you 
will share in Sylvania's profits each year. Your share will 
be deposited in your S & R account. In addition, money in 
your account earns interest each year. If you resign from the 
Company, die before retirement, or leave for any other rca-
son, a ll the money in your account may be withdrawn. 
If you have to be laid off or if you are released invol-
untarily without fault or delinquency on your part, and 
decide to withdraw your money the Company will con-
tribute an additional amount equal to one-half of all the 
money you have put in during all the years you were a mem-
ber of the Pl an. 
If you stay with us until you retire your fund s will be 
used to provide a pension. The Company will a lso make an 
a dditional con-
tribution to your 
fund s equal to 
one--h a lf of a ll 
th e m o ney yo u 
have put in dur-
ing a ll the years 
you were a mem-
ber of the Plan . 
.I3 enefi t s und e r 
the Pl an a re sep-
a rate from and 
in a ddition to 
ocial Security 
benefits. 
When you become eligible to join the Plan you will be 
interested to study the S & R application form and booklets 
giving full details. 
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credit union 
In several of our plants a Credit U nion is opera ted under 
State or F ederal charter. 
You may become a member if you work a t one of these 
locations by paying the entrance fee of 25\t. and investing 
$5 .00 for a Credit Union Share. M embers build up a sav-
ing account and may obtain loans for doctor's bills, educa-
tional courses and for certain other specified purposes. 
THINGS FOR YOU TO DO 
There a re m any qualities that make the " idea l em-
ployee." None of us has all of them. Everyone, however, can 
follow certain important rules for doing a good job. 
If you a re sick , you should notify the proper person a t 
your loca tion just as soon as possible, and, if you must be 
absent for any other reason, please notify your supervisor in 
advance. This is very important because your absence can 
upset the work in your department unless a substitute is 
found before the work sta rts. 
Be on time in the morning. This will h elp the efficiency 
of your whole group. 
Punch your own time card. One of our rules is tha t no 
one is allowed to punch another employee's time card. 
Fire drills are practiced regularly. They are for your 
protection , so take them seriously. 
Work safely- for your own good, as well as the other 
fellow's. 
K eep your work place neat and free from clutter. 
Obey supervisory instructions. If you have a question it 
is better to get the job done, then take up the question later. 
A delay may be costly or dangerous. 
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keep us informed 
If you move, get married, have children or other changes 
in your family status be sure to report it to your Personnel 
Department. Such changes may affect your tax deductions 
which we must make according to law. You may also want 
to change the beneficiary on such important things as your 
S & R account, life insurance policy, or Savings Bonds. 
work safely 
One of your first resolutions on coming to work should 
be " to work safely. " We make every effort to insure proper 
working conditions through the use of safe practices and 
safety devices. 
There is a safety man in each plant who works with 
all the supervisors and department heads to see that oper-
ations are kept safe. 
In the long run, however, safety depends upon each 
of you. If you see what appears to be a health or safety 
hazard anywhere in your plant or office, report it immedi-
ately to your Supervisor. 
If you have an idea for improving safety, put in a sug-
gestion. You may win an award for it. 
dispensary 
All of our plants have a Dispensary supervised by a reg-
istered nurse or first aid attendant. 
You should report to the Dispensary for any injury, cut 
or burn, no matter how slight. First aid treatment and ad-
vice is available to you there. By following this rule you 
protect yourself against loss of time and pay. 
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are available for the operator to see, and along with it pos-
sibly pictures of the major equipments 1n which it plays a 
part. The fact that a. magnetron is the heart of a radar set 
builds a sense of pride and worth in the new employee. A gen-
eral display of all products made at Woburn should be available 
to the new operator to see and examine. It might be well if 
a token 'Wl.USable tube cou1d be given to the operator. By this 
act, in a small way, our public relations activities have been 
aided and we have been aided. 
F.rom this point on the discussion becomes completely 
one of the specific. plant in whic~ the new operator finds him-
self. 
be General Discussion of Policies, Pur~oses, etc. 
This phase of operation p~vides the new employee 
with some insight into the extent and purposes of the organi-
zation. The type of information requir~d here is as follows: 
c. A Discussion of.the Monetary Benefits Available to 
I 
the New Employee 
'· 
The major emphasis of the orientation program 
should probably be placed here for in large degree these 
benefits and services are the foundation of good human re1a-
tions. The company is here particularly selling its~lf by 
indicating its value to the ~d!v+dual, 
The orientaticm shall fi.x-st involve a discussion 
of the operator's pay and all phases of this direct payment 
for services renderedo Secondly a discussion of other indirect 
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monetary advantages seem a worthy topic~ These indirect 
payments include vacation with pay, free blue cross plan, 
free insurance, and finally the use o:r a credit up.ion.. And 
finally a discussion of other services of direct advantage 
to the employee should be thoroUghly reviewed. These ser-
vices include the cafeteria; the dispensary, the empl.oyee · · 
store, and the Syl.vania Employees• Association. All of these 
factors directly affect the pocket book of the newcomer and 
should be stressed accordingl.y. 
It is surprising how often the employee does not 
know exactly the wages she is to earn. This information 
should clearly be given the operator. This information 1n 
addition should include the range of pay within her particu-
lar classificaticm and 1n addition the rate range of the job 
immediatel.y above her present classification.. It 1n part 
answers the immediate questions on pay~~ Again it appears to 
the writer that this information in writing would be of ad= 
vantage to the new employee and to the company in terms of 
reducing to a degree the insecurity and uncertainty of the 
operatorQ A discussion of hourly and salary pay can be dis= 
cussed and in the process the hours worked. 
Almost as close to the individuaJ.•s pocketbook as 
the take home pay are the indirect payments in terms of insur-
ance, bl.ue cross and blue shiel.d, credit union services, vaca~ 
tion pay, tui tian loan. and refunds, and the empl.oyee 's retire-
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ment plan~ All these can be added up into dollar savings 
and thus increased security to the new employee. Most of 
these indirect forms of payment should be clearly explained 
1n pamphlet or bulletin f'orm since it is obviously somewhat 
impossible f'or a new employee to absorb much more than a gen-
eral gist of their value to her., For such a typical form 
see the sample copy of the credit union information distri-
buted by Sylvania to all new employees. See Chart VI. 
The insurance plans in large part are fairly 
similar in large companies. At Sylvania these plans are: 
(1) group life, (2) pensioner's life, (3) .accidental death 
and dismemberment, and (4) non-occupational. disability~ The 
first three of' these plans are automatically applied to the 
new employee. The company pays all costs of' these three in-
sUrance policies while the employee is in the employ of the 
company and as long as group policies continue to exist. The 
non-occupational disability policy is again paid in fUll by 
the company. This prdvides payment o~ .50~ of the employee's 
basic wage of $35 per week maximum and $10 per.week minimum 
for a maxDnam of 26 weeks. The company at its discretion often 
pays the difference between that payment and the individual's 
regular weekly pay. This portion of the plan is not written . 
in the policy and is primarUy f'or those individuals in a 
higher bracket when the company considers it of' essential value 
to tb.em. Again all these policies are paid for in f'u11 by the 
_CHART .VI 
SYLVANIA EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION ., 
INFORMATION AND REFERENCE GUIDE 
"A cooperative venture to help each other f1na.ncially11 
WHO CAN JOIN Any Sylvania Employee or members of his family. 
WHEN TO JOIN .Any time.. The sooner the better. INITIATION FEE 25¢ 
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MINIMUM SHABES ON DEPOSIT TO ENJOY MEMBER PRIVILEGES. $5 .. 00 MINIMUM DEPOSITS 50¢ 
AIMS Provide convenient methodical way of saving money through :pay.roll deduction. 
Enable members to obtain loans for worthwhi;Le pu:rposes., 
Provide a variety of services to help each other financially. 
SERVICES 1.. Aceumul.ation of savings (shares) 
2.. Xmas club (paid off in .November) 
3., Vacation club (paid off in May) 
4 o PersoDal loans 
5.. Cooperative purchasing to obtain discounts 
6.. Fi.Dancial advice 
7 o Auto finance loans (Ask for the auto buyer 0 s check list) 
8.. Home mortgage loans (Ask for the home buyer 8 s eheck list) 
9., Savings Bank Life Insurance 
10.. Consutr~ers Union Reports 
WITHDRAWALS By signing a withdrawal slip at your plant.. One _check per month FREE.. 25¢ 
cheek eharge for each additional withdrawal cheek each month. 
DIVIDENDS Good dividends (at annual. rate of ~for the last twe1ve months penod) 
Dividends paid April and October ·31., No dividends on c1ubs. 
INTEREST CHARGES ON LOANS Secured Loans 4%* 
· Signature Loans 6'/u* Auto mortgage loans 5~ . Home Mortgage 1oa.ns ~ 
(plus mortgage insurance) *Interest _deducted at start of loan. 
SECURITY ACCEPTED FOR SECURED LOANS CREDIT UNION shares 7 bank books 1 coop shares 1 
; stocks (those listed on large exChanges), negot~ab1e bonds, cash 
vaJ.ue of life insurance7 (Govt .. savings bonds not acceptable .. ) 
MAXIMUMS ON LOANS PROTECTION MAXIMuM TIME ALLOWED 
Up to $300 
$300 to $500 
$500 to $1000 
$1000 to $1500 
$1500 to $6000 
Bor.rower 8s note and payroll deduction 
Bo:rrower 0 s note and comaker or security 
Bo:rrower 0 s note and 2 or more comakers 
or security 
Borrower 0 s note and security 
Borrower's note and mortgage 
18 months 
1.8 months 
18 months 
18 months 
various 
ASSETS $8107 000 (August 31, 1951) NUMBER OF MEMBERS 3700 
. Miscell..a.neous Watch bul1etin boards for announcements of additional services .. 
Assistant Treasurer vi~its all New England plants about once a month .. 
SYLVANIA EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION is your bank.. Feel free to 
call on us for financial advice at any time .. 
See the Assistant Trea$U.rer when he 1J!i.Qits y~~ plant ;Gaf"eteria 
or call him at Salem 4500 l.ine 263o · ~ 
CWW:am 10/15/51. 
CHARLES W.. WALLIS 
4SSIST~ TREASURER 
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company and thus lightens the :financial burdens of the em-
ployees and also providea good deal of feeling of security. 
These plans are detailed and it appears best that they be 
discussed in general terms only with additional written data 
given the newcomer for future reference. 
The blue cross. plan again is in large measUl'e a 
detailed clear cut standardized plan that requires gener.al 
discussion only plus the presentation of written material 
for .future employee u:se. Our company prov,ides a .free policy ~ ... 
both blue cross and blue shield. If the new operator so pre-
fers an additional payment can be made by the employee of the 
difference between individual coverage (given free by the 
company) and .family . coverage 4 Again this service buys health 
protection at very little cost; it becomes another factor in 
creating good will. 
The next indirect payment service is that o:f the 
credit unio~. Its details are. explained clearly in Chart VI. 
The type o.f information provided the employee include -- who 
can join, when to join, its~a.:tms, its services, withdrawals, 
dividends, interest charges on loans, security required, maxi-
mum on loans~ the credit union's assets, and .finally miscel-
laneous information. This information is supplemented by 
personnel where desired and by the Assistant Treasurer of 
the credit union who visits the plant at monthly intervals. 
Though savings are stressed it is a wonderful easy way to re-
ceive a loan. The success of the plan is proven by it~ capital 
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position and by its fine record in the ~epayment of loans. 
The:~.services provided are: (1) an accum:ulation of savings, 
(2) Christmas Club (paid 1n November), (3) Vacation Club 
(paid in May), (4) personal loans-, (5) cooperative purchas-
ing to obtain discounts, (6) financial advice, (7) auto 
finan¢~ loans, ( 8) savings bank life insuranoe, { 9) consumer o s 
reportso A,lso good dividends on savings a:r.e available -- an 
annual rate of 2 1/4~ during the past three years. 
' 
It is to be noticed that all three of the above ser-
vices, i.e. insurance policies, blue cross and blue shie1d, 
artd. eredit union stress in s.ome way the family ties. For ex-
ample, insurance obviously allows tb.e continuance of normalcy 
. ' 
to the family, a blue cross and blUe shie1d family plan exist, 
and finally members of families are permitted to join the 
credit unian. It will do well if this aspect is stressed dur-
. ing the orientation program. 
The other items of indirect payment can be indicated 
and discussed to some degree. Vacation with pay is a definite 
attraction. To the hourly employee this payment begins at the 
end of a six month period and progressively increases with 
additional seniority. A rate ·schedule indicates how the 
operator is paid. It becomes one of several incentives for 
longevity of service. 
Then too the retirement plan is designed to provide 
retirement benefits to members who reach retirement age and to 
~ovide separation benefits to members who leave before reach-
ing retirement ageo As a member of the plan, 3~ of the em-
ployee's income is deducted each pay day. The company contr1-
b~tes to this plan in three ways: (1) it provides 6~ of its 
' 
annual net profit before Federal taxes on income, (2) it pro~ 
vides a share of interest, and (3) it provides a fiXed contri-
bution large enough to prov!de pensions half as big as those 
coming ~rom the member•s contributions. The third item is 
only contributed in the case of those who leave at retirement 
age. The first two benefits are provided by the company tn 
case the employee resigns or is laid off. 
There is one other servic~ worthy of mentian that 
involves an indirect monetary payment. . That service is the 
tuition loan and refund plan. This plan provides for the 
repayment of half a person 1 s tuition for courses taken tbat 
are of mutual benefit to employee and company, and which 
,courses can be directly related to the job the employee is 
working at. This plan has been working well at Sylvaniae 
The writer believes it is profitable for both employee and 
employer. 
Two other aspects of indirect payment are those of 
social security and unemployment compensation. Mention only 
is made of them here. These two factors involve benefits 
available to any employee in any shop covered by social 
security and therefore is not p~cU11~r to Syivania Electric 
Products Co. 
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de Orientation of All other Servicesa Benef'itsa Rules 11 
:··._...C 
etc. 
The remainder of the benefits and services in 
large measure involve the intellectual and spiritual growth 
and well being of the new employee. These services in gen- . 
eral represent their means of self expression and their per-
sonal growth 1n integrity, dignity, etc. These services tn-
clude job posting, a ~uggestion system, and the availability 
o:f company 1i ter.ature. 
A system of job posting is applied at Sylvania 
which gives the employee an opportunity to advance along a 
fair, systematic basise The information concerning job 
posting is completely outlined on a form which bas been made 
available to all new employees. See Chart VIIe The system 
has many advantages: (1) it represents the source o:f promo-
tion, (2) 1n:formation as to the new job is clearly prescribed 
and posted :for all to see, (3) it permits all employees to 
bid fairly and squarely, (4) it is based honestly on a con-
sideration o:f both merit, skill, and ability, and seniority, 
(5) they are consistent for all employees both ol.d and new. 
For :further details see Chart VIIe This system is but one 
other :form of making the new employee understand the think-
ing and approach that a large company takes. It shows to a 
great extent the desire to fairly and squarely meet the 
problem ~f promotion and advancement at the lower levels. 
JECT: JOB POSTING RUIES * CHART VII 45 
October 16, 1952 
ALL EMPLOYEES 
~pril, 1952 the Electronics Division established a program of job posting in order to give 
employees an opportunity to make known their interest in various job opportunities. The 
gram has effectively supplemented Sylvania 1 s policy of upgrading within our own ranks. 
:late, approximately 80 jobs have been posted and over 60 employees have been upgraded through 
program. Outlined below is a general set of posting rules which outlines the manner in 
Jh the program operates. Copies of these r:ules are available at the Personnel Department., 
Insofar as possible, all hourly and salary jobs that might represent a promotion for one 
of our employees will be posted. They will be posted for three consecutive working days 
on the space marked "Job Opportunities" on the various bulletin boards., 
Bid forms may be obtained from the bulletin board or the Personnel Department., The first 
part of the bid form is completed by the employee. Tbe second part of the bid is com-
pleted by the bidding employee's supervisor.. Supervisors will put completed bids in the 
box located under the 11 Job Opportunities" section on the respective bulletin boards not 
later than 4::30 p.m. on the third day of the posting. The third part of the bid will 
be used to notify the employee of the result of his bid. If an employee does not receive 
a response to his bid in a reasonable length of time, the Personnel Department should 
be contacted. · -
The records of each candidate will be reviewed by the Supervisor who has t,he job opening 
and the Supervisor of Personnel. Interviews will be arranged with qualified applicants. 
Bids will not be retained on file. An employee who was unsuccessful on a job must re-
bid when next the job is posted should the employee wish to be considered again., 
Obviously, it is not practical to post all job openings. In general, jobs in hourly 
labor grade l - 3 will not be posted.. Customarily, these jobs are filled by upgrading 
within the particular department or by new hires. However, if it is not possible to 
fill a Grade 3 job .by upgrading within the particular department, it will be posted and 
·employees from other departments may bid. Only the beginning opening will be posted for 
progressive jobs, such as glass worker A and B, and Laboratory Assistant A and B., 
In general, three months service on a particular job is required before an employee is 
eligible to bid. However, if a job is posted and no bids are received ~rom employees 
with three or more months job service, it will be reposted.. Arry empi.oyee then may bid 
regardless of service status.. Reposted jobs will be so designated on the posting notice., 
In general, lateral transfers are discouraged. Exceptions may be made in the case of 
an employee wishing to get in to a specific type of work for which he may have had pre-
vious training. 
Employees desiring to be considered for any posted job must go through the formal mechanism 
of the posting system. The Supervisor with the job available should not be contacted 
directly unless a bid application has been submitted. Should an employee desire informa-
tion about any job posted, the Personnel Department should be contac~ed., 
Applicants will be selected on the basis of previous experience as it reJates to the 
particular job, past performance on other jobs with the Company, skill and ability and 
general merit. "When there are two or more candidates equally qualified in terms of skill 
and ability, etc., for a particular job, the employee with the greatest amount of Company 
service will receive preference. 
R. L. KOLLER 
• SUPERVISOR OF PERSONNEL 
.f 
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A suggestion system se~ves a worthy purpose for 
both employee and employer. It is intended to ~rovide 
means for a11 employees tQ suggest practical ideas end im-
provements and then to investigate impartially each sugges-
tion submitted and to reward the suggestor (if eligible) on 
the basis of the savings realized, according to speci~ied 
award rules. The system is fertile ground if cultivated we11 
and if suggestions are followed through promptly and erfic1-
ently. If· sugge:?tion:':results are delayed or heaped on, the 
system loses its value since the operator tends to either 
refuse to think about improvements$ or equa11y as bad, re-
fUses to divulge them. From the new employee's standpoint 
a little booklet would help her to understand the details of 
the system as to eligibility, how to submit suggestions, 
eligible suggestions, ineligible suggestions, the investiga-
tion of suggestions, and finally awards. Again all this in-
formation can best be absorbed at the new operator 8s leisure 
and not during the initial orientation program~ Give the 
new employee the general picture of its use and value to he», 
and finally give her information to look into it further when 
and as she wishes. 
A third means of developing self expression and 
development in the new operator is by an introduction to 
company literatUr-e. The new employee is informed of the com-
pany literature. particularly the Beam and the Scope. The 
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first represents the company-wide magazine which from the 
employee•s standpoint is primarily useful as a source of 
information -- about company products~ company news, etc~ 
The Scope, however, is the Woburn plant•s ow.n magazine. It 
operates solely only on the active participation of Sylvania 
employees on a voluntary basis. Sample copies of both the 
Beam and Scope are distributed to the new employee. Again 
the orientation phase only involves an introduction to this 
literature a 
These benefits and services should be presented in · 
the light of their use and value to th~ new employee to ex-
press themselves, to growt and to devel~p. If presented 
properly it can give the newcomer the feeling of •belonging' 
. . 
through participation. If these goals are accomplished, this 
aspect of the orientation p~ogram can probably be considered 
suecessfula 
It is in the phase of orientation as to rules and 
regulations_~~~ the new employee is informed of what the 
company expects in terms of mutual eooperatie.n. For example 
these items .shoUld be included9 The new employee should: 
(1) Be in regular attendance except for 
good and just eause. 
(2) Report all absences by phone or otherwise 
to supervision or other designated party. 
(3) Be on time regularly and consistently. 
(4) Work safely at all times~ 
(5) Keep work place neat and free~ 
(6} Obey all f'ire instruetion.:~'rul.es .. 
(7) Punch own time card .. 
(8) Obey supervisor•s instructions .. 
(9) Report all a.ccidents to the dispensary. 
(10) Not be dishonest, cheat, steal, commit 
immoral acts~ etc .. 
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(11) Meet reasonable standards of efficiency. 
(12) Leave work promptly at the end of the day. 
(13) Not be idling about the plant, etc. 
The writer believes that the consequences of not obeying the 
company rules and regulations should be clearly and ~pecif'1-
cally def'ined, and the policy should be consistently prac-
ticed. See Chart VIII. This chart would spell out all. major 
violations and the series of penalties involved. It however 
would best not be used if the policy is not polieed regularly 
and consistently by the supervisors in the factory.. There is 
little else tbat would be more damaging to morale and the 
maintenance of discipline than the continual disregard or mis-
use of rules and regulations by the individual supervisors in 
the factory. Again in the short time permitted the personnel 
department these factors can only be hastily reviewed.. It be-
comes the foreman•s task to spell these rules and'regulations 
out in greater detail. 
CHART VIII 
FOBEMAN°S GUIDE FOR SHOP RULES 
AND PENALTIES * 
FIRST OFFENSE SECOND OFFENSE THIRD OFFENSE 
JL. Employees must not 
destroy company tools, 
machines, or equipmento 
2• Employees must not 
have weapons in their 
pGSsession on company 
property. 
3. Employees must not 
misuse, or remove from 
company property with-
out proper authoriza=. 
tion, company lists, 
blueprints, records of 
cdnfidential informa-
tion of any nature. 
Employees must not 
steal from each other 
or from the company. 
4. Employees who are 
working on piecework 
Jobs must have a rea= 
sonable excuse for 
not making the guer-1 
anteed dayw~rk rate. 
5. EmplQyees must Rot 
fight on company pre-
party at any time. 
Discharge 
Discharge 
Discharge 
Warning Warning 
Warning-1 wk. Discharge 
l.ayo:ff' for 
all concerned 
·'' 
Discharge 
or 
Transfer 
6~ Employees must not Warning Warning- Discharge 
abuse property of com- ~ wk. layoff 
pany or other employees. Discharge. 
l . 4. ~ot necessary to make out notices after each warning. 
Said notices should be spread out to give employee.s an honest 
cha.n,~e. 
* 21A, p. 134:,-136 
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CHART VIII (Cont 0d) 
FOREMAN'S GUIDE FOR SHOP RULES 
AND PENALTIES * 
FIRST OFFENSE .. SECOND OFFENSE . THifiP,. OFFENSE 
7. Employee must ring Warning 
his own clock card only 
a. Employees must not Warning 
have more than one 
month's rating of poor 
on their individual 
merit rating sheets 
~. Employees must ob- Warning 
serve safety rules and 
practices 
10. . Employees must not Warning 
be repeatedly absent 
or tardy 
11.. Employees must not Warning 
waste time by loitering 
1n toilets or elsewhere 
on company property dur-
ing working hours 
12. Employees must not Warning 
gamble or participate 1n 
games of chance on com-
pany premises at any 
time 
13~ Employees must ac~ Discharge 
eept jobs assigned to 
them and must at al~ 
times obey orders of the 
f.oreman or other super-
visor 
14. Employees must not Warning 
restrict output 
Discharge 
Warning 
-warning 
Warning 
Discharge 
Discharge 
Wa.rnil:g 
lay-off 
up to 1 wk. 
For rep. dis9 
Warntng-1 wk Discharge 
layoff 
Warning-layoff Discharge 
Up to 1 week 
Warning-1 wk Discharge 
layoff 
CHAR~ VIII ( Cont 'd) 
FOREMAll'S GUIDE FOR SHOP RULES 
AND PENALTIES * 
FIRST OFFENSE SECOND OFFENSE THIRD OFFENSE 
15$ Employees must not 
report for work drunk9 
nor bring or drink 
liquor on company prem-
ises at any time 
Warning to 
discharge 
depending on 
severity 
Warning- 1 week Discharge 
layoff 
16. Employee conduct Warning - if Discharge 
on company premises must severe~ dis-
be moral and decent charge 
17. Employees must not Warning 
threaten, intimidate. 
coerce, or interfere 
with fellow=employees 
on compa~ premises at 
a.w time2 
lB. E:nployees must not Warning 
leave his department or 
· plant during working 
hours without permission 
19. Employees must fur- Loss of 
nish a doctor•s state- :s~niority 
ment when requesting a 
sick leave~ and at 3-month 
intervals thereafter if 
extension is necessary~ 
Discharge 
Warning Wa..rning-1 wk 
layoff 
217. If coercion is practiced by employees of one department 
on employees of another d~partment, it should be brought to 
the attention of the personne1 department, which will issue 
notices to coercer. 
CHART VIII (Cont'd) 
FOREMAN'S GUIDE FOR SHOP RULES 
AND PENALTIES * 
58 
FIRST OFFENSE . SECOl\ID OFFENSE. __ THIRD OFFENSE 
209 Employees must not Warning 
throw refuse on floors 
or out of windows 
2J.. Employees must not Warning 
make scrap unnecessar= 
Uy 
22o Employees must not Warning 
c~eate nor contribute 
to unsanitary conditions 
23. -Employees must not Warning 
indulge in horseplay» 
scu:f.'fling, or throw 
things, on company 
premises 
249 Employees must not Warning 
use abusive language to 
their workers or·super= 
visors. . 
25. Employees must no~ Warning 
assign their wages or 
have them gaJ;>nisheed3 · 
26. Employees must not Warning 
solicit nor collect cGn-
tributiGns on company 
premises without written 
authorization4 · 
Warning Warning= 
layoff up 
to 1 week 
Warning = Discharge 
1 wk layoff 
Warning -
layoff up 
to. 1 week 
Warning -
Warning -
layoff up 
to 1 week 
Warning of 
··discharge 
Warning 
Warning -
layoff up 
to 2 weeks 
Discharge 
Warning -
layoff up 
to 2 weeks 
Discharge 
Warning -
layoff up 
to 2 weeks 
325. Personnel department to make decisions on abuse of this 
item. 
426. Must get in touch with personnel department for necessary 
authorization. 
* 21A, P• 134,- P• 136. 
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~BART J%I4 (Cont'd) 
FOREMAN'S GUIDE FOR SHOP RULES 
AND PENALTIES * 
F!RST OFFEN~E ... SECOND OF~NSE ·-THIRJ) OFFENSE 
27 Q Employees absent·:, 
three days must notify 
plant of cause5 
28o Employees must not 
distract attention of 
others by yelling or by 
d~monstrations in the 
plant 
29. Employees must not 
make false or vicious 
statements about other· 
employeesj the company, 
or its products 
Discharge if 
without rea-
sonable ex-
cuse. 
Warning 
Warning 
30. Employees must not Warn:lllg 
distribute any written 
ar printed literature.on 
company premises· with= 
out written authorization 
31. Employees must net Irla:erdng 
post or remove notiees o.r . : . : 
sighs '_on~ bullet tit boards. 
or elsewhere withGUt · 
specific authority 
32.. Empl-oyees must use Warning 
onl.y 'tools , machines , and 
equipment specifically 
assigned to them 
warning Discharge 
Warning Discharge 
Warning - Discharge 
layoff up to 
1 week 
Warning - Discharge 
layoff up to 
1 week 
Warning - Discharge 
layoff up te 
l. week 
527. It is permissible to rehire said person as new employee 
with loss of all. seniority • 
. * 2l.A, P• 134.=- p .. 136 
..... CHART VIII (Cont 'd) 
FOREMAN•S GUIDE FOR SHOP RULES 
AND PENALTIES * 
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FIRST OFFENSE SECOND OFFENSE . THIRD OFFENSE 
33o linployees must 
notify foremen when 
30 minutes late 
34~ Employees must 
notify foreman in 
advance when they 
expect to be absent 
35. Employees must 
be at work stations 
when whistle blows 
36~> E:nployees must 
not prepare to leave 
before. whistle 
blows 
Warning 
Warning 
Warning 
Warning 
Warning 
Warning 
Warning 
Warning 
Wa.ci:Li.ng -
layaf'f up te 
l week 
Warning-
layoff' up to 
2 weals 
/ 
Warning -
l.ayoff' up to 
2 weel!s 
Warning-
layoff' up to 
2 weele 
Source; United. Special.ties Company, Chicago 
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e$ All Other Instruction to the Operator 
Finally all miscellaneous intor.mati~ is presented 
to the operator. The wearing of the badge at all times, the 
use of the cafeteria~ the use of the dispensary, locker lo-
cations, transportation facilities and the availability of 
the personnel department at all times for further information, 
etc~ are all topics for some discussion. This information 
must be clearly and simply given in the short time allotted. 
One other phase of the orientation program is the 
discussion of company activities such as occasional company 
parties, the yearly outing, the yearly weenie roast, bow1ing 
team, baseball teams~ quarterly talks by the plant manager, 
etc. This quarterly meeting of. the entire plant in some 
designated area, in particular is a worthy pr6ject. The topic 
of the meeting consists primarily of two parts: the first 
part is that of the state of affairs, as they are ·and what 
the future holds; the second part of this talk by the plant 
manager is the answering of all questions of major interest 
to the employees. These q-q.estions are han<fed·,J.n through the 
rumor box system or directly to the plant manage~, and answers 
are given to the entire company at these meetings. These 
meetings have been received enthusiastically by the majority 
of employees and thus it has become another means of welding 
·. 
the organization into a unified whole. 
And thus the first phases in the orientation of all 
new operators comes to. a close. The program becomes the first 
contact between employee and employer and should create a 
mutuality of interest between pa~tieso 
f II !he Plant Tour 
The or~entation program might well end with a pl~t 
touro The more individualized this to~ is, the greater its 
value to employee and employer. ' . Its main purpose is to ac-
quaint the new operator with the plant in general and to give 
her an overall view of its operation~ Unfortunately the new 
operator is fa..t' too a.bsorbeq. with the newness of it all to 
absorb much of the information. It is therefore probably 
more practical to make the tour of short duration and only 
general. in nature. The real value of this tour would come 
from a repeat of such a tour probably a week or so after the 
new operator has become acclimated to her new surroundings. 
She thus becomes more receptive, she has a better working ac-
qu~tance with the plant, and she is thus much more likely 
to absorb a greater portion of the information given to her 
on the initial touro 
The particular sights of value to the new operator 
are the cafeteria, the dispensary, the locker room, the 
ladies• room, the personnel office, the location of the de-
,. 
partment she is to work in, the employee store, the entrance8 
the exit, and possibly a few operations of interest .in other 
areas of the factory. If time p~rmits the viewing of a tube 
in the process of being made will give the newcomer some in-
sight into'the techniques, etc~ It would be well if the 
--
tour eou1d in some way tie in the cooperation between depart-
ments and the dependenc~ upon one another for the good of 
the whole. IDetails must be simple, clear, and easily grasped 
to be of any value on this initial tour. 
The company has thus completed the first phase in 
attaining productive efficiency. It is hoped at this point 
that sufficient motivation and interest has·been provided 
·to the new employee to have her join the team and pitch in 
for the common good of the planto This has been done pri-
marily by showing her the advantages offered in her new work-
ing environment, showing her the company's interest in her 
as an individual, stimulating incentive.through the direct 
and indirect wage payments, and finally by providing her 
with a list of benefits and services which become hers for 
'belonging' and performing according to specified rules and 
regulations at a satisfactory performance level. 
The operator is thus initially prepared for the 
introduction to her immediate supervisor and through him to 
her new immediate working environment, to her new job• and 
to her new associates. A repeat of the above orientatian 
program with a more individualistic approach is of even 
greater value than the initial program~ Foreman and operator 
have gotten to know one another. There is an easier exchange 
of questions and answers and probably a far greater absorption 
of this in:ro.rlD.ation by the new operator due to {l) its be-. 
ing repeated, (2) a more receptive attitude on the part o£ 
the operator, (3) a feeling of ease that a week of 0belonging• 
has created. For·the Reinduction program a cheek list similar 
to Chart IX would. be of real value to the foreman. 
CHART IX 
INDUCTION eHECK LIST * 
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EMPLOYEE'S NAME. _______ _-:JOB TITLE.....__...,_,.,;p~~A;RTMENT _ _,_ 
PERSONNEL DATE-·--------~FO~-------
INDUCTION (PERSONNEL).. 
SHIFT PREMIUM,. ............... " .............. . 
4~ PAY DAY ••••••• FRIDAY AFTER 2;00 P.M~ ~··•••••o•••• 
5. ABSENTEE ... AND .TARDY RECORDS ". ~ STRICT CALL-IN 
. SYSTEM q • • • • • • • • • • o •• 
6., MEDICAL EXAMINATION BY NORS:E AND DOCTOR. 
(GIVE MEDICAL ENVELOPE .. TO NEW EMPLOYEE) ,. .... " ••• ~ 
7., SERVICES 
A. FREE GROUP INSURANCE (ELIGIBLE AFTER 3 MONTHS 
SERVICE) •••••••••••••••• 
B. BLUE CROSS HOSPITALIZATION ...... MEDICAL 
CHECK 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
(.) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
MUTUAL "....... ( ) 
C • CREDIT UNION ...... ~ .... o o ...... ~ • • .. .. • .. • • • • • .. • • • • • ( ) 
Do FEDERATED PLAN FOR"CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS... ( ) 
E •· CAFETERIA , • • • .• • • • ; • • .. • .. • .. • ., • • 11 • .. .. • • • • • .. • • • • • • ( ) 
F. VACATION POLICY o ........ • ..... 4 ••• ., ...... ., • • • • • • • • ( ) 
G~ SAVINGS BONDS •• •· PAYROLL DEDUCTION PLAN .., • •.. ( ) 
H. LOCKEBS ... • WASHROOMS ....... · ....... " •••• ~ •• " • • .. • • ( ) 
I. FREE MEDICAL SERVICE """ DISPENSARY............ ( ) 
J • DO~CR-UN (GIVE NEW EMPLOYEE LATEST ISSUE) • • • • ( ) 
K., S:THESS IMPORTANCE OF GETTING FOREMANJS 
PERMISSION TO LEAVE DEPARTMENT ............. ( ) 
. 89 ACTIVITIES • ~ ·• Q "' • 4 ~ • o q •• Qo ~ o ••• · ... ~ •• o o e. .. t • ~ • ••••••• Q • ( ) 
A .. FIVE- .,N .. , 'UP CLUB c. ANNUAL PICNIC 
B. BOWLING TEAM D. GOLF TOURNAMENT 
INDUCTION ~FOREMEN) l 
1. INTR~DUCED TO FOREMAN ......... e•·····•·q~··•••····•• ( ) (GIVE PACKAGE.OF SAMPLES TO NEW EMPLOYEE) 
2,. FOREMAN INTRODUCES TO. DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES 
(IMMEDIATE VICINITY .................................. ( ) 
3. BRIEF EXPLANATION OF DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT AND 
PRODUCTS OR PROCESS ........................... ,. •••• () 
4. EXPLAIN TEE TIME CARD • • • SCHEDULE • • • BULLETIN 
BOARD ••••••• Q ( ) 
* 26, PP• 2r 9lr 15; 52 
CHART IX (Continued) 
-
INDUCTION CHECK LIST * 
5. ABSENTEE •• o TARDY. (GIVEN C.ARD WITH PHONE NUMBER) 
6. OBTAIN PERMISSION FROM FOREMAN TO LEAVE 
( ) 
DEPA.f{TMENT • • • • o • o • 9 • • e e o. o • • .. o ,. •-~ o • • 9 " • • ~ ~ ~ • • o • ( ) 
7 • SAFETY' • • • ~ • • ~ o o .- "' .. 9 • • • 9 o • • ~ ~ • • o o • • ~ o • ~ • • • o o • 9 -e • • • • • • ( ) 
Ao REPORTING ACCIDENTS B. HOUSEKEEPING 
C. DISPENSARY m. SMOKING RULES 
E. FIRE EXTINGUISHERS, ETC. 
a. ASSIGN LOCKERS • o. SHOW WASHROOM • •. TOOLS ... • 
TOOL ROOM • • .. COFFEE o o .. LUNCH PERIOD • .. . 
CAFETERIA • II • .0 ~ 0 0 • 0 •••••. ~ 4 0' 0 • Cil ' " •• .0 • 0 ~· It •• ~ 0 $ • • • •. ( ) 
9 .. DEPARTMENT FORMS ooo JOB CARDS, ETCo t~ooo••••••••••• () 
J.O. FOREMAN SHOULD ARRANGE FOR A BRIEF PLANT TOUR FOR 
NEW ErVIPLO'YEE'e o •.• Cl o ..... 9 e ...... ~ · .••••• 9> ~ ••••••••• • ( ) 
11. FOLLOW-UP . 
FOREMAN SHOULD MAKE FREQUENT •FOLLOW-UP' 
CHECKS TO STRESS ACCURACY ·AND SAFETY o 
EXPLAIN OUR QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM. EN-
COURAGE GOOD WORK AND JOB RESPONSIBILITY. 
AFTER THREE (3) DAYS, RETURN THIS FORM 
TO THE PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT. 
TO W. E. HEIBEL~ 
ALL OF THE ABOVE REQUIREMENTS HAVE BEEN COVERED 
WITH THIS EMPLOYEE. AT THIS TIME I WOULD RATE 
BlM AS PROMISING ( ) FAIR ( ) POOR · ( ) 
CO~TS:,=-----------------------------------
FOREMA.Nes SIGNATURE--. ____ .........,. __ _ 
*· 26, PP• 2 ~ 9 ~ J.ij ;- 52 
IV. The Instruction of the Operator 
"'The story is told about the village blacksmith 
who was breaking in an assistant. Lifting a red hot horse-
shoe from the fire he instructed the lad: 'I'll lay the 
horseshoe on the anvil.. When I nod my head, you hit it. • 
The apprentice is now the village blacksmith~~ .. There is 
no anecdote more striking to illustrate the need for proper 
instruction. Greater damage can be done in those first few 
words of instruction than can possibly be undone in many 
months to follow. Thus we have one compelling reason for 
instruction of the operator. In addition the foreman must 
continually face the problem of the replacement of lost 
skills. It is for this reason too that the instruction of 
the operator plays a large role in the foreman's attempt to 
obtain productive efficiency. "~ere is a natilral annuaJ. re ... 
duction of 5" among skilled workers. This annual reduction 
is due to deaths, changing occupations 9 and other reasons; 
hence, under normal conditions$ there wUl always be a sear= 
city of skUled men"•** Instruction thus becomes a major 
source of replacement for these lost skills and again to a 
large extent, the burden is that of the foreman. 
In addition there are many other advantages to 
the eompa:ny and to the productive unit. Some of these ad= 
• 
*~· 25 
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vantages are·:· (1) Increased production with better trained 
and more effective operators, (2) Lowered costs with increased 
skillsand increased productivityll (3) The need for less and 
less supervision thus permitting the supervisor to place more 
emphasis in other directions, ·(4) The specially talented or 
the misfit are more easily segregated and early action can be 
taken upon them, (5) Special talents can more easUy be dis-
covered and developed with a good training program$ Some 
other indirect advantages to the production foreman are these$ 
(1) "There is usually less tension and laborer trouble among 
the workers who are well trained, satisfied, and producing# n:.-
and (2) "Labor turnover will be reduced.. The worker who has 
develope~ a high degree of' skill will hesitate to leave his 
employer, especially if his apility is recognized and oppor-
tunity for advancement is presented."* 
With the above mentioned background as good ca11se 
for a program of instruction of the operator, a method of 
attack will be presented for the instruction of' the operator~ 
A, Th;,~ Warm Up 
1. Introduction to Associates 
T~e new operator, once having been turned over to 
tbs supervisor, must ·first adjust to the surroundings, to the 
new conditions, situations. and persons. The supervisor can 
help to make these adjustments as easy as possible. The learner 
<IS: l3,pp.25-26 
ii 
is first introduced to the new associates. Introducing the 
operator by first name only probably helps those about her 
to more likely recall the name and thus use it more swiftly 
and easily. An introduction of the operator by the first 
name only will again probably help the new operator to more 
.. 
nearly and clearly mentally fix the names of her new asso-
diates. Ina~uch as the operator finds herself in a some-
what excited state, and inasmuch as the number of people 
she is introduced to might be extensiVe 8 the resorti~ ~o 
such a simple technique as charting out the position and 
the names o:f all her future associates wou1d help to less.en 
her fUture embarrassmentsQ Thus the new operator is more. 
likely to find herself somewhat more at ease. 
To fUrther soften the burden of the new surround-
ings, persons 8 etcQ, the supervisor might see that some of 
the new operator's working associates make a concerted ef-
fort to take her on relief to the cafeteria and possibly 
spend other av~ilable time wi~h her. The older associates 
are generally quite receptive to this suggestion by the fore-
manQ The new operator thus begins to fulfill one of her 
needs for satisfaction at work: the need for 'belonging'• 
2. Introduction to the Job 
"Every learner must go through a period of adjust-
ment to the new job: new situations, persons, and conditions. 
the Llnstructoi7 must help him make the kind of adjustment 
that will make him conf'id~nt in his own ability and .ready to 
try."* The adjustment and motivat;l.on of the new operator 
begins here in real earnest. The approach by the supervisor 
must be one of:. (1) identifying the new operator·•s difficul-
ties and explaining that they will be met as part of the 
training program, (2) relieving the emotional tensions of' 
the learner, (3) anticipating questians and answering these 
questions f'.ra.nkly and courteouslyt (4) motivating the learner 
by relating he.r vital interests to the demands and performance 
required on the job, and(?) finally creating an atmosphere 
for mutual understanding and respect.** If the learner doesn•t 
learn, the· supervisor may not have made ce.rtain that she was 
ready to learn~ 
The supervisor·would then do well to correlate and 
coordinate all phases of her previous introduction to the 
plant and to the working unit. It would be well to review 
all phases of instruction at this point. Particular emphasis 
at this point shoUld be placed on those factors directly re-
lating to the job, e~g. quality desired, safety, punctuality, 
the necessity for cooperation, the rules and regulations, care 
of machinery and equipment* cleanliness and order • and produc-
tion requirements~*** These points should be made by example 
* ·:. 13. P• 14 
**:~ 13, p. 14 
*** 2, P• 60 
preferably, since the operator being somewhat emotionally up-
set by the newness of the job, will tend to hear but a part 
of what you say. For example, a tour of the .immediate area 
and inspection will help to show right from wrong. Good 
quality tubes can be compared with rejects; a particularly 
clean area can be show.n as a.n. example of cleanliness. Pro-
ductive records showing the results of cooperative effort of 
absenteeism, or quality can be shown. Other intangibles 
can be explained in terms of the results they bring. 
Other areas should be reviewed with.the operator, 
possibly in terms of clarifying questionable.points of 
methods, policies, and ideals, of methods of wage payments, 
the operation of recreational and social organizations~ edu-
cational and training opportunities, and the fundamentals of 
business economics.* A review of these items may better take 
fo.rm. several days a:rter the new operator b.as adjusted to her 
surroundings, after she has become more relaxed and receptive 
to her new environment. The writer believes that the new 
operator will tend to attach more complete meaning and greater 
understanding to these factors once she feels more secure and 
at ease among her new associates and surroundings. 
3. Introduction to the Instructor 
The next step in the progress of the new operator is 
the introduction to the instructor. "The job trainer is no 
* 2, P• 60 
longer just a job performer. He must assume the respons1bi1-
ity for developing the ability of others. A change in atti-
tude from the best possible performer to the best possible 
instructor becomes necessary. The increased demand for a 
greater number of expert operators bas presented the need for 
mora effec~ive job training and more efficient job trainers~n* 
To the foreman, here we have the real crux of productive eff'1-
ciency, for as we have taught sa shall we reap. Because of 
this the selection and proper training of the instructor is 
of' paramount interest. 
This phase of' instruction (instructing of the 
trainer)could be provided for most scientifically and com~ 
plete1y by the personnel department or some other sectian 
of the organization specifically equipped to perfoxmthis task. 
One good technique is that employed by the RCA Victor Division 
at Camden, New Jersey. The program is provided for by tbe 
Training and Educational section of the Personnel Division. 
A very specific tho.r<lugh manual is used for training and 
later as a.guide for the job instructor. See table of con~ 
tents of .this manual 1n Chart x. 
Raving left the operator in the care of a properly 
instructed operator, the real task of instruction begins. 
* 1.3, p. 33 
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B. The Basic Knowledge Required a£ the Good Supervisor 
'· 
or Instructor 
For a complete and sufficient fulfillment of the 
needs of. the operator, the instructor~ the supervisor, and the 
company, the basic elements of le~rning must be understood. 
It is on this one point that I believe the foreman in general 
is weak. Herein are some of the principles which must be 
followed to provide proper instruction and thereby e·arliest, 
most efficient productivity. 
~. Elements of Lea.r.c.ille: 
.... 
The major elements of learning are:· (1) Habits of 
attttude and activity are learned, (2) We learn by doing, 
(3) We learn best when we ~ve the desire to learn something 
specific, (4) Raving sufficient desire and motivation and 
assumirlg proper instru_ction, almost anything can be learned, 
(5) All knowledge origimlly comes for sensati<m.s, (6) The 
process of ·learning shoul.d be from the si'.mple . to the complex, 
from the easy to the more difficult, and from the know.n to the 
unknown~ 
Vernon G. Schaeffer states: 11 The· Laws of learning 
~ri7.: 1. Readiness - the learner learns best when he is set 
to perrorm or learn. 2. E:r.feet - the things that bring 
satisfaction are usually learned more readily than those 
which are immediately annoying. ~. Exercise = the more often 
a ~hing is repeated1 the more fixed it becomes and the less 
likely to be forgotten .. ltl* 
The principles of motor learning required for the 
foreman and instructor are these: {l) The best method should 
be taught; (2) The jo'Q should be taught by easUy acquired 
sequences of movements, but at the same tilne tying in the 
whol.eness of the unit; (3) Visual rather tban mechanical. 
aids should be used where and when possible; (4} As much in-
centive as possible should be provided; (5) The beginning 
states of new motor habits are extensions of old, but we sti1l 
learn by doing and the transfer of motor skUls seem no more 
possible than the trainin@i in other lines; '(6) The correct 
start is extremely important; this statement must be sold 
to the operator and the start must be from the easy to the 
difficult. and finally the motions must be repeated and re-
peated until they become natural and automatic; (7) A cor-
rect slow pattern is more important to ultimate success than 
speed; (8) Finally the foreman or instructor must use· a check 
to determine rate of learning•** 
Unfortunately an instructor. or foreman is but 
vaguely aware of these principles. Special scheduling along 
these lines appear to be a must for the efficient learning, 
This schooling, I believe, should take the form of three or 
*':~· 13 J p. 17 
** 6$ p. 271. 
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tour hourly sessions in the principles of learning prefer-
ably taught by a good instructor with an applied psycho~= 
ogy background" See Chart n on Learning Curves of ianployees$< 
2o ~ecbnigues to be Used bl Foreman or Instructor 1n 
. . ;~: .· I 
.A,pplying Principles of, Learning 
Here are some. practical hitits for the. producticm 
foreman"' A list of do·•s and don't •s cl.early written as a 
handy guide would possibly incl.ude these items 1n training 
her; l.. Don•t bawl her out. 2.~ Don't scare· her. 3. Don 8t 
discourage. 4. Don •t expose bar to ridi<m.le. 5. Do en-
courage. 6. Do help her feel she is g~tting somewhere. 
7. Do make her feel. y-ou want her to make goodo a. Do en-
courage question asking~ 9. Do give her time to think things 
out. 1(). Do stress quality rather than speed. ll.. Don•t 
show her too much. 12. Don't permit poor work. 13. Donlt 
push her too bard. 14. ·Do insist on good work. 15. Don •t 
do work for her. 16. Don•t help too much.* 
The instructor must create and maintain the inter= 
est or the worker. See Chart XII. A somewhat 1Jllk:n.own or 
~ittle used technique is that or teaching by the whol.e rather 
than by part• Due to the pressure or other tasks, the foreman 
or instructor often tend· to instruct piecemeal and wander ort 
to other duties in the process. A. Wal.ton states: HWith 
few exceptions it will be found that better results are ob-
*llt p. 96=97 
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CHART XI 
LEARNING CURVES OF EMPLOYEES* 
These two groups of: employees lorere trained before and after 
instructor training was 1ntroduced9 Workers who learned 
stitching operations after the instructors were trained, 
learned more rapidly and achieved much higher proficiency 
than workers who learned before the training methods were 
adopted. 
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CHART XII 
FACTORS ASSUMED TO PRODUCE INTEREST * 
* ll, P• 99 
ta1ned by learning the pattern as a whole from the start. 
It reduces fatigue and promotes smoothness and acauracy if 
the pattern tends to run itself off as a rhythmical unit 
from Sta..t"t to finish, each motion flowing into the next 
with a minimum tendency toward false motions, jerkiness, or 
hesitation• A pattern learned in pieces and put together 
later bas a tendency to fall ~part again in amergeney situ-
ations or when the operatb~: is tired or distracted. Also, 
and this is rather surprising, it has been found to take 
less over-all time to ~earn the entire sequence if it is 
~earned as a whole rather than in sections~ .. * 
One other factor of practical importance to the 
instructor is that of not permitting instruction to involve 
too long a period at one sitting.. It is well established 
that training periods of longer than one ha.l:f' hour to an 
hour tend to cause tension and fatigue in the operator. 
T~e longer the period of training at one session, the less 
and less y_ield per unit of time spent.** 
c. The Indoctrination of Employees in Need of 
Standardss Established Methods, Etc. 
The new operator must now be given the specific 
toOls and instruction required to perform the task at hand 
satisfactor11y. She ~st know how to do the job; she must 
*-~:-~a, pp .. 12o-121 
** 18 8 pp. 121-123 
know the task expected or her; and she must tie in the need 
for both in the attainment of the goal. 
1,.. Explanation·of.Specifications 
The instruetor (whether foreman or specified 
traine~)-is best able to instruct properly when a specific 
detailed procedure is provided. This specification best 
takes the rorm of a detailed process sheet (Chart XIII) 
rather than merely specification sheet.- (Chart XIV) Merely 
defining the final result desired leaves the technique of 
instruction and the step by step procedure completely in the 
bands of the foreman who does not or cannot take the time 
to standardize and s 1mplify the method.. The method must be 
such that it is a permanent detailed record of procedure 
step by step. Following it step by step will produce a re-
sult which can and should be qualified by the quality needs 
of the specification. Operator and instructor can thus more 
easily complete their mutual task .. Each tool and part should 
be clearly located, all equipment used must be defined and 
1ocated, and the use of all movements necessary to complete . 
the task should be clearly defined. 
It is surp.rising how fast techniques and methods 
can be lost without these written standardized procedures •. 
Far too often the loss of an operator through transfer, resig-
nation, etc., or the loss of a supervisor mean the complete 
loss of techniques and the reliving of mistakes over and over 
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~tLV4NIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. CHART XIV 
SPECIFICATION ~BEET 
Specifiqllion No. SJl-sJ40~4B 
Date 10 January '19~1 Ele&lronirs Dis•iJion 
Bo•ton, Man. 
iubject PREPAP..ATIO:; OF STEli 
Supemdes s-R4115-L-l & ., 
Sheet l a of 1 Sheets . I 
r-- -- .. ·----·-··---- ·.- .. -·--·. -····-
t..c::;J1-S340-12~ 1.:1~ 42 .. S9 , 
'· Io PiuipmP.nt 
I 
1. 6 burner Kahle sealin~ machine 
2. Stern block per AJ1-6c;6a 4 3o Belt a~~ealer .. 560° t lOOC (for arprox L ft) 
l!. Tv;eezers 
5. Forepump (megavac) 
6. Eyedronner 
7 •. · l-epel,. spark coil 
II. tt~£~ 
• -~so.;n 
with glass and rubber ada~ors. 
• 
3. Glass boot per E3l-~;J;·9l'J8 
L.. },node Lead per EJ1-JOC7IJ 
5. 3 Sup~o~t leads per BJ1-JCB7P23 
G. ~~thode lead per BJ1-J087P25 
7. ~rid lead per J'Jl-J007F24' 
f·o Flare per 1?31-38J8F5 
9. 23A Al.cohol 
III. :rrocedure 
., . 
1. Insert leads ancl boot in sten block nnd rlace flare in position. 
Jiake sure that boot length is sufficient to juzt cover tu.?gsten-
tantaluri butt ~'reld. 
2. Start stem nachine motor. , 
J .. At end ·o:;: c:rcle, remove completed stem and place in belt annealcr 
at a tr;mperature of.' .S6ooc. Pelt travel time thru a:ime<:ler to l_,c 
12 minutes. . 
4o :::11en entire batch of stems has been prepared1 cut off heater in 
belt ar.nealer and allow to cool to room temperature. 
5. ~crnove stem:: from belt anneale~· .. 
6o Attach each. stem flare in turn to ~;tdaptor of' pumping syatem and make 
connection to Lerel spark coil. FUmp down stem, turn on spark coil and 
when satisfactory glow has been established (pinkish) 
IV. C~uali ty Control 
1.; .'-node lcn~!-1 :::hbll be a r.:inimum of 5/32 11 and a ma:xi~ll.r:' of 7/32 11 
from the top of the stem press. 
v. Inspection 
·,I 
I 'J.- lf_~..(j_ i b ) 1/ 
e.( If 
Approved by 
again~ And further to insure the continui.Dg value of' these 
detailed process sheets, they must constantly an~ continu-
a1Jly be kept up to date by the foreman.. Of course be should 
see that techniques and procedures are not changed except 
with the express knowledge of' the industrial engineering 
department and not until after such changes have been indi-
cated in writing in the form of' a new process.. The new 
operator's continuing progress depends upon this consistency, 
in the techniques of instruction~ Her estimation of' her 
:function in the group and in the company to a large extent 
depend on her opinions as to their consistencies of opera-
tions, their techniques of' instructian8 and the consistency 
of reSQlts and methods used. This standardization of method 
thus tends to improve morale by limiting uxmecessary change* 
by standardizing technique, and by giving the operator a 
feeling that_ management and foreman~ in particular knows 
wbat they are doing. Nothing is more demoralizing than hav-
ing the foreman or others constantly change the methods of 
operation. We cannot expect the new operator to adjust 
readily or eaaily to changes in methods (often completely 
dit:ferent) 9 "The human nervous system behaves according to 
its own rules. It refuses to l.e arn much if you stuff a lot 
ef things into it ver.y rast. It learns better if you let. 
in a few things and then act them over, or repeat them in 
your own words.:. Job instruction is based solidly on this 
psychological principle~"* 
2e Explanation of' Time Standards 
..... - . 
Another essential. item which :urtlst be explains~ to 
tb.e operator is the need and use of ttine standards.. Stand-
ards are of' utmost value to the foreman inasmuch as they 
represent the goal desired in operator ef'ficiency~ .They also 
are the basis for his production pianning and his layout of 
the departmento .They must be correct standards, varying only 
with cha.Jlges in methods ~ cb.a.nges in operaticm.:o Otherwise 
the new operator will lose faith in_their validity and worthQ 
These standards become one of several methods that 
the operator bas of her increasing progress and relative 
value.. It should be a goal not easily within reach, but 
yet within grasp. This time standard if properly used and 
eXplained by the supervisor will become a unit task that the 
new ·operator will want to meet~ Unfortunately there are m.a.rJ.Y' 
foreman. and 1n fact companies, that feel that a vague goal 
better serves the purpose of increasing productivity., The 
assumption is that. not knowing the specific goal~ the operator 
can be enticed, or goaded to surpass this goal.. Under these 
circumstances, the operator tends to set the standard below 
the attainable level W,nile the supervisor will be more likely 
to assume that a somewha.t higher goa1 than attainable level 
can be reached. In addition to this interpersonal conflict, 
* 3t p .. 62 
the foreman .finds himselt unable to plan his tasks well since 
he cannot be sure of any specific production in any one day o 
Being unable to use these standards as a production planning 
tool- the i'oreman loses one of his major weapons for e.ffi ... 
cient intelligent supervision~ On the part of the new opera-
tor it lends to a mistrust of management, to •pegging 0 out~ 
put at a lower level than possible, and it probably causes a 
frustration due to the oper~tor•s inability to complete a 
specific task.. This insecurity and the frustration to both 
·operator and foreman can tend to cause personnel eonf'lietso 
It is the writer 8s experience that a new operator 
should be given a thoroUgh explanation of the need of stan-
dards in the light of cost estimates, planning, control of 
costs, competing with other companies, fair distributian 
o.f work$ etco For a typical result of the use of specific 
time standards see Chart XVII9 (p. 91) 
Tie-in of Specifications and Standards 
Standards or bogeys without standardized methods 
can be a great source of difficulty for both the operator and 
ru.pervisor.. It is important t.ba.t the method be clearly 8lld 
specifically defined in terms of a detailed· .. process and job 
specification so that standards are applied .for th~t specific 
method of operation (detailed process) requiring a certain 
minimum of quality (specifications)~ Otherwise a learning 
curve is of no val. ue since the speed of learning will depend 
on motivation and the standardization o:f me.thod. Obviouslly" 
w1 th different methods by operators on the same operati.on1 
the learning curve bas little or no value in drawing produc-
tive comparisons between operators or clearly defining the 
length of learning time requiredo Motivation, too, can be 
assumed to be equal only if the operator knows the desired 
standard goal and knows the degree of quality required.. This 
last statement is an overs~plificatian of motivation* but 
we must assume th~t new operators given the same tools are 
equally motivated to do well.. Thus with good standards and 
proper methods, the learning curve wUl indicate relative 
skills and it will help to spur the operator on to increasing 
productivity until such time as she reaches the standard set 
for the job. 
Again the new worker must be taught the relation-
ship of methods and goals in relation to meeting her own 
particular inner needs and also ~ relation to the company's 
need for a continuing record of the processes of' producticttn 
and the time required to complete these processes. The oper-
ator must be brought to understand that productive ef.f'iciency 
can only be fairly measured between individuals when based 
en this scientific approach o:f standards and methods. 
The writer believes that, at this point1 an ex-
planation that there is a difference in abilities between 
individuals is an established fact, should be given to the new 
$1 
operatar~ Abilities are not expected to be equal~ In add1= 
tion an explanation that there is little or no correlation 
between mental skills and muscular skills might relieve some 
of the new operator's anxiety over her ability to do a job 
well. For example, Joseph Tiffin writes: UNumerous investi-
gations have shown that the correlation between muscular 
skills ~d mental skills is very close to zero. This circum-
stance, of course, does not mean that the individual who is 
above average in one is likely to be below average in the 
other; but it does mean that it is impossible to predict 
whether an individual who is high 1n one will be high, aver .... 
age, or low 1n the other~"* In addition little or no cor-
relation can be found between a high level ef general dex-
terity and a high level of other specialized dexterities~ 
Each can and must be measured separatelyq** 
D~ The Use of Learning Curves 
Having provided the operator with motivation, and 
the necessary tools to attain early productive efficiency. 
how does the production supervisor actually chart the initial 
progress of the operator? The learning curve is Gne positive 
approach to attaining early productive efficiency. 
As an Incentive to the Operator 
. .z;,. 
A technique that the \-triter bas used SllccessfulJly 
is this. The operator is permitt~d to first adjust to her 
iK· JL6, PP• 134-135 
*.g. 7, P• 298 
sa 
surroundings and to tbe particular job to which she bas 
been assignedo This process will take one· to two days after · 
which period an explanation in detail is given of a learning 
curves its uses its need, its purpose. The new operator is 
then asked to chart her own progress against t~e specific 
goal that will m~et·the standard of the operation. This lit-
• 
tle technique of obtaining the operator to participate in chart-
ing her ow progress bas helped tremendously in terms of speed-
ing up the learning time~ The operator becomes particularly 
concerned and interested in her own progress~ Regular reviews 
with the supervisor act as added incentive. They give the 
supervisor an opportunity to discover and correct difficul-
ties that may arise in the process of learning the particular 
operation. 
In particular the operator easily sees her progress 8 
sets a pace that she can measure step by step and she thus is 
able in the time allowed to meet her need for accomplishment 
of a specified tasko In addition the operator fulfills the 
needs for pride, approbation, and belonging when she reacAes 
the specified goal. and becomes a full-fledged member of the 
team. See example of· learning curve graph used in Chart XV. 
The supervisor is here particularly concerned with 
the .amount of training time allowed. What sb.all be the learn-
ing curve? 
CHART XV 
'mE LEARNING CURVE * 
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WEEKS OF TRAINING 
· Inasmuch as. no specific timestudy technique is 
used in evolving learning curves in the writer's plant, the 
method used is as f'ollows: Individual production records 
are kept of each operato~ from the second day of hiring. 
These records fo~ the basis f'or learning curveso Raving 
suf'ficient production data and knowing within reason the 
relative abilities of' the operators involved, a learning 
curve can be evolved for each operation or on those opera-
tions tbat may give the f'oreman difficulty or involve ap-
preciable loss in productivity or time if' the established 
goal is not reached at an early date~ This type of curve, 
though by no means completely accurate will establish a bogey 
and will permit the satisfaction of the above needs of oper-
ator and supervisor. Based on these curves the sub par oper-
ator is transferred or dropped as tbe situation warrants it. 
These steps are taken only after it bas been establ.ished 
that techniques, methods 8 and specifications bave remained 
the same. It is of'ten possible to merely transfer the oper-
ator interdepartmentally to a less skilled operation with 
other appreciable success. 
2. The Learning Curve as a Production Contr~l Device 
An essential element in obtaining productive effi-
ciency is tbat of efficient~ considered planning, both short 
and long range, on the part of the supervisor. Learning 
time 8 particularly when a large percentage of new operators 
is involved, can raise havoc with planning if the time re-
quired to learn particular jobs and operations is not know.n 
or cannot be planned efficiently~ The meeting of promises 
and schedules depends in large measure on the proper fore-
casting of time required to learn an operation~ To daily 
plan the operations of each individual within a department~ 
the individual assigned tasks must be met by all operators. 
The failure of the new operator to meet the specified task 
on time may well upset tbs ability of other co-workers who 
depend on subassemblies for continuing operat~on. Or it may 
mean that additional burden is placed on others due to the 
failure of the new operator to meet specified deadlines. 
FailUre on the part of the operator to meet deadlines there-
fore may we11 affect the group as ~ whole by (1} upsetting 
their regularity, (2) forfeiting the group's opportunity 
to meet schedule, and (3) upsetting the serenity of the 
group~ 
.E.. The Completion of Operator Instruction 
1. The Trial Period 
During the ·trainee's learning period, the individual. 
is on probation. The approach the supervisor takes during 
this ear1y period will determine 1n large part the future 
wortb. o:r the new worker. Here are some suggestions for making 
maximum use of this tria1 period~ A probationary rating form 
(Chart XVI) cb.ecking the operator's performance ·-1n quality, 
CHART XVI 
PROBATIONARY RATING FORM * 
Employee's Name~ .... ~ .................................. ~~Date of Rating .............. ., 
Job Number ........... o .... o ~":.Rate·~ • s Signature ................... o ... 4> .. . 
FACTOR 
QUANTITY OF WORK: Is work 
output up to expected levels? 
Is output improvtng at a sat-
isfactory rate? 
QUALITY OF WORK: Is man 1s 
work up tcr·qua).ity standards? 
Does he pel"form ·his job with · 
mtn~ waste? Does he try 
to correct~:his mistakes? Does 
he understa.nd .. what is e:xpected 
of him1 : 
SAFETY: Has he had any ace 1-
dents? Does he appear to be 
a safe wotker? .. .Daes he ob<:" 
serve housekeeping ruJ.es? 
DEPENDABILITY: Can he be put 
on his own?·· Is he cooperative? 
Is he always on the job and on 
time? Is he rel.iable? 
ATTITUDE: Does he like his 
work? Does he get al.ong well 
with fellow empl.oyees? With 
supervisors? Is he a trouble 
maker? Does he offer construc-
tive suggestions? 
Pl :RFOBMANCE , 
Excell.ent Good _Fair Poor 
~ Uncertain - woUld like to discuss details ...... $ ........... ~ .............. ______ _ 
- Unsat1s£aQtory employee - sho~d · 
· be discharged ......... ~· ... ~ .. • • " • o •• ·----
* 26 ,, 12~1.=52 
quantity, safety8 dependability, and attitude is o£ real value .. 
A notation at the end of the for.m indicating the type o£ ac-
tion that should be taken by the supervisor is also provided 
foriJ This form should be used during and not just at the end 
of the trial period .. ·For example, a weekly rating will give 
you a line on the individual. • s progress, and serve as a guide 
to training needs. First explain the purpose and length or 
the trial period to the new worker.. Keep her informed of her 
progress .. 
threaten. 
Show your interest in her~ Above all, do not 
Other musts are~ keep her posted, retrain if nee-
essary. consider action to be taken before the end of the 
trial period, and finally keep rating even after the trial 
period is over. 
If the supervisor fails to take these steps, he 
fails to 4evelop the individual at a maximum rate, he fails 
to give recognition to the good worker$ and finally he cre-
ates a future problem in the case of a sub-par performer if 
he does not act before the end of the trial period. In most 
shops today it becomes increasingly difficult to act in re-
lation to her seniority beyond the probationary period~ 
2" Measuring the Results o:e _Training 
Af'ter the _job app_~ars to be finished, the super-
visor should check up to see whether. the job bas been done 
well or poorly. and to possibly learn new techniques and 
approaches from tbe mistakes made. Tb.e supervisor must find 
... 
out how the training techniques can be improved, what .fU.r-
ther needs there are in training, and how well the learner 
bas really learned" A follow up check list might well in-
clude these items; 
1Q Were complete specifications and a job breakdown available? 
2. Were the new operate.rs trained. step 
by step by plan? 
3. Was the best sequence f,or learning 
used? 
4. Wasthe trainee sufficiently recep-
tive and adjusted to seek your ad-
vice and help freely? 
5" Was safety, quality., dependabi-lity 
stressed on the job? 
6$ ' Were learning curves kept? Were 
performance records kept to review 
progress_on the job? 
7. Could the trainee repeat the pro-
cedure of the job step by step? 
a. Was the normal level of production 
reached within a satisfactory time 
period? 
9. Was the goal specific something 
the operator could shoot for? 
10. Was quaJ.ity and the J.evel of' shrink-
age improved with the progress of' 
the operator? 
J.l. Were training costs in line with 
budget allowance for training? 
12. After the trial. period was the 
progress of t.he operator rechecked 
at intervals? 
13. Did you ask the learner for sug-
gestions or ilnprovements in the 
training program? * 
If the supervisor asks these questions and acts 
upon themo, his training procedures should continue to 
improve. The criterien of success is a training program 
that trains the new operator to perform at a high leve1 
of productivity 1n the shortest period of time possible. 
One of several techniques for measuring the actual mone-
tary value of a training program is elearly defined by 
Ho So Helmer 1n "Factory Management and Maintenance." ** 
lb. addition to its monetary val.ue, a training 
program develops the growth of intangibles necessary to 
the we11 being of a company self-expression, individual 
development, loyalty, etc. These factors in the long run 
are the fruit of good training. 
* 26. 11-12-51 
** 22. p. 128 
V9 The Maintenance of Productive Efficiency 
Once having developed a properly trained operator, 
the problem becomes one of maintaining productive efficiency. 
Without an incentive system the foreman bas difficUlties 
peculiar to a non-incentive setup that requires more constant, 
m~e direct supervision, and a more carefUl development 0f 
discipline and morale. Standard times and their control be= 
come of utmost importance to the foreman in terms of having 
his group work efficiently and effectively. His control of 
schedules hinge heavily on his ability to maintain high 
regular productivity.. In general, the foreman depends 
heavily on the use of standards and their control. See 
Chart XVII. 
A. The Non-incentive Approach 
.4 ..• 
•, ~·. 
1. Standards and Their A:Bproaches 
A foreman basically depend~ an some series of bogeys 
that become his goals of what represents a good job on the 
part of the operator e without specif'ic standards set by a 
timestudy group, the foreman sets his own standards and often 
changes them to eonfor.m to his experiences. If operators tend 
to 'beat• his bogeys consistently, he is likely to raise his 
standards accordingly. If operators are consistently unable 
to measure up, he is most likely to lower his bogeys4 In ad-
dition to poor standards the foreman often finds himself with= 
out standardized methods of specifications which tend further 
to compli~ate his task of setting reasonable bogeys. This 
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lack of good standards~ good methods 1 and the lack of 
consistency or permanency of these benchmarks can create 
havoc in terms of obtaining the re~ul. ts desired -- high 
productivity at the lowest possible cost. In addition this 
constant changing of bogeys and the uncertainty on the part 
of the foreman lend to distrust, lack of confidence and 
often poor morale on the part of the working group.. Deter-
mining the cost of the product becomes almost an impossi~ 
bility and the planning and schedul.ing of work within the 
department can become an insurmountable task. To avert 
these pitfal.ls, the .obvious approach is tbat of setting 
time standards based on written methods of operation and 
upon specified standards. the latter based upon the former. 
(See Chart XIII). This technique may not be absolute, but 
it is appreciab1y better than tbe method described above~ 
A .. A. Ryan states, "Although some of the methods by which 
standard time is determined are spoken of as •scientific•, 
all the methods now in use are based upon rule of thumb and 
judgment, and many of the techniques do not appear to have 
any well defined aim. Nevertheless it should be remembered 
that those methods are all that a~e now ava.ilableQ Their 
shortcomings merely emphasize the need for adequate research 
into the pr<t;blem..t• * 
* 12, P• 210 
To the supervisor, the stopwatch timestudies or 
synthetic timestudies are general1y the basis for his stand-
ardso These studies permit htm to (1) p1an and schedule his 
work, (2) determine his objectives as supervisor, (3) deter-
mine his productive efficiencies. (4) set labor standardss 
(6) balance the work, (6) coordinate the effort of the 
group, (7) compare the re1ative merits of different methods. 
(8} determine standard costs, and {9) p1an labor require-
ments and equipment requirementSo* 
2. Establishigg Labor Loads 
Here is how standards can be used in one particu-
lar case without the assistance of a wage incentive p1an. 
laving no wage incentives, the need for high morale beeomes 
evident. Having an atmosphere of good morale the supervisor 
can fair1y 1oad each operator with a high task as 1ong as 
this task is fairly distributed and administered. For ex-
ample. each operator is 1oaded with a specific subassembly 
and assembly operation based upon standard valuesq 1n this 
way tba t operator is given a f'ul.l task for an eight hour 
day after having been given specified allowances for change 
over between operati~s. etc. The worker will accept this 
1oad if she has been properly informed of the need for a high 
1eve1 of productivity, and if' other conditions about her are 
conducive to good mora1e. By assigning a task based on 
* 10, PP• 129-131 
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standards and explaining it in these terms, the writer bas 
found that these tasks are willingly aceeptedo . As does hap-
pen at times, the distribution may be too heavily weighted 
for one or more _operators to carry due to lesser· skills, 
improper instruetia:nj improper methods. If' these are not 
immediate1y correctable. an adjustment can generally be made 
temporarily by the shifting of some operations~ The major 
cause of the unpalance appears to be due primarily to the 
variation in skills between operators. A switch in opera-
tors from assembly to welding or vice versa often corrects 
the situation of' unbalance~ 
A master sheet is made out monthl.y based on the in-
dividual labor loads so that a complete picture of' labor 
dispositi~ for the department is available~ This becomes 
the basic form for internal planning and scheduling for the 
month. Of necessity, the plan will vary somewhat as the 
month progresses, but the major problem of proper planning 
and scheduling has been tackled from the, beginn:fng and ruture 
corrections should not be of large magnitude~ A~ustments 
where and as required can be temporari1y met by the use of an 
emergency operator or by the actual help of the assistant 
foreman until the cause et unbalano..e has been found, adjusted, 
and corrected. This type or planning is particularly required 
in an operation such as ours where quantities produced are 
smaJ.l, where the department is relatively small, and where 
95 
the do1lar value of the product is high, and where the process 
is complex and difficult. 
3 e Applying Controls._ 
Once having assigned and applied _production tasks 
to each operator, how are these policed and controlled? Again 
as discussed previously, the basic control lies in the proper 
atmosphere, attitudes, and morale tnat is maintained by the 
company and by the individual foreman. Having a well~adjusted 
group with a proper climate, the controls to a large degree 
are provided for by the basic motivation of the individual. 
J. M., Amiss states: "!rhe atempt is made through.disciplinarian 
training to have the workers gain a feeling of responsibility 
relative to the control of their emotions, and to develop ac-
ceptable habits relative to their specific jobs and the g$neral 
organization. This does not mean that there are no penalties 
but rather that the modern policy is to make discipline a 
means toward an end through the uses of a desirable method of 
developing loyal and better workmen ... * 
HOwever we must control the productive activities 
of the operator to know how well she is doing, to approve or 
disapprove accordingly, to have available a measure of her 
productivity for purposes of planning and scheduling, for merit 
rating, etc. Therefore hourly the operator indicates on a 
specified form (See Chart XVIII) the number of units completed, 
* 2, p.o 123 
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the number of good units, the number of shrinkage (bad) 
units, lost time, and any remarks9 This particular portion 
ca.n on:.Ly, effectively be used where one or only two different 
operations are performed. For example this form is most ef-
fective where the operator day in and day out does the same 
operation. The other side of the :form (Chart XIX) is used for 
additionB.l informatiOn. as indicated and also f'or a specif'ic 
breakdown of lost time and its causes. This f'ront side can 
also be used more ef'fectively where a number of operations --
often difficult from day to day -- can be recorded effectively 
and efficiently. The writer believes this form may be some-
what more complete by making the lost time list more complete 
and by classifying the causes for delay more completely" For 
instance in·,direet work due to faulty operation, poor layout, 
improper instruction, rework, superquality- poor setup, in-
adequate tools, incorrect methods, faulty equipment, excess 
material, poor material, or impractical design. Other causes 
for lost time may be: waiting f'or instruction, blueprints, 
orders, tools, material, f'oreman, inspector, setup man, main-
tenance man, time study man, timekeepe~, helper, other special-
ists.; it: 
The effective and extensive use of this basic infor-
mation may often times mean tne success or failure of the fore-
man 1n his attempt to maintain productive efficiency. There 
* 7, P• 92 
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are still many foremen today who do not feel this informa-
tion is essential to the proper operation of a department. 
It is the writer •s opinion that this information is vital 
and basic and that a foreman cannot fairly judge his opera-
. tion or the effectiveness of his group properly without this 
paper work in some form or another. We tend to forget, and 
we tend to distort with the passing of time. This record 
will hold this forgetfulness and distortion within bounds. 
Having this basic inf'ormation how can we use it? 
The methods are probably as varied as the number of foremen. 
but here is a technique that has worked well and can probably 
be effectively used. This information is taken and for each 
operator it is simply converted into units per hour and then 
converted into a percentage of standard. The units completed, 
the time spent on the operation, the operator involved, and 
the ~ efficiency afe all recorded in a single block. and the 
record is kept dai~ so that a continuous record exist.s.- .of, . _ 
.:-%~~-­
the efficiency of each operation and each operator,~~~~~~ 
· .. §_?;:.~ ~ ~'~-
Chart XX. With this information the poor operat~ ca:rj "?~ \,-
: ::!; t;: ~ "'; ·~ 
highlighted and the cause for these poor efficie~~es w2r~ed ~ 
' ~~';o. ...# ~-- ,; 
. ~~ .;;. = : 
on.. For example~ operation X is only 60~ efficie~~d= @oWE}jl 
. :!/',.~"" . ~-~. ~.::·,...,_, ; 
"y ;,.~~~~ 
a similar ~ for the last two days.. The operation ca.n_s~friore-
carefully checked by going back to the individual operator's 
records and checking back with the operator or operators in-
volved.. It may well be that the operator involved is pre-
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occupied with some personal difficulty~ or that the tools 
have become dull and have not been discovered. Whatever 
the cause the action can be taken immediately on those oper-
ations that the above report highlights as being of low 
efficiency. 
In additian. this production report is of great 
value 1n determining the efficiency of each operator and the 
relative efficiencies of operatorso In this :form it can be. 
effectively used as a source of information when merit rat-
ing is performed. It takes the questian of productivity 
out or the realm of conjecture or prejudice. 
Then too, the records become an invaluable aid 1n 
terms or internal planning, since we have a permanent record 
of the practicality of standards~ We have a clear cut pic-
ture o:f those operations that may have particularly loa\se or 
tight rates which might tend to upset the balancing and co-
ordination of the labor load. We get invaluable information 
as ta t~es required to learn all operations and in effect 
we have a learning curve 1nt'ormation in permanent chart form 
on these records. 
Finally, as part of this production record form, 
all time spent on lost ttme or variance is clearly charted 
with time lost and operator involved. In this way we have a 
permanent record of where and how time bas been lost. These 
areas of greatest lost time can be clearly seen and effective 
action can be taken accordiilgly,. With these records the fore-
man also finds it much easier to sell his suggestions for 
change when he can easily and clearly show the savings that 
can ensue .. 
4. Keeping the Operator Posted 
(/ 
The greatest value of .these controls. I believe. is . 
1n keeping the operator constantly acquainted with her pro-
gress. It gives the foreman a tool for constantly checking 
weak points and approving of the strong points of an oper-
ator8s productivity. In examining a poor production record 
we must be careful to sort conditional causes for poor ef-
ficiency from the human element causes. L. A. Sylvester 
writesx uone of the commonest errors made is carelessly to 
assume that variations of this type are due to human differ-
ences. The greatest care should be exercised; one should 
care:f'ul.ly scrutinize the observed elements to detect varia-
tions in material, machines, sharpness of tools, methods, 
and then to attribute the variations to the human element 
only if no conditional causes can be found."* 
Areas of lost time can be checked once they are 
fully 1mown and understood,. Operators can be developed 1n 
the areas of their weakness and if necessary transferred to 
other operations where their aptitudes and motivations may 
be greater. This better placement alone can help productiv-
lOi 
ity tremendously9 A survey recently indicated the opin-
ions of 200 business and professional leaders 1n regard to 
increased productivity with better placement. Typical re-
sults of survey showed that 89~ of the group surveyed thought 
that present productivity was only at a level of 6~ (or 
below) of maximum~ 59~ of the group felt· that over 50~ of 
the workers are 1mprQperly placed and 79~ of the group indi-
cated that a placement change would improve productivity 
3~ ... 
B-. Merit Rating 
l... The Uses of Merit Rating 
Merit rating is one of the supervisor's most valu-
able toalso Asa Knowles states; "It is important as a tool 
for rehiring, making dismissals or temporary lay-offs, and 
for making transfers and promotions. Yet for many firms& its 
acknowledged most valuable use is to force supervisors to 
make a careful study of the men under them."** The writer 
doubts if it can force the supervisor to carefully study an 
individual~ but it does tend to limit the subjective judgment 
of the supervisor as shown by snap judgments, personal preju-
dice and bias, insufficient info.rniation or study, and unbalanced 
judgments caused by trivial incidents. 
* 24, po ll7 
** 19, p. 4 
A questionnaire indicated by Ao s. Knowles indi-
cated the ~poses and uses o~ merit ratings in this order: 
wage determination$ promotion, transfer, lay-o~f 8 hirtng, 
rehiringt uncovering individual weaknesses, a.rdlastly fore ... 
1ng supervision to study'. workers .. * St.ra.ngely enough the 
last two reasons for their being are of greatest value to 
the foreman. The writer believes that the discovering of 
weaknesses and their discussion of them with the operator 
is the greatest value of merit rating.. If used consci= 
entiously• consistently, and regularly, the operator can be 
informed regularly on such factors as accuracy or quality 
of work, speed of quantity of work, efficiency or use of 
working time$ and job knowledge.. i'hese are the factors of 
prime importance to a supervisor in maintaining productive 
efficiency. The merit rating ~orm permits a discussion of 
these items at regular intervals on a calm intelligent level 
and at the same time permitting both parties to realize how 
the discussion of these weaknesses are directly related to 
promotion, wage increases, transfers, etc. 
Its value as a means o~ forcing the supervisor to 
rate an employee is somewhat questio.nable. A supervisor can 
be given the form and made to answer it, bUt it will have 
value only insofar as it is conscientiously and completely 
~iliad out. If not so done, the form has little or no value. 
* ].9, pp.. 10=11 
and probably all parties concerned would be better off with-
out its use. The writer beljBves» if it cannot be sold, it 
should not be used~ This job of selling merit rating seems 
to be a real problem, for of 165 companies reporting on one 
survey, only 26~ were using merit rating, anothe~ 1~ planned 
to usa it, and the ream.ining 64~ were not using merit rating 
nor were they planning to use itQ Hera is another area where 
the writer believes that management cannot intelligently 
direct and supervise without written records conscientiously 
and completely provided for. Time alone will probably answer 
this aspect of productivity. 
The other two areas of great value to the foreman 
is that of relating merit rating to increases and to promo-
tion. These goals of merit rating directly and -insep·arably 
tie in with the correction of weaknesses and the development 
of the individual.. One o.:f the most definite and direct in~ 
centives for an individual to improve is that of realizing 
that fUture real gains will be had through this improvement 
and an individual directly ties in good performance with 
a merit increasee It becomes extremely difficult for the 
production foreman to diyoree the two. If the individual is 
informed that she is doing a good job, to the foreman that 
should signify good and sufficient causes for an increase, as-
suming no specific req~e~t to prevent such an increase has 
come dow.n above. This increase more f~nally proves the value 
of doing well in the eyes of the operator. 
The other area of real value to the supervisor in 
merit rating is its use for promotianse · It may be somewhat 
difficult to relate merit rating directly to a promotion, 
since they are likely to occur at different timesQ HOwever 
it would do well for the foreman to relate this promotion 
directly to previous merit ratingso In this way~ the pro-
motee becomes more aware of its value tp him. and secondly 
this information is likely in time to be passed dow.n the 
11neo If it is directly related to monetary gain and pro-
motion, it becomes a more potent weapon in developing the 
individual and thereby improving and maintaining the produc~ 
tive ability of the individualo 
2o A Specific Technique in Rating Operators }-_·: 
A good merit rating system must start with a series 
of rules very clearly and completely defined. The foreman 
finds himself often ill equipped to rate an individualo For 
example, there is a wide difference of opinion as to what is 
Bfair•, what is •satisfactory 8 ~ and what is 'average', etc. 
A manual of instruction would help to define these and many 
other factorse A page of contents for such a manual should 
include such items as indicated on Chart XXI. The plan is. 
clearly defined as to the objectives of the plan, how the plan 
works, additional uses of the plans what factors are to~be 
rated, the degrees of the job per.fo.rmence factors. a sample 
rating form; a complete discussion and definition of the 
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factors, how to rate instruction, the uses of the back ot 
the form, how to review the form, holding discussions of rat-
ings with the employees. The manual should be clear and 
simple~ A session or two held with the foreman by personnel 
would help to clear up any questions on this merit system$ 
One of the important values of this manual is the clear de= 
finition of degrees of rating9 For example, satisfa~tory 
. . 
is complet~~Y defined as is fair, unsatisfactory, ver.y good, 
and exeeptianal$ In this manner there is a greater tendency 
for all supervisors to apply the.same degree of performance 
in rating. See sample -- Chart XXII .. 
In addition each factor, e~g. quantity of work• 
quality of work, dependability, etc. shoUld be clearly and 
completely defined. For instance the definition can take 
this form -- See Chart XXIII. In this way we get a better 
understanding as a supervision group as to what these factors 
exactly consist of. 
Once having the form and substance of merit rating 
techniques, how can the foreman rate the individuals in the 
group? Xhere are of course numerous techniques for merit 
rating, e. g. paired eomparisoh method, chart method, numeri= 
cal rating, forced distribution, and the incidence rating 
techniques4 The method used by this writer i,nvolves the 
chart system and the use of the form herein tnclosed~ 
CHART XXII 
DEGREES OF JOB PERFORMANCE FACTORS* 
Job Performance Factors are rated on the five degrees; 
Unsatisfactory, Fair, Satisfactory, Very Good, and Excep-
~onal~ Rating is done by comparing an employee•s per-
fo~ance in each .factor with the performance which is des~ 
cribed by each of the five degreeso 
General de.finitiQns of those degrees are as follows: 
SATISFACTORY: The employee's 
performance with respect to a 
factor meets the full job re-
quirements as the job is de-
fined at the time of rating~~ 
A satisfactory rating means 
good performance~~ (This is the 
basic standard for rating any 
factor~~) 
FAIR: The employee 6 s per"" 
formance with respeet to a 
factor is below the require-
ments for the job and must 
improve to be satisfactory. 
UNSATISFACTORY: The em-
ployee's performance with 
respect to a_factor is de ... 
ficient enough to justify 
~elease from present job 
unless improvement is made~ 
VERY GOOD; The employee 8s 
perf-ormance with respect to 
a factor is beyond the re-
quirements for satisfactory 
performance for the jobo 
EXCEPTIONAL: The employee 's 
performance with respect to 
a factor is extraordinary, 
approaching the best possible 
for the jobo 
It is the responsibility of each rater to formulate standards 
of satisfactory performance for each factor as it applies to 
* 28~ .p. 6 
CHART .XXII {Continued) 
DEGREES OF JOB PERFORMANCE FACTORS* 
each specific job. To accomplish this the rater must have 
clearly in his mind the full range of the job duties. The 
value of the ratings will depend considerably upon the care 
and thoreugbness with which this is done. 
* 28, P• 6 
CHART XXIII 
DETERMINING RATINGS FROM OBSERVING JOB PERFORMANCE* 
NONaSUPERVISORY RATING FORM 
FACTOR 
JL. QUANTITY OF WORK: 
2. 
3. 
Volume of work regu ... 
lar11 produced. Speed 
and consistency of 
output. 
QUALITY OF WORK: 
Extent to which work 
produced meets qual~ 
1ty requirements of 
of accuracy, thorough-
ness, and effective-
ness. 
DEPENDABILIT!; 
* 28, P• 7 
ON-THE-JOB RESULTS THAT HELP 
DETERMINE RATINGS 
1.~ QUANTITY OF WO:?K: 
2. 
a. ~ber of pieces or op-
erations completed. 
Amount of output. 
b. Speed with which work 
1s done. 
e. Promptness in making out 
reports or other paper 
work. 
d. Amount of application to 
his work. 
e. Proper utilization or 
tiDie. 
QUALITY OF WORK: 
a. Amount or work rejected 
b. 
by inspection. 
Frequency of errors found 
in work. 
c. Effectiveness of work 
done and its suitability 
d. 
for its intended purposes. 
Difficulties or slow-dow.n 
or work caused for others 
who depend on the quality 
of tae work he completes. 
e. Frequency that rework or 
im.provemep.t s must be me. de 
on wbat is done. 
r. Amount of checking and at-
tent1on he r~quires. 
g. Waste and damage to mater-
ials worked on. 
h. Incompleteness of work· 
turned out. 
llS 
A useful technique is that or having the foreman 
ask someone besides himself to independently rate each and 
every operator so that the halo effect may be cancelled in 
large degree~ This other rater may be your immediate as-
sistant, a product engineer, or some other salaried indivi-
dual who has close dealings with the individuals involved. 
It bas been my experience that these ratersj given the basic 
form and substance required to rate properly. e.g. a manual, 
will and can do .a conscientious and intelligent job of rat-
ing. The two ratings are then compared and disc~ssed with 
the other rater and real. dif'teren~e (which have been very rare) 
are generally resolved,, This method has proven very accept-
able and lts advantages are many • This superviso.t- has found 
tbat by so doing it (1) gives the supervisor more insight 
~to b1S weaknesses 1n rating, (2) it gives the rater an op-
portunity to develop along lines of measuring people's abil-
ities and capacities, (3) it gives a greater fairness to 
merit rating 1n general, \4) it gives the operators more 
confidence in the system, (5) it tends to make the supervisor 
do a more conscientious job, and (6) most importantly, it is 
an appreciably fairer approach to all so concerned. This 
method is suggested as a tried and proven approach to merit 
rating. 
Another technique that seems quite applicable is 
explained in detail by Joseph Tiffin in nrndust.rial Psychology." 
"Cards or slips or paper are prepared so that each cnntains 
the names o:f two o:f the men who a..t'"e to be rated. In this 
manner, each rate is paired with every other one. The rater 
simply checks the name who ranks highest in the characteristic 
on which the men are being compared~ The numbers o:f pairs of 
names involved when this system is used in the form described 
by t No. pairs '"" N(N.;..JJ..t where N is the n-umber of men to be 
.2 
rated'~ If twenty men are involved, the number of pairs is 
thus 20{20-l), or 190~"* 
> 2 
Co Discip:Line and Moral.e 
The major problem of discipline and morale will be 
thoroughly discussed in a later chapter. but some menticm or 
it will be made in particular terms of the discipline, its 
needj) and use o 
The objectives of good morale and discipline are 
many. Here are some of these objectives: 
lq To promote the interest o:f the company, 
the employee, and the supervisor tn 
such a way tba t mutual advantages are 
the resulto 
2o To direct ~d organize activities so 
that each man desires to do the best 
according to each ons*s ability 
* 1.6, P• :322 
39 To 1earn a respect .for production 
of quality and quantity of product. 
4. To develop the best of habits in the 
perrormance of one 8s work~ 
s. To obtain the correct attitude toward 
rules and regulations, attendance 
and tardiness. 
6. To develop habits of punctuality, 
honestys accuraey, reliability. 
1. To el1m1na te the unfit and to de-
velop ~d reward the worthy employee. 
a. To insure safety and insure the 
proper use and maintenance of tciels 
and equipment 
9. To provide a generally safe and 
. sanitary working environment. 
10. To maintain the J.evel of shrinkage 
and waste at the lowest possible 
level. 
lJL. To maintain productive schedule 
sane1y and competently. 
12. To develop a common loyalty as 
evidenced 1n good morale, teamwork, 
and spirit. 
11.4 
l.3o To maintain a department tb.at is cl.ean~ 
arderl.y,. neat, and systematic, 
14, To instill a general attitude of fair-
ness to all at all levels. 
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The foreman must keep tbe se factors in mind ~Xld 
use disciplinary action only as a last resort, but use it 
consistently and forectully when required.* Far toe often 
fail-u.re to use it consistently and forcefully has put the 
foreman 1n a situation of being accused of favoritism and in-
competencee Eecause of this the writer believes that penal-
ties should clearly and specifically be spelled out. The 
supervisor should see that each new operator is given a 
specific list of rules and regulations. !he form should 
probably take that of the Chart VIII. 
Another little used written guide for supervisors 
might be that on the elements of reprimand~ The content of 
this written guide might include some simple statement such 
as: 11 No threats are ever employed during the reprimand. The 
suoordina te knows exactly what t.be supervisor • s powers are 
with reference to discharge, and it is entirely out of order, 
and an 1ndicati~ of wealme ss on the supervisor • s part to 
threaten to fire the man. or woman. The purpose of the repri= 
mand is to improve the employee's future performance. and the 
* 2JL, P• 77 
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entire tone or the interview should be such that the sub-
ordinate will return to work determined to make fewer mis-
takes in the .future~ at* 
A. Uris and B.. Shapin present a 11 ttle ehart on 
the nine elements of correetiono See Chart .XXIV. If the 
good foreman will taka heed of these items in. the dealings 
with his group the results will pay high dividendse 
* 4, P• 88 
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The Nine Elements of Correction* 
5,. 
1. Be sure it is necessary. 
2. Correct in private. if possible~ 
3. Be matter of facto 
4. Start with a favorable comment$ if possible. 
5~ Suit the correction to the person corrected. 
6. Tell what 0 s wrong and why .. 
7. Give him a chance to comment .. 
8. Tell how to make the correction. 
9. End on an enceuraging note. 
* 17, P• 8ll. 
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VI" The Control of Producticm Through 
.. _ .. 
the Fulfillment of the Needs of the Operator 
Ao Definition 
'* Business is about 85)( menll 1~ materials, and 
5~ moneye The price paid for products is about 85~ the re= 
sult of' the work of menott* If' this statement is true. then 
surely the longest part of the:.foreman 1 s task probably 11es 
in the ful.fillment of' the workers' needs. If' we can bring 
satisfaction and interest in his working environment to the 
operator, then .we can to a large degree control the produc~ 
tion of the operator. or still better we can permit the 
operator to control himself as a member of' a team and pro-
duce a high quality item at high ef.'ficieney according to 
schedule. Give the operator the working environment needed 
for high motivation and high production will follow~ It 
the f.'oreman keep3 this 1n mind, the major porticm of his task 
is completed. 
Wb.at are these needs and how does the foreman help 
to fulfill them? Some of these needs are: recognition as 
an individual, the need for security, and a sense of belong-
. . 
ing. If the foreman develops the fulfillment of these 
psychological needs, the operator is well on her way to job 
sat1sf'acti&ne 
* 14, P• 263 
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Another factor that the foreman must determine 
is what type of control would best serve the purpose of high 
production9 Shall the foremanuse democratic, autocratic, 
or laissez faire control? This writer believes that the use 
of democratic control as developed in creating job satis~ 
faction is the best approach for high producti~. 
And again other factors important to the fUlfill~ 
ment of operator's are the environmental factors of music, 
correct seating, lighting, heating, etc~ Some of these 
factors will be discussed in the light of their advantage to 
both employee and employer. 
These major factors as they apply to the produc-
tion foreman will be discussed in this chapter. Several 
particular techniques used to fill the need of the operator 
will be presented herein. 
B$ The Approach 
l.. 
-_.) .· 
People work out best when they find job satisfac-
tion in their work" This satisfaction is attained when they 
receive· f'ull recognition as an individual, when they have a 
fee~ing of security, and when they have a sense of belonging. 
How can the foreman help in the attainment of these needs? 
The answer to these questions are often in the little things 
that the foreman does or does not do in re1ation to the 
worker. 
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ao Recognition as an Individual 
·r'·. 
The .foreman must treat the individual with the 
respect and courtesy that he would wish for bimsel.r~ The 
worker bas a basic need for dignity and worth and depends 
upon treatment accordingiy .for job satisfaction. For example, 
learn the workers name and use ito The worker• s given name 
is o.ften not the desirable name to use either, for often the 
individual much prefers a nickname.. It is the foreman's job 
to learn this name and use ito For example an operator 8s 
first name may be that o.r Elvirah, but for some reason best 
known to herself she has been known as Hazel and pre.fers that 
name. It wouJ.d be well to use this name in re.ference to her 
and in introducing her to others.. We •ve thus t'ul..filled her 
personal·desire; we•ve put her at ease and recognized her 
individuality. 
Another .factor in developing individuality is listen-
ing to the employee's ideas. An item o.r great value to both 
foreman and worker lie hereo ~he employee is capable of 
thinking clearly and co.rre·ct1y. It is important that tile 
boss listen to these ideas in this light, and then to give the 
individual credit .for them whether they can or cannot be in-
stalled. If they cannot be used, it is important that the 
reason .for not accepting these ideas be given in suf.ficient 
detail to allow the operator to understand and 1.f possible 
cheerfully accept the rejection o.r the proposal. When an idea 
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is accepted, give credit where credit is due. It would do 
well where an idea bas been installed to let others know 
whose idea it was, and probably it would help relations to 
tell others in the presence of the individual whose idea bas 
been installed. This bL1i1ds good relations and forms another 
link in the recognition of the employee as an individual.. 
Where possible. put the individual on her own. 
•we•re not babiest" you might hear someone say. Here is the 
heart of a good deal of operator-foreman friction. ~e in-
dividual wishes to do for herself and not be told every inch 
of the way how, how many, when, etc. The supervisor should 
where possible assign a task, completely_~d clear;r define 
what is expected and when, and then .finally leave the indi-
vidual on her own~ lettipg her_know_tpat she's on her own, 
and that you are counting on her to act accordingly. Show 
continence in her and give her tasks that are at the top of 
her reach, and finally give ·her responsibility. The tech-
nique will work in the majority of eases. 
Finally, to fill the need of recognition as an in-
dividual, recognize·her off the job life. The·foreman may 
have to fish for information but he should not pry. He should 
encourage the individualts development on outside activity. 
He should discuss its value with the worker and help where 
possible by encouraging and suggesting when and as possible. 
For example, the foreman might encourage additional school. 
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work such as electronics classes at night9 Be could then 
stimulate continued development by giving the individual 
certain tasks which tie in and develop the individuales 
desire to continue to learn and grow. 
And thus thro1.1gh such above mentioned techniques 
the foreman bas completed the first phase in providing 
job satisfaction and interesto 
b.. Security 
The individual must have a feeling o:f security and 
accomplishment. The :fo.r·eman again plays a vital task 1m. the 
f'uJ.fillment o:f this need. .What can the :foreman actually do? 
The supervi~or should criticize sparingly. There 
is no more confidence shattering experience than constant 
criticism :from the boss.. Criticism far toa often tends to 
tear down rather than tc) build up an individual. • and thus 
should be used with caution,. It is far better to encourage 
and to emphasize the individual's good aspects. Where cri-
ticism is required, and it is required in certain cases, it 
is best to present the (.~criticism 1n a friendly :fashion$ 
then to show the employee how to correct the situation, and 
finally to leave he:r wi·th the opinion that· you are sure 
she 111. improve- the situation in the very near future. You are 
counting and depending on her. The majority will accept this· 
criticism 1n the proper light and still permit them to feel 
the security they need. 
Then~ too, teaeh th~ individual properly~ 
worker's job is his badge of success if well doneo 
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The 
A job 
poorly done is far too often the fault of poor instruction. 
A job poorly done lends to a loss ot confidence and security 
of the part of the operator. The foreman should remember 
that the operator spends approximately half of her working 
hours at her particular job and that all the effort is 
represented in terms of doing a particular job.. If instruc-
tion is good, the operator is much more likely to perform 
well and thus to this extent receive job satisfaction. 
Everyone 0s work is important for the whole is made 
of its par>ts~ The foreman should stress the value~ im-
portance o£ each job. The real1•atian of job importance 
lends to greater confidence and security on the part of the 
operator. For example in the assembly section of the glass 
tube department the least desirable job is that of makillg 
a long series of small relatively simple subassemblies. And 
yet~ though relatively simple and little liked$ this parti-
cular job is probably more important than any other one jobe 
This is so since seven ctr eight other girls depend on these 
subassemblies to do their work. The foreman should stress 
the importance of this job and thus compensate for its lesser 
desirabUityo 
Praise good work and give the operator her just duee 
The foremen as a group tend to give this factor too little at-
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tention. He tends to cl~iticize more frequently than he 
pra1sese Nothing will help interpet•sonal relations more than 
a slap on the back occasionally and the knowledge on the part 
of the operator that she bas been doing ·well and has been 
getting credit for it~ Operator•s "satisfaction naturally is 
enhanced if they feel that their day's accomplishments are 
viewed favorably by others. When both their fellow workers 
and superiors regard their accomplishments favorably~ the. 
satisfaction is at a mrucim:um. "* The foreman insures continued 
good performance by giving credit when credit is due. 
Another factor is that of' setting a task that the 
operator must extend herself to produce and yet not so high 
that the goal cannot be attained. There is little as rrus ... 
trating as being unable to meet a spec11"ied task or equally 
as frustrating as a task that an operator is convinced she 
cannot meet even though it may be reasonable. The foreman 
must.in the latter case convince the operator that the task 
can be done in time. With the ~in time• factor we permit the 
operator to sa~e face and not be put in a position where she 
is forced outrightly to a~it she bas made a mistake or bas 
not performed well. Therefore provide a task that can be met. 
Then help in every way to get the operator to perform at tbat 
rate. By doing so, the foreman bas again aided in the bu.Ud= 
ing of individual securityQ 
* 15, P• 6~ 
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Finally make changes slowly and don°t let them 
come as a surprise.. We then permit the operator to adjust 
slowly and easily without upsetting her set of values too 
violently or abruptly.. This permits slow easy adjustment 
with the operator's maintenance of personal security.. For 
example if a certain level of perf'ormance has continually 
been accepted as good, the perf'ormance level required should 
not be abruptly changed even if time studies show the previ-
ous standard to be too low.. The f'oreman should not undermine 
the operator's set of values without building tn its place 
another more solid foundation .. ~is ean be done by slowly 
showing how a faster job can be done at the same quaJ.i ty level. 
By thus taking the operator's psychological need for security 
into our reckoning, we foster continued good human relations 
practices and thereby fc>ster future production aims. 
c.. The Sense of •Belonging • 
,·''·" 
The operator must feel that she belongs, that she 
is a member of a social group that accepts her as an 1ndiv1~ 
dual and as an equal ... The foreman shoUld foster and devel.op 
this sense of belonging.. The group plays a large and probably 
major part in the fulfillment of' this need, but the f'oreman 
can help immensely. How can the foreman help rulfill this 
psychological need'! 
The foreman ean first make the operator feel wanted~ 
' 
He•s not talking a phoney story.. She is important; he does 
depend on her f'or her part of the job; she is needed an~ wante4o 
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It is nice to let her know that every now and then. It is 
~e way of making her feel that she belongs9 For instance 
a little remark after an operator•s absence due to illness 
such as "Gosh8 Susy8 we really missed you. It's swell to 
have you back with us." is a nice way to make that individual 
feel wanted. 
It is also the foreman•s job to help the operator 
make friends. If it is possible he should create •natural' 
teams$ Each of us gets along better with one person than 
another q It is best to set your teams alo:og these lines 
wherever possible. If we can get the group spirit into 
our daily job, the f'oreman. is well on his- way to obtaining 
high productive efficiency and at the same time cultivating 
the feeli:og of belonging on the part of the operator. 
Xhe supervisor should finally attempt to sell the 
operator on the unity Qf the group, the need for teamwork, 
etc. The operator is a respected member of the team and if' 
we can sell that to her, she will feel that she 'belongs' 
and she'll act accordingly for the good of the team. 
And thus the foreman has helped to f'ulf'Ul another 
psychological need of the operator and thereby helped htmselt 
by helping others. 
2q. Democracy ...... a means of control 
c._, 
Wpy the democratic approach 
'· 
There are several approaches the supervisor might 
take 1n operating his department and probably all WQuld work 
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well under the eorreet circumstances~ Probably the most 
important one item that determines whether the method of 
autocracy~ laissez faire, of democracy is the approach w111 
depend upon the previous history- of the plant and the group~ 
For if it bas been customary to rule through autocracy and 
your immediate supervisor does so and bas done so. for the 
pasttwenty years, the like1ihood of another approach suc-
ceeding or being tolerated is slight~ Direction, whether 
stated or implied, will come down from above as to the ap-
proach that is desirable. We, as supervisors, tend to do 
as our boss does. All three approaches will work if the 
organization is set up for it, but the writer's opinion is 
that the democratic approach is the most efficient and the 
best. 
For example,the democratic approach fulfills best 
the psychological needs of the individual as discussed above~ 
Thus, properly motivated, we have tbe individual on our side 
pitching in for the common good~ We get a true team spirit 
and high degree of cooperatione Giving the workers a voice 
in how things are run$ tends to make them more critical of 
themselves, to think more, and to act more conscientiously 
in the fulfillment of their tasks~ The democratic approach 
also frees the foreman from the task of doing all the think-
ing for everyone and by thus delegating authority and respon= 
sibility to the group below, frees himself for more 4irecting 
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and planning and less doing. He thus becomes more of a plan-
ner and less of a doer~ He begins to plan for the future; 
he beg ins to better fulfill the needs of the individual o The 
foreman in turn receives payment in kind by increased pro= 
ductivity and impll.'oved quality of producto And final.ly the 
foreman by getting the group to think puts the heads of 
everyone together -= he develops the collective thoughts of 
the group and welds them into a solidified team. What are 
the returns for this democratic control? There are many; 
improved morale, higher motivation, lessened absenteeism, 
lessened tardiness, greater eontrolv group policing of rules 
and regulations, increased productivity, and improved quality. 
I don't believe the majority of these results can 
be obtained from laissez faire, but the majority of these 
results can be obtained.under autocratic control. The problem 
becomes one of complete dependence on an individual and lack 
of high motivation, so that with the absence or loss of this 
particular leader, the organization may tend to fall apart. 
In addition this:type of' organization requires constant di ... 
rection supervision and costlier more detailed controls along 
' the line~ The autocratic supervisor cannot afford to make 
a mistake or l.oosen a e()ntrol or the group under him w111 run 
over h1m. It is for these re~sons that where the organization 
and their ~uperiors permit it~ the foreman best serves the 
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individual., himself, and the company by using democratic 
control~ 
b~ Some techniques and methods in the democratic approach 
-·~ 5 
There are two particular techniques that are par-
ticularly little used that I believe could be discussed in 
more detail. The first of these is the use of a question= 
naire that has been a great help to this supervisor in per-
mitting the group to voice their opinions freely tn a secret 
ballot ab~ut items that affect them directly. The second is 
a modification of the nnlltiple. management plan of McCormickand 
Company to be used at tl~ lowest level in the plant~ Up to 
this date the plan is still in consideration and bas not been 
applied at the plant where the writer is employed. 
(1) The Rgestionnaire 
. ; 
No matter how free an exchange of information there 
is, it is often difficult for .the foreman to know exactly 
how his employees feel about various subjects~ particularly 
those that involve the personality of the foreman. For ex-
ample, it is difficult to tell a foreman that you believe he 
is 'playing favorites• or that he doesn't set a good enough 
example to the.group in terms of cleanliness, etc~ How do we 
get the group to voice these hidden feelings? If they are 
brought into the open and the foreman accepts the results in 
good faith, the lines along which improvement should be made 
are clearly brought to light. A sample of the questioxma.ire 
is herein attached. See Chart XXV. 
CHART XXV 
1.30 
S!LVANIA_ ELECTRIC PRODUC'!Se INC .• 
DEPAR'!MENT NOo_1..,3..._ __ 
The follOwing questionnai;."e is designed to help improve your -working condio 
tione and relations w1 th your supervisoro lou need not sign your name or write 
a single wor4Q ·Please mere~ fill in the Department number above and circle the 
word following each item which 1110st closely describes the Wl\Y you feelo You are 
Ul'lder no obligation to fill out this fomD but your assistance in this 111atter will 
help your. supervisor in mald.ng a sincere effort to :lmprove your working condi tiona.> 
lo Has your supervisor explained how your particular job at'f'ects 
the final product? · · XES NO 
2o Has he explained in detail the proper method of doins your 
job? YES NO 
) .. Do you thi.Dk JOU know more. about your job than your super-
visor does? YES NO 
, 
b,., Does he periodical.~ check your work to see that :you are 
following the correct procedure? NO 
So · Does he accept suggestions frca you as to how to iluprow 
your job? YES NO 
6e. Do you know what· a perfect sam,ple of your work 18 like? YES tiO 
?., Do you know what the shrinkage items on your job are? 
ALWAYS GENERAIJZ S<JmTIMES NEVER 
8.) Do you 1a:J.ow what eauses shrinkage on y:;ur job? 
ALWAYS GENERALLY SQI!ETIHES NEVER 
9o Does your supervisor iru!tru.et. you as to how to· reduce high shrinkage items'? 
ALWAYS GENERAW SOMftiMES NEVER 
10, Are his instructions clear and easily understood? 
ALWAYS . GENERALI% SCBT.IMES NEVER 
l.l? Does ~ eritio:llla your work canstNctive~ 
ALWAYS GENER.4LLY SCMETlMES NEVER 
12~ Do you like his method of criticism? 
ALWAYS GENWLIZ SOOTIMES , NEVER 
l), Does be give you credit for your accomplisbm~nts? 
ALWAYS GENERALil SOMEl'JMES NEVER 
CHART xr:t _(Continued) 13l 
P~ge 2 = Questionnaire 
14.; Doss he criticize you in public? ALHAYS GENERAL!;{ SOMETIMES NEVER 
lS') Does he set a reasonable deadline for your work? 
GENERALLY SOME'f.mES 
16c D@ you think that the amount of mrk he expects from you daUy is unra.asonable! 
ALWAYS GENERAIJ'Z SOMETIMES 
l7o Do you know how much work he expects you to do each day? 
l8o Does he lose his te:tYpr? 
19 o Is he friend]¥? 
ALlvAYS 
ALWAYS 
ALWAYS 
GENERALLY SCMETIMES 
GENERALI:r SOMETIMES 
GENERALlZ SOOTIMES 
20a Does he answer your questions prompt:cy and adequate:cy? 
ALWAYS GENERALJX SOOTDmS 
NEVER 
NEVER 
NEVER 
NEVER 
NEVER 
2Jl.o It he doasn °t lalow the answer to your question9 does he get you the answer? 
AJMAIS GEHERAWt SOMETIMES NEVER 
22o Does he seem eager to help you solve your problems? 
ALWAIS GENERALIX SOMETIMES NEVER 
23., Does he inform you ot compSJ\V policies as changes are made or new policies are 
adopted.? 
ALWAYS NEVER 
2h., Does he hold group meetings at frequent intervals? 
ALWAYS 
2So When was the last tim~ he talked to you concerning ,-our work in the department? 
ll\UK 1 MONTH 3 MONTHS 6t40N'l'HS 
26a Does he explain the teaSon for any unusual requests or assignments that he mq 
make? 
AL'ItllflS GENERALD: SOMETJJ4ES NEVER 
21 o Do you think that he accepts responsibility for his errore? 
ALWAYS GENERALIZ samiMES NEVER 
28 n Do ,-ou think that be is impartial in making work assiglamants? 
ALWAYS . GENERALtf SCJmTIMES NEVER 
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Page 3 =Questionnaire 
29o Do you have confidence in his ability to do his job? 
ALWAYS I . GENER.ALLY SOMETIMES 
JOQ Do .YOU think he sets a good example for others to follow? 
ALWAYS GENERALtr SOMETIMES BEVER 
3lo Do you think that you have ample tool& and equipment to pert om your work 
sa'tis.facto~ -
ALttJAYS 
)2o Do you have to wait for :material in order to do your work? 
GENERALLY· SOMETIMES 
3).- In what condition are 7011r tools and equiPJ!18nt? 
EXCELlENT GOOD 
34~ ls your workplace convenien~ arranged? 
VF.Rr WELL 
3S~ Is there eutf:lc:Lent lighting at your workplace? 
\ 
36o Is your chair comfortable! 
3? o Does your supervisor insiSt on a clean workplace? 
AlMAYS 
WELL 
FAIR 
POORD: 
YES 
1ES 
NEVER 
POOR 
BO 
NO 
· 38o Does he insist th8t 7ou observe proper safety ~~asures am wear safety equ1pnent 
when :required by JOUr work? 
ALWAYS SOME'.rlMES 
39o Do you 1ih1Jlk that your generallrork area is as clean as it should be? 
hOo Do you enjOJ' your work? 
AL\-ml'S 
ALWAYS 
GENERALI.l SOMETIMES 
GENERALLY SOMETIMES 
41., Are 70U doing the type ot work tor which you belie~ you are best suited? 
ALWAYS GENERALLY SOMETIMES 
h2., Is there some other ttJpe of work which you feel you are better suited to do? 
YBS NO 
43.,., Jlo you think questionnaires such as this are a good thing? mo 
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(a) The make-up of the questionnaire 
The questionnaire is prtmarily in the realm of the 
intangible. It involves attitudes and feelings of the in-
dividual~ It is in this realm that it may become difficult 
to interpret the results and probably more difficult to do 
something about ito These attitudes are built up over a 
fairly long period of time, and opinions must be changed 
over an appreciably lengthy period. For example, some of 
these questions are, "Do' you like his method of criticism?•, 
ttis he friendl.y?'*, "Does he lose his temper?". If the mae. 
jority of answers reeeived is "Never"• for example, or "Some..-
ttmes~, the foreman has a real problem on his hands. This 
is no over.night problem. He must first accept it as a problem 
and secondly he must work slowly and conscientiously at cor~ 
recting it and then finally he must measure the results if 
any 1n a later (possibly tbree months) questioxm.a.ire. 
On the other hand, there are a series.~:r questions 
that lend themselves to easier solution. They are the more 
tangible items such as the following questions; •Is your 
chair comf'ortable?tt, .. Is there sufficient lighting at your 
workplace?", urn what condition are your tool.s and equipment?"~ 
If the answers here show need for action, the foreman can 
really act and act fast. 
And thus the questionnaire primarily involves a 
combination of questions all of which should receive tmmedi~ 
ate attentian, but some of which the foreman must relegate 
to a long range program; others Qf which he should and can 
tmmed1ately tackle and correct. The real value of the ques-
ti0ml.a,ire is twofold~ It gives the employees an outlet :for 
complaints and provides the source :for improvement, and 
secondly it gives the foreman the information be needs and 
the incentive to correct those points needing correctiono 
{b) The results of the questionnaire 
... • .. · 
The questionnaire was given to _a group of 20 
employees in the mount department. All forms were anonymous 
so that a:tter the forms bad been completed and placed in a 
closed ballot box, the results were compiledQ 
The resUlts ranged from complete satisfaction to 
complete dissatisfaction. The majority of answers were in 
the realm o:f sometimes -~!;. generall:y ~s. should b_e. expeeteda 
Gn checking further, it happened that two individuals had 
indicated everything to their liking, another had indicated 
everything was wrong. ~e others had apparently given all 
questions appreciable thought. They by no means agreed with 
one another consistently and their answers ran the gamut :from 
complete approval on some aspects to complete disapproval 
of others. 
The foremsn thus initially bad a real problem w1th 
one operator who had indicated eomplete 4issatisfaetion. The 
problem here becomes one of carrecting his relations with this 
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operator (she shouldn't be hard to identity) without 1et-
t1ng her know the associati~ had been through the question-
naire. 
Now what else did the questionnaire show? For 
example, the lighting proved to be somewhat wanting in the 
case of some operatorsQ The question was innocuous enough 
so that the poor lighting situati~ could be pinpointed 
easily enough. It simply involved moving the lighting fix~ 
tures at those assembly positions forward and the prob~em 
was corrected. Two chairs were uncomfortable. Again the 
problem could easily be pinpointed and the chairs adjusted. 
The situation indicated that several tndividuals considered 
their tools and equipment poor$ and several indicated them 
as only fair. Again the problem was relatively easy to cor-
rect. 
Now the question arises whether these factors should 
or could have been taken eare of previously. The answer ap-
pears to be thisQ The individuals wbo had brought these 
poor conditions to light had either not thought of it until 
it was pinpointed as a direct question, or had considered 
it of insufficient importance to make a comment to the superp 
visor. Some considered it as a complaint and did not want to 
associate themselves with complaininge Well, here was surely 
an area for further work on communications for examplee 
The questionnaire pinpointed the strong and the 
weak points. It indicated the need for more frequent group 
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meeting, the need for clearer instruction, and the ~eas tn 
which the foreman needed strengthening 1n his own pe~son~ 
al.ity. It set a full. task in front of him. 
Finally the results of the question$ "Do y~u 
think questionnaires such as this are a good thing?" .showed 
that 1.9 out of 20· indicated yes. The only dissident pne was 
I 
the operator who had run the gamut of disapproving of every-
l 
thing.. And thus it showed the approval of the group :ln per-
mitting them to freely and secretly voice their opinibns 
·i 
on how things ware going and how things were being run. 
(2) A Proposed Pl.an for Multiple Mana~emant at l 
the Lowest Level~ 
~he operator by the above method has been g~ven 
a source of complaint, but now to get participation in 
I 
terms of having the ind1 vi duals plan and do the thing~ that 
will make their group more effective andmore efficient~ 
There is obviously no one technique~ Thera are many ways a 
foreman may obtain active voluntary participation. The 
i 
i 
plan may be informal or highly formalized~ It may involve 
developing each individual painstakingly or it may tnyolve 
some sort of member~centered training. A plan will bf out-
1 1ined for applying multiple management to the glass t~be 
department at Sylvania Electric Comp~4 The plan is only 
in its initia& stage, bUt it has the requisites for success. 
The idea has been heartily approved by al1 foreman involved 
13'7 
and by a number of key workers to whom it has been shown 
for comment. All have been enthusiastic; it is a tried, 
proven, and tested forumla at higher levels and the writer 
believes it needs only acti~e nourishment and development 
'at lower level.s for its success. Here is the plant 
MULTIPLE MANAGEMENT-GLASS TUBE-TR DEPARTMENT 
.. ~· .. 
A Proposed Program 
l.. History 
The idea of Multiple Management first developed 
from Charles P. McCormack's convictions. He states, "A 
few weeks after my uncle's death$ Lthe founder of McCormack 
and Co~ the Board of Directors elected me to the presidency 
at the company-o Then I found that out of hundreds of ideas 
concerning business management that had come to me, only 
a few bad survived the wear and tear of time. The principle 
survivor concerned the advisability of giving the young men 
in the company not only more to say, but better opportunities 
for deveJ.opment and advancement, and that idea, I believe, 
was the beginning of our plan for muJ. t1ple management. "* 
The plan was first started 1n 1932 at McCormack and 
Company of Baltimore, and since that time many large coneer.ns 
1n the United States, 1n England and in Canada, have developed 
-it 9, P• 3 
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this plan to their own use~ President McCormack, himsel£, 
contributes the success of his company to this plan. 
Since the plan's beginning, experience bas shown 
the junior boards to be conservative .and highly expense 
conscious. The board grew 1n stature .from tackling the 
narrow realm of their job to finally thinking of human req 
lations and public relations o 
IIt Purpose 
An employee who is allowed to participate in his 
company's development and operation approaches his job with 
a spirit of initiative that brings increased efficiency and 
conscientiousness. It creates friendlier relations between 
management and employee, helps personnel to better them-
selVes, saves the fir.m money, and brings forth a flood of 
eonstructive ideas. 
Multiple management is a prov~n method of attain-
ing this goal. The program will 
{a) help people to better themselves, 
(b) encourage them to express their ideast 
tc) bring-:grievances out 1n the open, 
(d) tend to positively attack the problem 
of grumbling • 
(e) create a friendlier attitude between 
management and employees, 
(f) bring important facts to life, 
(g): improve efficiency~ 
(h) help to develop the ability o£ in-
dividual employee& 
(i) create a greater interest in work 
and in the compa.ny. 
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Multiple management is the real answer to a reduc-
tion in cost, and an increase in productivity in the course 
of developing individuals to be of greater service to them-
selves and to the company. 
III. ·Plan (Would be basis for by-laws), 
1. The Senior Boa~d of Managers is designated as 
all Foremen and SUpervisors of the Glass Tube 
Department. 
2. This Sen10r Board will select the r1rst Junior 
Board of Managers to initiate the organization. 
3. Eligible for membership on the Juni~ Board 
are all members of the Glass Tube Department 
with the exception of Senior Board Members. 
4. All phases of operation within the sphere 
of the Glass Tube Department operations wil1 
£all within the scope of the Junia~ Board's 
operatian with the exception of wages and 
employee grievances. 
s •. Both Junior. Board and Senior Board will meet 
on regularly scheduled days, e.g. the second 
of each month, or at specially called meetings 
.as required. 
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6. The Junior Board will be composed of six 
appointed members and one associate member 
selected by the six on the Junior Board. 
The board will perpetuate itself by holding 
an election at the end of the first six 
months. 
7o Using a specially composed rating sheet• 
each Junior Board member will rate all other 
board members on ability, human relatian, 
vision,. initiative, judgment, cooperation, 
and poise. 
a. The three highest rated in the group wUl 
remain on the boardo Of the four lowest, 
the two with the highest seniority on the 
board are dropped from the board and the 
other two remain. The :t'ive remaining mem-
bers select a new chairman; a new secretary, 
and also the two new associate members. 
9. The two members who shall be dropped will 
not be removed and forgotten, but wil1 
rather be given a resume of their ratings 
by the Junior Board and the appointed member 
of the Senior Board~ Both their good qual-
ities and their faults will be brought to 
light in an eff'ort to bring changes for im-
14l 
provement and further development.~ These 
members are eligible for re=eleetion at 
the end of a six month period. 
10. The general agenda of the Junior Beard 
will include : 
a. Making recommendations to the Senior 
Board by unanimous vote, 
b~ WorkiDg with other groups on mutual. 
probl.ems. 
c. Ma.k1ng recommendations on any subject 
within the sphere of the Glass Tube 
Department with the exception of 
wages and employee grievances. 
d. The operation of a sponsorship program 
whereby they may invite one member of 
the Senior Board at any one meeting 
as their guest. 
e. To set up committee to investigate, 
suggest$ and propose improvements 
on those problems they feel require 
correction. 
11.. In conjunction with this program, a bimonthly 
training prqgram shall be instituted to de~ 
velop an understanding of: 
a. the COBlPSllY& 
b. cost control, 
e. budgeting, 
d. job training, 
e. other problems. 
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12. The Junior Board is to meet monthly with 
the Seni~ Board and the chairman of the 
Senior Board will preside. 
IV, The Advantages 
The Advantages to be gained .from such a program 
are numerous: 
1. It will help to develop improved human 
relations. 
2. It will tend to improve interdepartmental 
cooperation and understanding, 
3 • It will tend to put the mind of the group 
to work in the interest of the company. 
4. It will tend to produce and mar;k the am-
bitious leaders of the organization. 
5. It offers the rewards of opportunity. co-
operative attitude, increased efficiency, 
increased productivity, and increased 
responsibilities. 
6" It will produce many of our organizational. 
l~aders of tomorrow. 
7. Some o-:r the specific probletns it woul.d 
tackle are; 
ao Better quality control program~ 
b~ Better material control program. 
{internal) -
e. Better production control program. 
(internal) 
d. Simplification program. 
e. Standardization program. 
f. Methods improvement program, etc. 
1.43 
It is through such techniques and approaches that 
the writer believes we best serve the purposes of the indi-
vidual,. the foreman 8 and the compa.DY at large. 
VII. Report of an Original Survey 
Ao Choice of Questions 
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This questionnaire (designated in attached pages 
as ChartXXVI)was designed 1n the light of the topic. The 
questians cQncer.n primarily those factors with which the 
production foreman is principally involved 1n his attempt 
to attain productive efficieney. ~he majority of questions 
thus involve: (1) the training of the operator, (2) the 
use of learning curves in the process of training and (3) f'i-
naJ.ly the maintenance of productive efficiency once the new 
operator has completed the t~aining phase. These three 
phases o! productive efficien~y form the majority of ques-
tions asked. In addition, due to their particular interest 
factor and pertinence to the sub4ect at band, several ques-
tions were entered on,tb.e factors of absenteeism, skills, 
time and motion study. The questions were purposel.y scrambl.ed 
to insure the consideration of each question on its own merit 
rather than in relation to other similar or like questions 
that may have been asked elsewhere in the questionnaire. 
The writer attempted to put the questions 1n such 
a way that they asked for opinions of the individual foremen 
based on their particular experience. It was requested of' 
each foreman taking the questionnaire to answer only those 
questions he clearly and fUll.y understood, to question mark 
any that seemed 1n the least bit vague to him, to n?t answer 
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. . CHART XXVI ORIGINAL SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE To tno fornme~ 1t ~AY concern: -
The fo.llowing survey is pri::.a!~ily designed to obtain the foreman 9 s 
viewpoint on items of importance in attaining and maintaining productive 
efficlencya Inasmuch flS this survey is intended as a scientific ap!1raisal 
of· the foremnn'a viewpoint on 'topics of vital inte:rest to nim and his 
fellow foremen& it would be appreciated if all answers would be fiven in 
this lighto In the majority of questions to be asked, there is no ~ 
correct enswero all answers received will be used in an an3nymous fashionv 
inasmuch as tne p...trpose of·the survey is to obtain general ooinions of a 
I 
group of foremen and not the o'pinio.ns of any one foremano 
In closing, I'D like to thank you for the cooperation and 
consideration given the writer in answering this questionaire 
intelligently and ~onsclentioumlyo 
rloKo Kassis 
*Noteo Please answer by checiting correct answers 11 or as otherwise 
requestedo If you care to answer other than as indic. ted or if you 
care to simplify the answer you have given, please use the space 
below the question involvedo 
·' 
Please provide the following information 
lo Noo of years as supervisor 
) 
2o Educati.op 
)o
0 
Noo of pl~nts worked in as supervisor 
4 Total number of years _worked in factory 
in any capacity 
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lo ro you feel that learning curves (pr~duction ~rapn) are nulpful to 
tne opor~tor in attaining early productive efficioncyl ~es( ) 
No { ) 
2o nra le.-rning curvaB (pr·oduction gra···r• of learner) indicative of the 
Rki11 ~f Pn on~rPtor when AtRnrlRrdi~ed mnthort~ nre not 
available? iast ) 
3o Peof)le~. 50 years and nbove, ho.ve a higher absenter;ism rete 
tht-1n that of people in tho L>v~er age brackctso 
4 o Absenteeir>m amonB women doublos. that of meno 
)o ls 1 t desi'rable for the O""lerator to keep her own production 
No( ) 
tes( ) 
No ( ) 
.X:es( ) 
1'-JO ( ) 
graph plotting tne daily perfor~unc~ nerself? ~as( ) 
No ( ) 
6o Is it desirable ·for an o~erntor to be informed of the 
demands of tho job? Should this operator i:nmodiately lJo 
informed of the ultimate goal? F'rom the first ( ) 
Approxo 2 days later( ) 
Approxo 1 we~k later( ) 
At end of learning curve ( ) 
iiaver ( ) 
7o Do you feel that greatest productive efficiency is 
by setting a specific task for en o~erator? 
attained 
Always( ) 
So:netime 0 ) · 
i'Jever( ) 
So In the absence of standards, 16 is better thet 
should not be informed of specific task goals, 
the foreman to change his values of productive 
the ~-~1 terat1on warJ·onts? . 
' 
tne operator . 
thus permitting 
offici3ney wnen 
:lee( ) 
No ( ) 
9 .. to you believe that a lf:.arning curve can be clearly defined 
to warrant their use as a measuring stick of relative J~erator 
zkill? Yes( ) 
No ( ) 
lOo Has it been your experience that the best way to xa~ter the 
job in the shortest ti'me is through continuous training (8 hours 
per day) until such time by continual going tne soecified goal 
is reached1 ~as( ) 
No ( ) 
···----- -. -~------
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.· .... / J . ~· 
llo In teaching the new o~erutor, have /ou found the best w~y 
to obt~in productive efficiency ic to train an 09erator for only 
p8rt of a day, oach dayg until the goal is raachcdo Yes( ) 
No ( ) 
12. to you believe that production records are of most value 
whon U$ed for The least productive worker ( ) 
1ne most productive worker ( ·) 
The everage nroduccr ( ) 
All workers ( ) 
~00 ( ) 
13o It is my o~inion tnat people's productive ?rogress follo~s the 
folloring pa~tern 
..: 
~ 
s;-!o. / c'~~ / ·r-(~) ..... ~ (I>) (C) --1-.:1 II) ~~ r ~ o$ ~~ ct. ~ 
liT,£ 7/m£. t1'1n£ 
lllo The forem·.·n alone should instruct operators$) thnreby prer;cnting ·I 
the personal direct toucho Yes( ) 
No ( ) 
l?o Instructors, specifically assigned, should do all instructingo 
Yes( ) 
No ( ) 
16o Any good efficient operator can instruct capeoly and snould 
be allowed too Yes( ) 
No ( ) 
17. I practice 'tlhnt I prench in reference to ansvrrs to t.:l]J,l),l6~ 
Yes( ) 
No ( ) 
18o I believe tho nbove statements are praetic~:l and attainable 
(Ans. to n14,15,16) Yes( ) 
No ( ) 
19. Our oresent teohnir-ues F.nd methods in job instruction ~re zdequato 
for the tes~s at nando Yes( ) 
No ( ) 
. 
" 
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20o Constant follow up is a IIIUSt af'ter proper job inStruct.iono This 
.follow up should in general. be on the following basiso 
{ ) Daj,:Qr 
Houri¥ ( ) 
Weelcq ( ) 
2lo A tour o.r operations on the particular job that the operator 
is to work on (a department tour) is of greater value to the 
( ) company and to the operator than is a plant touro Yes 
No ( ) 
22a This to\U" o:t operations is to be performed · 
Before starting job ( ) 
Several hours after starting job ~ i SeveraJ. dqs aftier starting job · Severalaeks a..tt;er starting job ( Ic not needed ( 
23o A daiq performance record should be kept on all operators no 
matter 'What the size or complexity of the operating groupo · 
( j Yes 
No ( ) 
24o A performance record of the lair per£ormance operators oncy is 
necessary £or good control or productivityo 
( ) 'Ies 
No ( ) 
2So In a small department a good supervisor automatically' knows 
the ansi.vers on production without the use o:f formal productive 
( ) recordo . Yes 
No { ) 
26o These production records» U required, should be checked b7 
a. checker for accuracy o£ recordingcs , Hol.U":q { 
' ~ 
{ ~ Spot checked throu,W.. month ( 
27o· Records sb;ould. be accaptabls on faith with occasional ·spot 
checld.ng by the supervisor at random.o . Yes ( ) 
No ( ) 
28o Individual dail\v performance records should ba posted for 
the entire grpup to seeA Yes ( ) 
No { ) 
29o Individual daiq performance r$COrds should not be posted 
but should be available for arq individual of the group to 
see on requasto Yes ( ) 
No ( ) 
)Oo A listing of daiq performance recordS comparing the perc> 
£ormance of one operator in relation to another should not 
be kept.o Yes ( ) 
Ho ( ) 
~---~---~~---- ------------------
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Jlo The maintenaca of production records are an ef.f'ecti ve mthod 
of obtaining, increased productive eff'icientry o Yes ( ) 
No 
' ' 32a Produ.ction record keeping is the on:q accurate method of 
measuring one person as compared to another in terms of 
Yes( producti vit71) ) 
No ( ) 
33o · COmplete and efficient· departmantal training can be had ~ 
through the accurate knowledge of operator performance and 
) operator capacit7o Yes ( 
No ( ' 
.34o Poor standards, though poor.ll are a better guide to productive 
ef':ficiency than no standards at allo Yes~ J No 
3$o Operators in general should be info:t'Dlad as to the exact demands· 
of the job in terms of a speci.f':1c goal$ eo~o sao units per hour, 
) even when this goal is onq a temporary bogeyo Yes ( 
· No ( ) 
36o It is best not to set a speoif'io goalo We thus inSure tn.e 
operatorn s continued improvement even above and beyond the 
) specific bogey-~ Yes( 
No c ) 
37o For the well being of' the operator8 it is to ~s best interest 
to be given an exact goal for which he oan a:lDio Yes f ) 
No ) 
38o An operator not having a spec1f'ic goal» eoge> SOO units per hour8 
tends to improve above and beyond tbe bogey-» although it has not 
been set for him.: . · Yes ( ) 
No ( 
' 39o A bogey is best used as a tthiddentt toolo The approach should be 
that of setting operator tastes according to the bogey· w.:i. tho~ 
( ) informing the operator o£ the bogey() Yes 
No ( ) 
40o It is best to inform the operator that a bogey exi.sts8 that it 
is te:rqporar.v 1 and that it can and might well change in tims ... up ( l or downo Yes llo ( 
4lo It is best not to use a bogey at all until good standards are 
available a Yes f ~ ll~ 
42o Shsndards on all jobs moe an essential for productive ef.tioienc;rC? 
Yes ( ~ llo· ( 
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43o Close int.elligent supervision :i.s a sufficient substitute for 
good standardso 
1.,4Q Specifications £or a. job should include the specific detailed 
method o£ operationo 
45 e Detailed process sheets should be available 'l#o the instm ctor 8 
whoever he. JJJtJ:3' be, before standards are released to the .tlooro 
46o The correlation between muscular skill and mental sldll is 
Yes { ) 
No ( ) 
Yes ( ) 
No ( ) 
Yes { ) 
No ( ) 
High ( ) 
Average ( ) 
Low ( ,> 
verr low ( 
Very high ( _) 
47o There is a dire~ corrleation between an operator9.s (hancl & 
finger) dimensionEI and his finger dexterityo 
48o Among the following factors 8 pleass rank the ten items in 
order of importance to the average factory worker wor.aano 
Comfortable working conditions 
Good working compa.niov.s 
Good Boss 
Opportunity for advancemxxt 
High pay 
Stea(\V work 
Good bonuses . 
Easy work 
Opportlmity to J.earr, a job 
Opportunity to use your ideas 
Yes ( ) 
No ( ) 
49o Do you .feel that there should be a separate tra:Ud ng department ( ) for new]3 engagvd wox-kers? Y~s 
No ( 
50o Instruction (of' an operation) bJr parts is superior to instruc= 
tion by the whole Q · Yes { 
No ( 
Slo Do you prefer an incentive system for operators? Xes ( 
No ( 
$2o The average ratio of ma.X:I.mum to mi..nimum. performance £or 
normal. fact017 operations approximates l to loS { 
l to 2 ( 
1 to 3 ( 
l to 2..- ( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
... 
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., , .. 
.$)o I Which hour of the day do you feel is the best productive hour? 
Which hour of the da;y do you .reel is the worst productive hour? 
Answer b for best~.~ 11 .tor worst 
l.st ' ) - - 2nd ( ) 
3rd ( ) 
4th ( ) 
.$th ( ) 
6th ( ~ 7th ( 8th ( ) 
.$4Q Slould production records be kept on all operators or onq on 
those requiring inprovement'? · AU ( ) 
Only those needing inprovenent ( ) 
SSo Do your workers believe that our tiJrestuc:W mathodS are sound? 
Yes ( ) 
No ( ) 
S6o Do you bel.:i:we that operation diagrams (placemnt of all toolsD 
etco.o) would be of real value to the .foreman? Yes { ) 
No ( ) 
S7 o Do you feel that lqout diagrams (plaCGment of all equipmnt.9 
· machines~.~ etcot> would be of real value to the production fore= 
man? Yes ( ) 
No ( ) 
SBo Are motion ~s (detailed method of use of le£thand.9 right-
Yes ( ) hand8 etco) available to you? 
No ( ) 
.$9o Do you feel that motion anal,yses would be of value to you? 
Yes ( ) 
No ( ) 
60o Do you feel that yo~ concept of a fair clayO s work is vague 
to you? Yes ( ) 
io 
' 
) 
6lo A fair dairo s work in most instances xreans prompt starti.ilg~ 
absence of noticeable loafing~ contin us activity \UltU 
Yes ( ) the quitting tiraa o 
No ( ) 
62o A fair da\vtl s work is meeting the established quota regardless 
of noticea.bls loafing, qp.itting time 9 etco Yes ( ) 
No { ) 
63o outpUt is nsarq ~ low on Mondq and at the end of the 
Yes { ) weeko 
No ( ) 
64c It is not good practice to vary the standing and sitting 
Yes { ) position of operators during an 8 hour dairo 
No ( ) 
CHART XXVI (Continued) 
6Sn In generala operato2'S get used to noiseD the employers 
(managers) do noto 
66., The present standards available to the production foreman 
are incorrecto 
67 o Please rate in order o.t' importance the causes o£ sickness: 
!a) Accidents b) st.omach & intestinal. infections o) Colds and Influenza (d) Ne-rves & d.ebilit7 
(e) Operations ·· 
( £) other in:tectiona 
Rating 
68o Which five ($) o:r above questions are o£ greatest int..erest 
to you as a .toremano 
152 
Yes ( ) 
No ( ) 
lES ( ) 
No ( ) 
Approxi.mate ! 
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any question which he f'el.t he did not want to answer, and t() 
~ ... an.s.~er any questions he f'el.t he Wt;l.S not suf'f'icientl.y ac .. 
quainted with to do it justice. Space and provision was 
made f'or- ·any- addi tiona.l. comments any superv;f.sor might care 
to make in ref'erence to any or al.l questions or answerso 
BQ Choice of' Bample 
Since this thesis is concerned with the techniques. 
methods, and approaches that a f'oreman might take 1n attain-
ing and maintaining productive ef'f'iciency, the writer felt 
it might be well to obtain the collective· opinions of' a 
group of f'oramen in regard to some techniques or approaches 
available to them. A fairly homogeneous group of' foremen 
were thus selectedo The questionnaire was presented to 
practically the entire group of production foremen and super-
visors, which group composed the working associates of the 
writer. Only production supervisors and foremen were selected 
in the sample. This group has relatively similar problems, 
have relatively stmi~ar tools and equipment available to 
them and most important work under a fairly similar environ-
ment. For example they (the writer·included) all deal with 
the same personnel department; they work for the same manu-
facturing superintendent. They are a11 serviced by the 
same industrial engineering department, ete. Therefore, 
with these external factors fairly constant, the results 
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obtained, in large me.asure, it· was· felt, would actually 
provide the true differences and likenesses of opinions 
between foreman. 
There were several obstacles however that first 
had to be removed before the questionnaire would be of real 
value. The first was the proper wording of the questions 
and the second was the assurance to all taking the question= 
naira that no repercussions would occur as an aftermath of 
tak1Dg the questionnaire~ Some of the questions even after 
rewording! etc. were somewhat 11high powered".. The aid of 
the writer • s superiors was sought in the wording of the 
questionnaire and in the final choice of questions. Also 
the questionnaire was made completely anonymous in nature 
so that the group would feel reassured that the results were 
to be used only on a collective basis to obtain group 
opinion$ 
c. Conduct of the SUrvey 
Each foreman 8 well known by the writer, was per-
sonally con~cted and asked to take the questionnaire.. The 
intent and purpose of the questionnaire was explained in 
detatlo The desire to obtain honest. accurate answers was 
stressed., The anonymous nature of the survey was stressed, 
particularly because of the writer 0s peculiar situation of 
being a co-worker~ HOwever 8 certain information was requested 
of each foreman. His number of years of supervisory experience. 
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the number of factories worked in, his education, and 
finally his number of years of factory experience were re-
quested. It was felt that these factors might be pertinent in 
so far as the answers received. 
To insure the anonymity of the survey, the foremen 
were requested to deposit their completed questionnaires 
in a designated area without returning it directly to the 
writer. The results obtained were very good and the com-
ments received both on and off the questionnaire were excel-
lent. 
D. The Findings and Their lnterpretation 
The results obtained were very satisfactory. Of 
twenty-three questionnaires distributed, twenty were returned 
with enough information to warrant their use tn this survey. 
Two questiomlB.ires were not returned whUe one was received 
in unacceptable form and was thus .discarded. A correlation 
between the general results obtained and the results obtained 
from those supervisors with college training was sought for. 
A correlation between the general results and the number of 
years of factory experience was also attempted. In addi-
tion correlations between general results and the number of 
years of factory supervision was. investigated. And finally 
correlation was sought for between general results and number 
of pl~ts a supervisor may have worked in as a supervisor. 
Inasmuch as the sample was of necessity small, no detectable 
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correlation were found. However, the infor.maticm obtained 
is of some interest. S:even o:f eighteen providing this in= 
:formation had college education == all others were high 
school educated. The number of plants worked 1n as a super-
visor. varied from one to seven plants per supervisor. The 
number of years 1n supervision varied from one year to 20 
years, with an average of seven years. The number o:f 
years of total factory experience varied :from one year to 
26 years with a group average of twelve years. 
In addition many o:f the results obtained were 1n 
themselves self-explanatory and no :further interpretation 
will be made other than a s~atement of the findings. The 
resul.ts will be presented by l.ike groupings. · For example, 
all questions on learning curves will be grouped first~ A 
grouping will then be made of results on training questions, 
etc. 
1.. Eighteen of twenty fore~n felt that 
learning curves are definitely help= 
1'u1 1n the attaimnent o:f early pro-
ductive efficiency. Quest. #l• 
2. The supervisors felt that learning 
curves were indicative o:f the sk111 o:f 
o:f the operator even when standardized 
methods are not available, while an 
equal number :felt that they would onl.y 
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be indicative of skill when standardized 
methods were in use. The group 1n general 
thus did not agree on the va1ue of learn-
ing curves without detailed written methods. 
Question #2. 
3o Thirteen foremen felt that learning curves 
could be sufficiently defined to be used 
as a measuring stick of relative operator 
skill while the remaining seven felt that 
they ·could:not be used" In questioning 
some of those who answered no• they felt 
that the factors of motivation and quality 
could not be sufficiently clearly measured 
to be a constant factor. The majority 
of negative answers fell in this group. 
Question #9. 
4. Twelve foremen felt that an operator's 
productive progress follows the pattern 
of a fairly steady increase, a leveling 
off, a fairly steady incline again and 
another leveling off, etc. stx foremen 
felt that in general an operator tends 
to rise 1n productivity, then show a de= 
cline, and then a rise again. None felt 
that productive progress shows a constant 
1.5$ 
steady rise to the peak,. Two foremen 
did not care to answer,. The type of train-
ing and follow up provided operators and 
type and degree of controls the individual 
supervisor uses might easily provide the 
answer for the experience of the six fore-
men who found a decline. · It is at this 
po~t that follow up appears essential. 
Question /fl3. 
5. Nine foremen felt that the best way to 
master a job in the shortest time is through 
continuous training (8 hours per day) until.. 
such ttme by continual doing the specific 
goal is reached~ Nine foremen answered 
no to this question wbil~ two did not care 
to answer,. The answers given here are in= 
teresting since it runs contrary to the re-
sults obtained by industrial psychologists. 
N,. Maier states: "Forty hours of practice 
spread ove~ a period of two weeks, for in-
stance, would result in better performance 
than the same amount of practice given in 
one week's time. Fatigue~ lack of interest, 
and a reduction of effort tend to permit the 
appearance of incorrect habits. which are 
then practiced and 1earned~ It would 
be desirab1e therefore, to rind other 
duties that the trainee cou1d perform 
satisfactori1y and alternate this work 
with the learning or the more difficult 
operati~s.•• Question #lOo 
6e Ten foremen stated that it was best to 
train an operator for onJ.y a part of a. 
day, each day, unti1 the goa1 is reached. 
Nine foremen answered no. One did not 
answerQ Thus the resuJ.ts were essentia1J.y 
the same as above. Question #llo 
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7. Four foremen felt that foremen alone should 
instruct the operators, thus providing the 
personal toucho Sixteen roremen fe1t 
otherwise. Question #14. 
8o Thirteen foremen thought that instructors 
specifically assigned shou1d do all in= 
struction. Seven stated the reverse. 
Question #.15. 
9o Five supervisors believed that a good ef-
ficient operator could instruct properl.y 
and should be allowed to. Fifteen felt 
not. Seven of twenty foremen fe1t a sep-
* 8, P• 222 
' ' ' 
·- ... a.rate training department should be 
available for new operators. Question 
#49. Thirteen of twenty supervisors 
felt that instruction by parts is SU= 
perio.t- to instruction 'by the whole.. The 
results here are revealing since it runs 
contrary to the suggested psychological 
approach~* 
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10. Sixteen foremen believed that the method 
they. thought •:best. whether it be direct 
instruction, the use of an operator, or 
the use of an instructor was a practical 
and obtainable approach, and also that 
they did practice the method they thought 
best. Questions #16 and 17. 
n· ... However the group was quite divided in 
their opinion as to the adequacy of the 
present techniques and methods in job 
instruction in performing the tasks at 
hand. Twelve foremen. or the majority, 
felt that present techniques and methods 
are inadequate, The remainder felt that . 
. the present approach was adequate. 
QUestion #19. 
* 8, P• 224. 
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12. The majority Qf supervisors believed 
that daily follow up after proper in-
struction is the eorrec~ approach. BOw-
ever, several supervisors stated that 
during the first day or two follow up 
should be hourly ~d the~ daily there-
after. Four others felt that follow up 
should be hourly. One felt that follow 
up should be weekl.y. The question coul.d 
probably have been clarified as to what 
stage of training was intended, e.g. the 
initial phase, final phase, etc .. 
Question (120. 
13~. The majority (17) of the foremen felt 
.• 
that an operator sho~d not be permitted 
to keep her own production graph, plot-
ting the performance herself. Three super-
. 
visors felt that an operator should be. per~ 
mi tted to do so. A1 though the opinion was 
quite unanimous, the writer believes there 
might be some merit to permitting the oper-
ator to keep ~r own records at least ini-
tially with proper overseeing. This record 
keeping might tend.to provide a higher 
.. 
motivation and incentive on the part 
of the operator. The goal becomes more 
meanillgfu1.4 Question #5. 
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14. The majority {15) of the group felt that 
an operator should be informed of the 
demands of the job from the first. Four 
felt that she should be informed approxi-
mately one week late~ while one supervisor 
felt that new operators shoul.d be informed 
several weeks later. None believed that 
the goal shoUld be assigned at the end of 
of the learning curve or later. The five 
who preferred a delay primarily based this 
on first permitting the operator to adjust 
to the new atmosphere. If quality and the 
right techniques and methods are the first 
requisites of a new operator, might it not 
be well to wait at least several days be-
fore assigning a specific task? The ques-
tion is an interesting one. Question #6. 
l5q Four supervisors were of the opinion that 
greatest productive efficiency in general 
is attained by setting a specific taSk for 
an operator. The remaining sixteen sup~r­
visors:were·hesitant in regard to this 
question and answered •sometimes•. This 
answer ties in closel.y with the next 
questiox1. wherein the group was evenl.y di-
vided Ol:l the merits o£ not inf'orming the 
operato1• of speci£1c tasks (in the absence 
of standards), thus permitting the £ore-
man to c:bange his values of productive 
efficiency when the al.teration warrants 
it. There is then an appreciable segment 
o£ this·supe~visory force that feel.s it 
. 
is best not to .specify a definite task 
under certain circumstances. Questions 
#7 and 8. 
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16.· A group of questions on production re.cords 
.. brought out the following re sul. ts ; Sixteen 
supervisors fel.t that producti~ records 
were of greatest value· when used for a11 
workers4, Two stated that they were of most 
value when used for the average worker. 
while two felt that they were most val.uable 
when used for the l.east productive. The l.at-
ter foUl~ foremen apparentl.y were not using 
·their rE~cords to the fullest degree. Ques-
tion #12. The same sixteen supervisors in 
answeriz1g question #23 stated that daily per~ 
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rorm.anc1e records should be kept on all 
operato~~s no matter what the· size or 
complexity or the groupo . The other rour 
answeret:i no to. this question~ The group 
answered. consistently again when only two 
roremen (as above) indicated that perror~ 
ma.nce rtecords or the _low perrorm.ance oper-
ators oJo.ly should be kept. QUestion #24o 
The interesting fact is 8 however·, that ta 
some degree a number of roremen contra-
dieted themselves 1n answering question 
#25o Klmost ha1f of the foremen indicated 
that in a small department a good super-
visor ~~tomatically knows the answers on 
producifion without the use of ro.rmal pro-
duction reOQrdso It is the writer's opinion 
that written records are the only means of 
knowing the answers no matter how small the 
departm,ent~ It is impossible to know what 
even one operator did several weeks ago or 
a month ago ~thout these records. 
1.7. Exactly half of the group felt that records 
should be _acceptable on faith with occasional 
spot checking by the supervisor at randon. 
The other half thought this practice unaccept-
I 
ableo Questi~ #27. 
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18~ In reference to the posting of perfor-
mance records, the group (19 to 1) almost 
~ompletely were set against the practice 
of posting daily performance records for 
the entire group to see. Question #28. 
The majority, 16 to 4. however, felt that 
records of individual performance should 
be kept and should be available for an1 
individual of the group to see on request. 
Question 29. 
19. Questions #32 through #43 bring out the 
following facts in the survey. The major-
-ity felt that intelligent supervision was 
not a sufficient substitute for good 
standards. Operator performances records 
and knowledge of oper~tor capacity were 
considered essential to complete and effi-
cient departmental training by eighteen of 
the··twenty supervisors. By far the majority 
(l.S) considered it best to inf'orm the operator 
of a specific goal9 e.g. 550 units per hour. 
The same percentage felt that it was for the 
well being of the operator and to his best 
interests to provide an exact goal for which 
he can aim. In addition eighteen of twenty 
felt that an operator not having a speci= 
fie goal or. task does not tend to improve 
to a point beyond this hidden bogeyo 
Eighteen supervisors also felt that a hid-
den bogey was a poor approach to the prob-
lem of obtaining productive efficiency. 
Nineteen of twenty foremen felt that tbe 
operator should be informed that a bogey 
exists (where no standard is avaUable) 
and that this bogey is temporary and that 
it could and might well change 1n time ...... 
up or down~ In question #41 the majority 
(15 to 5) felt that a bogey in place of 
non-existent standards was better than 
no bogey at all.~ 
2Q. Surprisingly enough eighteen of the super-
visors preferred an incentive syst~m while 
at ·.least six of these foremen and probably 
more had never supervised an incentive 
groupq, There 1s no incentive system at 
. 
the.writer 8s plant. 
21. The majority (11) felt that the worst pro-
ductive hour was the eight. ~even felt 
the first was the worst. Eleven supervi=. 
sors felt the second ho~ was the best. 
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Seven £ound the third to be the best~ 
These results approximates the normal. 
22. Questions #60, #62, and #63 involved 
the foremen•s concept of a fair day•s 
work. Six of the twenty supervisors 
felt that their concept of a fair day's 
work was vague. This is an appreciable 
percentage of the supervisory force. Fit-
teen of this supervisory group felt that 
a fair day's work in most instances meant 
prompt starting, absence of noticeable 
loafing. and continuous activity untU 
quitting time. Only five o:f the twenty 
:felt that a :fair day•s work meant meeting 
the established quota regardless of no-
ticeable loa:fing, quitting time, etc. 
16'7 
The writer believes that this latter state-
ment requires some serious:thinking on the 
part o:f management.. I:f a higher skilled 
operator can meet the demands of the job 
1n six hout"s rather than eight, must she 
in ef:fect mark time to look busy~ We are 
assuming no incentive system and also that 
operator ~oes not choose to surpass the 
demands of the jobo 
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23qj Eleven of the twenty supervisors fo'Ulld 
output on Mondays and Fridays to be J.ower 
than on other days. Eight supervisors 
did not find these conditions to be so. 
The resul.ts obtained do not compJ.eteJ.y 
contorm with resuJ.ts found in other stu-
dieso The resul.ts obtained may be due to 
several. factors: (a) the fatigue factor 
may. not bear heavi1y 1n our factory, 
(b) production may be pegged intentional.J.y 
by the operators, or (c) final.ly, the fore-
man may not have sufficient data to answer 
this question satisfactoril.y. 
24e The majority of the foremen felt that spe-
cifications should inClude the specific 
method of operationo The majority by far 
fel.t that detailed process sheets shoul.d 
be availabl.e to the foremen before speci-
fications are released. Questions #44 and 
#45. The majority felt that operation dia-
grams, J.ayout diagrams, and motion analyses 
woul.d be o~ val.ue to them. For exampl.e, l5 '·· 
supervisors felt that operation diagrams 
woul.d be of real. val.ue to them. Seventeen 
foremen f'el.t that J.ayout diagrams woul.d be 
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valuable, while eighteen of the twenty :felt 
that motion analyses woUld ?e most valuable. 
Questions #56, 57 and 159. And yet less 
than half claimed that motion analyses were 
available to them& (#58) In addition 11 
oi' 18 felt that the standards available to 
them were incorrect. QUestion #66. And, 
to<ill~ only :five :foremen indicated tbat they 
:felt the operators believed that the time-
study me~hods were sound. Question #55. 
If the results obtained are indicative o:r 
a general situation in industry, and the 
writer believes it is, then additional tools 
and training must be provided :for the pro-
duction foreman in .fulfilling his task of 
operating efficiently. 
25. Fifteen of the twenty supervisors believed 
that a tour of operations in the particular 
department the operator is to work 1n is of 
more value than is a plant tour. In addi-
tion _tb.e majority (11) thought that this tour 
should be given before starting the job. Five 
supervisors felt that this tour sb.ould be 
several weeks after starting the job. The 
writer believes that past practice has blinded 
many foremen to the fact that a new oper-
ator, due to the novelty of the job, her 
apprehensions, etc., tends to absorb very 
little in terms of a tour until she gains 
a little confidence and until she begins 
to feel a sense of belonging~ A tour some 
time after starting the job seems to the 
writer more advantageous to all concerned. 
Questions #21 and #22. 
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26. The final group of questions fell into a 
group where the writer felt the group of 
supervisors might be harboring false ideas 
and conclusions. The result proved the sit-
uatian to be largely so. For example the 
majority of foremen (12) believed there was 
ia a, P• 1.70 
' 
a high or average correlatian between 
muscular skUl and mental skill. Question 
#.46.. In fact Maier cites that: nan the 
whole, jobs requiring dexterity, strength, 
and routine mechanical operations show no 
relation with intelligence. 0* In addition 
ha1f the foremen falsely beiieved there is 
a direct correlation between an operator's 
hand and finger dimensions and his finger 
l7l 
dexterity:~ And. finally almost half of 
the gro~ felt that absenteeism among 
women did. not double that of men~ Sta= 
tistics indicate that it does. The super-
visors indicating no probably have not 
found this situation to exist in their 
particular departments. Question /14;. 
E. General Conclusion of the survey 
Several facts become apparent from the r esul ts 
of the survey:. First of all, though working in similar en-
vironment under one overall factory superintendent, the 
group is far from homogeneous tn thought and actione This 
is obvious from the answers received. on many questions where 
half answered negatively and the other half positively. The 
reasons for lack of unanimity are many: ' (a) the varied back-
ground of the supervisors in education and experience, 
(b) the differences between immediate superiors who tend to 
subconsciously develop the· thinking of his group, (c) the 
variation in departmental setup, operaticms, and tasks, and 
{d) because a:good percentage of questions fall in the realm 
of opinion, there is an area of several or more right answers. 
Another fact of real interest is the realization 
that many supervisors do not, or feel they do not, have the 
toOls necessary to apply the methods and techniques that 
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they reel necessary to do a complete jobe For example, 
their lack or confidence in standards, motian analyses, etc. 
in indicated. 
Then, too, there is the realization that there is 
a rair1y large area in which misconceptions exist. These 
can be corrected by proper training and instruction. For 
instance, there shoUld be a realization that the corre1a-
t1on between muscular and mental ability is low. Another 
item that must be clariried is a rair day•s work. 
Finally, there is the apparent need ror bringing 
this group a little clo~er to solidify their actions and 
behavior. 
VIII~ Conc1usions 
An attempt bas herein been made to present an 
approach that may be taken by the production supervisor ill 
the development of an employee from the initial stages of 
entrance into the company to the final fUlfillment of the 
needs of.botb the individual and the companr. 
The operator as developed has first been introduced 
to the plant. This introduction may take the form of a. 
specific orientation program that develops the need for mu-
tual. cooperation and aid. It sets the groundwork for the 
development of the employee by showing her the advantages of 
belonging. These advantages are monetary, social, and psy-
chologicalt including direct pay, vacations, free insurance, 
opportunities to grow and develop and to participate in the 
organization. The writer does not pretend that the method 
presented is the best approach, but rather contends that it 
is a workable approach, particularly fo~ the type of organ-
ization with which he is affiliated and for others like it. 
Having given the new employee some basic insight 
into the makeup of the organization~ what it offers and 
what it expects in return, the next step becomes that of 
proper introduction to the job. The care of the problem of 
developing an efficient operator lies 1n the correct train= 
1ng of the operator. The foreman must carefully develop a 
program of setting the scene in terms of proper introduction 
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of the new worker to his associates. to the job as a ~ole, 
and to the instructoro The foreman must further know how 
learning takes· place. Finally, what are some of the tech-
niques the instruct0r can use in applying these principles 
of learning? The writer has stressed the principles of 
learning since the production supervisor, 1n the art of do-
ing, may often not realize what he does or may not truly 
understand the why or wherefore. 
ln the process of developing a well trained oper-
ator, the supervisor's task becomes that of indoctrinating 
the operator in the need for established standards, methods, 
and goals~ The good supervisor will sell the worker on the 
need for the standards and specifications. In addition the 
supervisor can use learning curves to real advantage in his 
attem~t to attain early productive efficiency. The use of 
these learning curves are one of several techniques that the 
supervisor can use effectively in the development of high 
productive efficiency.. And now that we ·b.a:ve trained our 
new employee to a high level of efficiency. how can the 
foreman maintain this high level of productivity? The dis-
cussion has primarily been based on a non-incentive approach. 
T~e foreman must apply standardized methods. and using stand-
ards or defined bogeys, he must establish labor loads that 
are within the reach of the operator. The supervisor must 
maintain specific paper and other controls to insure contin-
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ued performanceo The operator must become a partner in this 
contro~ process and should be kept inf'ormed of his progress 
~ong the way. 
All along the way the one major factor of success 
or failure is that of the human relations approach. It ap-
pears to the writer that herein lies the success or failure of 
his entire program. The foreman must fulfill the psycholo-
gical needs of the employees preferably through the democratic 
approach. In the process of supplying the.se psychologic~ 
needs, a few specific techniques may well involve a progrgm 
such as multiple management or the use of a questionnaire 
that permits the group to freely voice their opinions on 
topics directly affecting them. 
Finally, since this thesis has in major part in-
volved the opinions and ideas of the writer, based on his ex-
perience and education. it was thought that the opinions on 
questions of techniques, approaches. etc. might well be sought 
of the entire group of his working associates. SUch a survey~ 
when compiled. analyzed, and interpreted would show the vari-
ations or similarities in techniques used by other supervi-
sors under a similar working environment. 
The results of the survey were illuminating, for it 
clearly showed how a group of foremen would apply certain 
techniques 1n attaining and maintaining productive efficiency. 
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The answers showed the areas of disagreement, the areas o£ 
agreement, and the areas of question and uncertainty. The 
survey elearly indicated that the techniques to be used are 
primarily in the realm of opiniono There surely is no one 
way to success in attaining the desired goal; but there are 
guideposts on which the great majority agreedo It is hoped 
that these guideposts will be of value to the supervisor o£ 
long standing and particularly to the novice who is apt to 
develop his way in the supervision of production employees. 
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